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The Texas Longhorns lassoed a
70-57 victory over the Eagles in
the NCAA men's basketball
tournament in Dallas. Despite a
tough first half, the Eagles fought
back in the second-but the
Longhorn lead proved too great to
overcome. Just as the clock ran
out on the tournament game,
time runs out for the Eagles as
they finish the season. Recap the
game that closed the season in
Sports.
12th-seeded Mississippi State
deals the Eagle women a 65-59
upset at the NCAA tournament in
LubbockJX. A halftime lead
slipped away as the Lady
Bulldogs came back on a run that
would take them to victory. The
loss puts an untimely end to an
incredible season for BC women's
basketball. Wrap up the tournament and the success that
brought the team to it in Sports.

By Walter Alarkon and Liz Paulson
Heights Editors
The UGBC Elections Committee sanctioned the Anderson-Obletz campaign for
violating the elections code last weekend in
regard to an off-campus party connected to
their campaign. Any party at which alcohol
is served and campaign materials are present
is an elections code violation. The committee wrote in the finding that while the "spirit"
of the code was not violated, the letter of

Middlemarch

sung the same lines. For five
sweet-toothed hours, Boston

sweeter than ever

College's lavishly decorated version of Wonka's chocolate factory did not disappoint.
Partygoers expressed extreme approval of the ball's most
memorableaspect: its decorations.
As guests arrived, they were
taken on virtually the same tour
as the story's five lucky golden
ticket winners. They walked nervously through the factory's
"shrinking hallway" to a combination of the factory's main entrance, complete with massive
"rules and regulations" scroll,

at his candy wonderland and
sings, "If you want to view para-

dise, simply look around and view
it."
Any of the 550 students
packing O'Connell House Friday
night for the 29th Annual
Middlemarch Ball could have

It will take more than bright
colors, T-shirts and Frisbees for
candidates to stay in the UGBC
presidential race. Candidates
must stay within a strict budget
and the Elections Committee
monitors them closely. The
independent committee documents every last expense and
donation, enforcing the rules of
campaign finance. Get behind the
propaganda and inside the
numbers in Marketplace.
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Women and Wallace seem to have
only problems, and last weekend
Women and Wallace led audiences at the Bonn Studio through
a series of dysfunctional
relationships. Growing with
Wallace through each encounter,
the audience was treated to a
thoughtful and rewarding
performance. Even though his life
is full of ups and downs, see how
smoothly the show comes
together in Arts & Review.
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"The rule was broken," said Anderson.
"The spirit of the rule was not broken."
The Senate voted unanimously to reduce the penalty in an unannounced, emergency session last Sunday. The ODSD
planned to hear the case on Monday, after
The Heights went to press.
"[The elections committee decision]
comes down very strongly on us," said
Obletz. "The Senate believes that, we believe that, our campaign staffbelieves that,
the chairman and vice chairman of the Sen-

ate, other candidates, everyone was in agreement that this was extremely too harsh and

then they came to the decision that they
knew [the violation] wasn't intentional, but
it did happen."
Residents of 1789 Commonwealth Ave.
created and displayed a banner promoting
the Anderson-Obletz team, and served alcohol during a party last Saturday night.
Neither Anderson nor Obletz hosted the

See Decision, A

Paradise
In Willy Wonka and the

Marketplace | C5

the code was.
Emily Anderson, UGBC presidential
candidate and A&S '03, and running mate
James Obletz, A&S '03, appealed the decision to the UGBC Senate, breaking with the
trend in recent years of appealing directly
to the Office of the Dean of Student Development (ODSD).
"Technically a rule was broken, but you
have to consider the weight of the facts of
how much was actually intentional," said
Obletz.

Chocolate

Chocolate Factory, the chocolate mastermind looks admiringly

Giant mushrooms rubbed shoulders
with Gobstoppers while Veruca
Salts hobnobbed with Violet
Beauregards. Clever costumes at
this year's Middlemarch Ball confirm that students needed more
than just a "golden ticket" to get
in the door. Using everything from
whipped cream to umbrellas, some
students sacrificed comfort for creativity. Features unveils the fanciful fashions of Middlemarch.
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Elections Committee, Senate sanction campaign

By Annie Barrett
Heights Editor
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Top: Jim Clark, CSOM '03, Beth Cummings, A&S '05, and Amelia
Stephens, A&S '03, get down as Gobstoppers at the Middlemarch Ball.
Right: A gushing chocolate fountain was the centerpiece of the main
ballroom in O'Connell House.

Mary Ann's
agrees to
suspension

Suspended RAs allege unfair
treatment by Residential Life
director,
Mazzacano

By Walter Alarkon
Asst. News Editor

By Liz Paulson
Assoc. News Editor

immedi-

After more than a year of appeal processes and delays, the Alcoholic Beverage Control Committee (ABCC) has sentenced Mary Ann's, a favorite Boston
College student hangout, to a two-week
suspension of its license. The Boston Licensing Board (BLB) had originally given
the bar a suspension of one month after it
was the scene of a crime that resulted in
the arrest of four people, three of whom
were BC students.
On Jan. 3, 2001, Jill DiSabato, now a
former BC student, was accosted by basketball player Andrew Bryant, A&S '04.
This incited a brawl between Michael
O'Connor, DiSabato's boyfriend and aBC
night school student, his brother Steven
and Bryant, along with Kenney Harley, another basketball player and A&S '01. All
four men were arrested for assault and
battery and held in jail overnight. Bryant
and Harley's charges also included assault
and battery with dangerous weapons (broken beer bottles and shod feet).
The one-month license suspension
was fair in the eyes of the BLB.
"If anything, maybe we've been a little
lenient," said BLB Chairman Daniel
Pokaski after the incident.
Mary Ann's disagreed with the BLB's
decision to suspend their liquor license
for one month, so they exercised their right
to appeal the ruling to the ABCC. As of
January of this year, the ABCC had only
received half of the bar's testimony and
the hearing for the second half was scheduled for Jan. 23.
The hearing never took place. According to Pokaski, "the attorney for the defense
had a 'family emergency'" on that day.

See Bar, A
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A resident assistant in Fitzpatrick
Hall resigned last month after housing
officials allegedly told him to resign or
be terminated for violating an RA policy.
According to the RA handbook, a resident assistant has 30 days to request a
formal review of a disciplinary case.
Frank Mazzacano, the former resident
assistant of the fourth floor of Fitzpatrick
and A&S '03, violated RA policy when
he lent his on-campus parking pass to one
of his residents. Housing officials then
asked him to resign or be terminated, said
Mazzacano.
Following the directions of his hall

ately

e-

mailed
Milagros
Arguello,
acting
Residential
Frank Mazzacano
Life co-director, with
his intention to resign. Arguello accepted the e-mail as a formal letter of
resignation, said Mazzacano.
Mazzacano was not aware of the
formal appeal process. He said that after
Arguello accepted his resignation, she
told him he could no longer appeal. "She

had no right to say that. Mili did a few
little dirty things to hide the situation," he
said.
Arguello declined to comment.
After learning of the appeal process
and meeting with Cheryl Presley, vice
president for student affairs, Mazzacano
chose not to appeal.
"1 had zero chance of winning so I
just resigned," he said.
Residential Life officials have also
suspended two Walsh Hall resident assistants under similar circumstances. The officials asked Carl Oliveri, A&S '03, and
Derek Holland, BC Law '03, to resign or
be terminated after charging them with

SeeRAs,A4

BC continues search for IT, Res Life directors
By Mike Smith

leadership structure within the

Heights

office, the search for a new vice

Staff

As the school year approaches completion, two key

administrative positions

re-

main vacant at Boston College.
The University is currently
searching for a vice president
for Information Technology
and a director of the Office of
Residential Life, both of which
are posts that greatly affect
the life of an average student.
The position of vice
president for Information
Technology, which is responsible for overseeing the office
of Information Technology
(IT), has been vacant for approximately a year and a half.
After a reorganization of the

president intensified.
"The process [of filling
the position] essentially
started in the fall, and really
began to heat up around January," said Mary Corcoran, director of Information Technology at BC. "Right now it's an

active process; it's at full speed.
A national search was part of
the process, and now they have
a list of qualified candidates and
they're transitioning to the interview period. In a month or
so candidates should start arriving here [at BC] for interviews
with faculty and administration."
Corcoran said the applicant pool is more than suffi-

cient due to the atmosphere at
the school and the nature of
the position.
"Universities are a very
desirable place to come for a
career in IT. With the increase
in e-learning and on-line
classes, there are lots of exciting new aspects of the job.
We've had no trouble finding
interest in the position."
Corcoran said the position is expected to be filled by
June, so that the individual
chosen will have the summer
to become acclimated to the
job.
In the meantime, IT has
been led by Executive Vice
President Patrick Keating,
whose normal administrative
responsibilities include super-

vision of IT.
"Pat's been running the
day-to-day operations at IT
he's really been involved with
how things work here," said
Corcoran. "He's in an acting
capacity, so he's not going to
be in this role long-term, but
we meet with him on a regular
basis and he is taking an active role in how the office opcrates."
Corcoran added that work
has not been noticeably disrupted as a result of the va-

-

cant

position.

"We have been moving
forward, and any problems
we've encountered have not
been due to the vacancy. In

See Residential Life,A2
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News & Notes
Twenty-seven faculty members

receive promotions
Twenty-seven Boston College faculty were recently promoted by University President Rev. William P. Leahy, SJ. Thirteen faculty members received promotions to full professor,
including Samuel, Graves (CSOM), Dale Herbeck (Communi"cation), Thomas Hibbs (Philosophy), Ingrid Hillinger (Law),
Charles Hoffman (Biology), Karen Kayser (GSSW), Rev. T.
Frank Kennedy, SJ (Music), Rev. Arthur Madigan, SJ (Philosophy), Roberta Manning (History), Suzanne Matson (English), Judith McMorrow (Law), Scott Miller (Chemistry) and
: Jeanne Scholl (Psychology).
Eleven faculty members were promoted to the position
Of associateprofessor-with tenure, namelyLillie Albert(LSOE),
ScottCiimmtngs (Theater), Jan Engelbrecht (PbysicS), RachelFreudenburg (German Studies), Marta Geletkanycz (CSOM),
Lisa Goodman (LSOE), Gail Kineke (Geology arid Geophysics), R£v. Bruce Morrill, SJ (Theology), Prasannan
'?\u25a0Parthasarathi (History), Robert Stanton (English) and David
Vandethfoft (Theology).
Joan Lucariello (LSOE)," Kevin Mahoney (GSSW) and
Zhifeng Ren (Physics) also received tenure,,
-
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U.S. News and World Report
honors BC athletic programs
U.S. News and World Report ranked Boston College on
its Sports Honor Roll, along with 19 other outstanding col-leges and universities.The publication basedits judgmentsupon
four categories of achievement, which included the graduation
rate for athletes and their academic progress. The complete
rankings can be found in the March 18 issue of U.S. News and
World Report \u25a0'.<;\u25a0 .\u25a0 -

Senate sponsors BGDS taste tests
The Community and Projects committee of the UGBC
Senate is sponsoring three taste-testing sessions, two of
which have already taken place. The last is s.cheduled for April
K
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members James Obletz, A&S '03, and Cara O'Connor,

Services as a riiearis for them "to gain a maximum amount
of student input," said Obletz, who noted several changes taking

ing place with BCDS.
,\u25a0(;\u25a0\u25a0:\u25a0
Therfe's going to be a place to eat in the new administration building, and they're redoing the menu at Addie's," he

said.

;..:

Students who attended the first session feasted on "griurmfet sandwiches on foccaciabread... grilled items," said Obletz.
"They were allowed to make their own sandwiches, their own
drinks, and then everybody critiqued them."
, Those still interested in having input on next year's
menus and getting a free meal at the same time should stop by
the next session on April 14 in Lower Campus Dining Facility's
Boston Room at 5:45 p.m.
?

Compiled by Heights News Staff

WEEKLY POLL

Do you plan on voting in the upcoming
UGBC presidential elections?

Poll results were gathered on-line at www.bcheights.com
from 2/25/02 to 3/17/02.

Campaign supporters clad in brightly
colored T-shirts filled Devlin 008 Thursday
night for the UGBC vice presidential debates. For over an hour, the seven vice
presidential candidates expanded upon the
issues raised by their running mates in the
presidential debates held the previous
evening.
Josh Magri, elections committee chair
and A&S '02, described the format of the
debate, which followed that of the presidential debate. Candidates were given two
minutes to make their introductory remarks.
Dave LaMattina, running mate of Matt
Baker, both A&S '03, was the first candidate to speak.
"Tonight you're going to hear a lot
about experience," he said. "I think that
my inexperience and Matt's one year of
experience in UGBC are a positive force. I
know how to get things done. You cannot
tell me no."
"Chris and I are representatives of the
typical BC student," said Samuel Porter of
himself and running mate Chris Donadio,
both A&S '04. "We are not apathetic."
Porter noted the team's plan to create
a UGBC service organization, more work
study programs and increased student involvement in the UGBC.
Matt Bowie, A&S '03, running mate of
Carl Oliveri, also A&S '03, said that while
"UGBC has been very effective at programming, [the UGBC has] not been so effective
at promoting [students'] rights and protecting [students'] interests." Bowie said he
and Oliveri would work to increase student
involvement in the decisions of University
administrators.
"It's important for us to change the
perception that UGBC is cliquish and irresponsible," said Bowie.
"All the teams here represent one
drive, one passion, one motivation," said
Pat Kenney, the running mate of Michael
Cormack, both A&S '03. "[Change] doesn't

happen simply in UGBC," said Kenney,
noting that change must occur "from the
inside out and from the outside in."
James Obletz, A&S'O3, discussed the
need for better academic advising, improved relations between students and the
BCPD and "new and diversified" programming under the platform of him and run-
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From left to right: UGBC vice presidential candidates Orville Thomas, Dave LaMattina and Ed
Keohane (top); Pat Kenney and Sam Porter (middle); and Matt Bowie and James Obletz
(bottom). The vice presidential candidates faced off in a debate last Thursday night.
ning mate Emily Anderson, A&S '03.
"We know what avenues to take in order to
resolve [issues]," said Obletz.
Ed Keohane, running mate of Dave Wise,
both A&S '03, emphasized the need for change
in the UGBC.
"Increasingly those students involved in
UGBC have forgotten their duty not to themselves, but to their classmates," said Keohane.

He suggested better opportunities for on-campus socialization such as a pub in the Rat to create a "less splintered community."
Orville Thomas stressed the UGBC experience of himself and running mate Adam
Baker, both A&S '03.
"Adam and 1 have been on UGBC

...

-

See Debate, A3

Residential Life begins search for director
Continued from Al
fact, Pat's background [as VP and
chief financial officer at UNext,
an Internet company that organizes online coursework for numerous universities] has been a
real benefit to IT"
One of the IT initiatives that
is proceeding as planned, even
with the vacant position, is a modernized e-mail service.
"We are going to have a
modern, state-of-the-art e-mail
environment, one much more durable and efficient than the one we
have now," said Corcoran.
"In addition, the upgrade to
the students' ID cards (including
the ability to use Eagleßucks on
laundry machines) was successful during this period with the
vacancy. Work has not been disrupted," she said.
Jeaneille Sandy, CSOM '03,

reflected a common view among
the student body regarding issues that the new VP would have
to work on.
"The latency problem needs to
be improved," she said. "Sometimes you try to get into your e-mail
at three o'clock or so and it takes
forever, if it's working at all. It
could use some work."
Unlike the search for an IT
chief, the search for a new director of Residential Life is just beginning. The job opened up after
Dr. Robert C. Capalbo resigned
from the position in December of
last year to take a different job
with the University.
"It's really very early in the
search process," said Dr. Sheilah
Shaw Horton, assistant vice president for student affairs. "We
don't expect to review resumes
until April, so at this point we have
no idea how many applicants there

will be."
Horton said that at this point
in the search process, BC has
hired a search firm to handle such
activities as advertising the position and collecting resumes. She
said that the search firm has already
been to campus to speak with the
Residential Life staff in order to get
an idea of what they are looking for
in a new director.
"In addition, the search firm
will be coming to speak with students about their ideas and concerns regarding a new Residential Life director. They'll be talking mostly to members of the
UGBC," she said.
"We're not specifically targeting internal or external candidates. The job description states
that, 'Boston College seeks a visionary leader who is a strong
manager and who's grounded in
student development theory,' and

whoever best fits that description
will most likely be the one who is
chosen," said Horton. She added
that the description also calls for
an individual who understands
the relationship between student
life and academic life, and who
sees the importance of integrating residential life into the general university life.
If all goes well, said Horton,
interviews will begin by the end
of April. A decision should be
made by early May, and the new
director will most likely begin
work one month later.
"The new director will step
in during construction [including a
new dorm on Lower Campus], but
it shouldn't disrupt the construction
schedule at all," she said.
Residential Life is currently
being coordinated by Mili Arguello
and Linda Riley, associate directors
of Residential Life.
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Elaborate Middlemarch sets delight revelers
"[The lines were] a little frustrating," said Liz Babinski, LSOE
'02, but claimed that they were a
small price to pay for the
Middlemarch experience.
In addition to the decorations, the costumes inspired by
the Wonka theme proved highly
entertaining. Due to the story's
limited number of characters and
more memorable objects, many
costumes were often repeated.
Everlasting gobstoppers, lickable
wallpaper and golden tickets
flooded the rooms, as did the traditional 10 or so characters from
the book and film.
There were "too many Mike
Teevees and Veruca Salts," said
Miguel Teixeira, A&S '03.
But for some, the constant
flow of similar costumes was a
plus. "It's almost kind of cool that
there's repetition because you
can compare," said Anne Malone,
CSOM '02.
Erika Martin, LSOE '04, and
Tom Carco, A&S '04, arrived together as "actually lickable wallpaper." When asked about possible hands-on sampling, Martin
replied that such licking had occurred. "You can't feel it," she assured, referencing the many layers
offruit roll-ups hot-glued onto her
clothing. Her date was a bit more
excited about his costume being
sampled.
"I've been nibbled," said
Carco proudly, showing off one
of his few hundred gumdrops,

Continued from Al
and the lickable wallpaper room.
Other rooms included the
invention room, which featured
an impressively complicated everlasting gobstopper machine,
and Wonka's office, with his famous half-clock, half-desk and
other half-there artifacts. The
detail on displays like the great
glass elevator and the good and
bad "egg-dicator" scale was true
to life.
Overall, the ball's decorations provoked amazed reactions, as Middlemarchers felt
they were part of a completely
different world.
"You forget you're on campus," said Kash Borowiecki,
CSOM '02.
The fizzy lifting drink room
was the one "sub-area" that most
excited partygoers. A black light
and a perpetual stream of
bubbles, not to mention the fearinspiring fan on the far wall, made
this room the most realistic. At
one point, a Veruca and a Wonka
lay sprawled out before the fan,
screaming "We're all gonna die!"
before resting motionless for an
indefinite period. This melodrama, possibly alcohol-induced,
may have been the only deviation from the ball's otherwise
close following of the Wonka

scenes.
The main ballroom was a
lively revision of Wonka's paradise as the candy garden where all
the magic happens. A huge chocolate waterfall extended from the
ceiling to the staircase's main landing and was clearly the ball's biggest attraction. Jared Pinsker, operations manager for O'Connell
House and A&S '02, called the
construction of the waterfall "an
absolutely involved process ... it's
pretty comical how much time
went into it."
Under supervision by the
five O'Connell House managers,
the Middlemarch volunteers
committed more than 60 hours total to transform the rooms.
"I was so pleased with how
the volunteers and managers
worked together," said Pinsker.
"We had a great group."
Throughout the night, the
dance floor in the main ballroom
depicting Wonka's candy land
was clearly the place to be. Hundreds of brightly colored characters crowded the square at any

half-bitten off.

Top: A student disguised as a mushroom from Wonka's Candy Garden grabs a sweet treat from the candy fountain at Middlemarch.
Bottom: The Blame Room featuring the Golden Geese was one of several rooms in O'Connell House that was transformed into a part of Willy
Wonka's Chocolate Factory, from the children's classic inspired by the Roland Oahl book "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory."
given time, pausing briefly, if at
all, to slurp up some candy elixir
or scarf down snacks. The lighting, music and atmosphere were
perfect for a good boogie, and
no one wanted to give up his or
her well-earned spot in the
middle of the madness.
Emerging from the mass of
bouncing gobstoppers and shimmery golden tickets came a
sweaty-faced Brit Burner, LSOE
'03, who proclaimed the dance
floor experience "gross. It's dis-

gusting," she said before catching her breath and disappearing
into the sea of candy and characters

again.

Though the mushrooms and
plants in the candy garden were
disappointingly inedible, BCDS
catering certainly satisfied with
cartloads of Wonka-inspired finger foods like "deviled goose
eggs" and "fizzy lifting juice."
Other culinary treats like "Charlie
Bucket's tri-colored tortellini"
seemed to have slightly less to

do with the theme, but the effort is

commendable.
As Wonka says, "candy is
dandy but liquor is quicker."
Such was the motto for many 21and-over Middlemarchers as

they visited and revisited the bar,
Wonkatania. The bar quickly became crowded, dirty and slippery.
Courtney Beer, A&S '02, said
people were more or less "ice
skating in the bar," which led to
at least one case of a bright white
"Wonkavision" bottom turned

dark brown upon slipping and falling.
Some partygoers felt that the
regulations of the ball - such as
requiring students 21 and over
who had already been in the bar
to wait in the long line again before being cleared - took away
from what could have been a
more flowing party experience.
Lines for the bar were estimated to be around 20 minutes
long; bathroom lines took about
15 minutes to get through.

The O'Connell House managers expressed appreciation for
the Middlemarch volunteers, Chris
Darcy, assistant dean for the Office of Student Development
(ODSD), and the ODSD itself for
their cooperation in planning the
ball. Together, all four entities
worked well together to make the
entire process run smoothly, said
Pinsker.
"I was so pleased with how
everything went. 1 think people
were ecstatic when they walked
in
it was great to see that all
our work paid off well," he said.
Overall, partygoers were enamored by the other-worldly atmosphere at Middlemarch, given
off by the powerful compilation
of decorations, costumes, lighting and music. "I was expecting
a lot, and it definitely delivered,"
said Karen Stamm, A&S '03. Beer
agreed and said that Middlemarch
was "overall, the best thing I've
been to at BC."
...

Vice presidential candidates offer practical
methods for improving communication
Continued from A2
we've seen the good, we've seen the bad,"
said Thomas. "We'd like to implement a
lot of changes," he said, mentioning increasing diversity, improving academic diversity and including sexual orientation in
the notice of non-discrimination.
GeorgeAtanasov, executive editor of
The Heights and A&S '03, then asked candidates to discuss practical steps to overcome student apathy and improve communication between the UGBC and students,
noting the criticism of both during the previous evening's debate.
"We need to get people doing the
activities UGBC is trying to promote,"
said Bowie, who suggested UGBC newsletters and going door-to-door to gather
student opinion. "We need to inform
them what UGBC is all about."
"I really do believe that students
here are in no way apathetic," said Thomas, who said he hoped to increase dia-

logue between the UGBC and students
through avenues such as UGBC.org and
walking around the dining halls. "One
voice is not enough."
Keohane called the description of
BC students as apathetic "harsh," and said
that the problem lies in the "failure of past
UGBC administrations to reach out to the
students." Keohane's suggestions to improve communication included comment
boxes in every dorm, a UGBC table in the
dining hall once a week, communication
through The Heights and appearances by
the president and vice president at every
freshman orientation.

"It's not a question of how you eliminate [apathy], but how you deal with it,"
said Obletz. "You'd be surprised how
many people are really committed and really want a change." Obletz mentioned
mass e-mails, UGBC.org, BCTV and a
State of the UGBC address every semester as useful tools to combat the problem.
Steve Calme, editor of The Crossroads and A&S '03, then posed a specific question to each candidate. He
asked Kenney whether he felt that he
and Cormack would be able to bring the
needed energy and financial resources
toward hiring more female professors
and professors of color.
"The energy isn't a problem," said
Kenney, who cited a re-allocation of
UGBC funds as well as alliances with
other universities as ways to make these

changes occur.
Calme further asked Kenney to discuss he and Cormack's plan to institute

a professional academic advising system at BC.

"The plan does not require a large
financial investment," said Kenney. "It's
an expense that needs to be made. It's

something we're going to make priority."
Calme asked LaMattina what he felt
would be the main obstacle in including
sexual orientation in the notice of nondiscrimination.
"I really thought BC was using the
Church as an excuse," said LaMattina,
who claimed many students are unaware
of the exclusion of the sexual orienta-

tion clause from the notice of non-dis-

crimination. "If it comes down to a legal
issue, we'll take them to court."
Lastly, Calme asked Porter what he
perceived to be the main obstacle in running for UGBC vice president as a sophomore.

"We're representing the typical student," said Porter. "The typical student
is not a junior, not a sophomore, just a
student."
"It's not experience that's going to
get things done," he added.
Each candidate was then able to direct one question toward any other candidate.
Thomas cited the "diversity as inclusion" theme of the Cormack-Kenney
platform and asked Kenney what he personally had done to make students who
are

'different' feel included.
Kenney cited his experience

as

president of the 90 St. Thomas More and
Vanderslice Halls Residence Hall Association and his effort to "reach out to
students who don't care at all." Thomas
then pushed Kenney to describe actions
he individually took to include different
students. Kenney asked Thomas to
clarify the term 'different', and Thomas
specified difference in terms of ethnicity,
socio-economic background and sexual
orientation to explain his meaning.
"I myself have never discriminated
[against students]," said Kenney.
Obletz directed his question to Thomas, asking him how he would utilize
the UGBC Senate to "bridge the gap"
between students and administration.
"We need to define a bit more clearly

what it is we want our Senate to do," said said Obletz. He cited the desire, experiThomas. He suggested that Senators "be ence, commitment and knowledge of him
advocates" for students by gathering opin- and Anderson as factors that would help
ions through polls in The Heights and them as president and vice president.
"There's no question that Matt Baker
UGBC.org as well as mass e-mails. Thomas said he felt the Senate needed to be and myself are goingto improve the quality of life at BC," said LaMattina. "We're
restructured.
Kenney asked Keohane a question going to do it by listening to you guys."
Kenney again stressed the "diversity
regarding his involvement with a student martial arts organization that was as inclusion" theme of his team's platnot permitted a practice space on campus, and how this obstacle would prepare him for a role as UGBC president.
Keohane noted that the ju-jitsu club
originated 12 years earlier "in light of a
lot of assaults against women." He
claimed the administration said that not
enough students were involved in the
group to merit a practice space on cam-

form.
"Our oneness comes from our diver-

sity ... diversity means more than difference," he said.
"It is yourright to vote. It is your duty
to vote right," he continued.
"Adam and I have a great deal of
things we want to accomplish for this
University," saidThomas. "We're here for
you guys."
pus.
"1 think one thing it points to is for
Porter urged voters to "think about
Dave [Wise] and 1 to address adminis- what can actually be done."
"There's a lot of impossible dreams
tration accountability
to bring student needs and student safety to the here," he said. "I hope I've shown tonight
that Chris [Donadio] and I are not typical
front seat," he said.
The candidates then presented candidates."
their closing remarks.
"I'm not here for the title. I'm here
service,"
Keohane began by mentioning the for
said Bowie. "Everything
New England Patriots and their decision [Carl Oliveri and I] have put into this campaign has come from our heart and soul."
to hire coach Bill Belichick.
"They took a chance. He came and
Magri thanked those in attendance
a few weeks ago he brought home a Susaid.
"Dave
and
reminded them that primary voting
per Bowl Championship," he
to
the
game.
would begin the following day and con[Wise] and I know how play
desire
to
make
tinue through today.
We have the passion and
this school a better place."
"Every person in this room has Editor s note: For full coverage of the
shown they care
we need to get the UGBCprimarypresidentialdebates, check
rest of the student body to care as well," out www.bcheights.com.
...

...
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Expert discusses
media bias in
Israeli conflict
By Sean McLaughlin
Heights

Staff

Alex Safian, associate direcCommitteefor Accuracy
in Middle East Reporting in
America (CAMERA), discussed
media bias against Israel last Tuesday night in a lecture entitled "Israel and the Media Challenge."
Safian defined CAMERA as
"a non-denominational, educational organization devotedto promoting accurate and balanced coverage ofIsrael and the Middle East.
Members hold diverse views, but
are united in opposing media bias
and misinformation."
"CNN and NPR's All Things
Consideredaie the among the most
watched and listened to news programs in the United States, yet they
have no devotion to truth when it
comes to reporting news in Israel,"
said Safian at the beginning of his
tor ofthe

speech.
"The media portrays [the conflict in] Israel to be of the same
caliber as Slobodan Milosevic's
ethnic cleansing or South African
Apartheid. Without the presentation of all the facts, the storiesbegin to resemble good PR for Islam," said Safian, putting into context the extent of what he sees as a
mediabias against Israel.
As an example of this pro-Islam bias in the media, Safian cited
a program on CNN that gave an
in-depth look at Islam. The report
was meant to explain the basic history ofIslam from its origin to what
it represents today but many facts

were misrepresented.
"The program made Islam
appear as overtly peaceful," said
Safian. "It said that the translation
ofIslam meant peace when in fact
it has no connection to peace and
actually means submission. In the

discussion of Islam's growth, CNN
failed to mention the usually
bloody wars that it caused throughout Asia and Europe."
Using a clip from CNN,
Safian explained how even the origin of the Israeli State has been
confused and manipulated to make
Israel appear as the root of terror
not only inPalestine but in the entire Middle East.
"CNN reported that in 1948
Palestinian territory was divided
into separate Jewish and Arab
States, however this land was not
Palestinian but part of the British
Mandate set up by the League of
Nations," said Safian, adding that
most of the land given to Israel was
comprised of state land or desert.
Safian noted that Israel accepted the land from Britain, but
the Arabs never recognized the de-

cision, and Egypt, Jordan, Iraq,
Syria and Lebanon immediately
invaded Israel. Later, in the SixDay War of 1967, Israel fought
with Egypt, Syria and Jordan. In
each of these conflicts, Israel annexed land from each country and
these lands are now the hotly contested areas that make up the current conflict including Golan
Heights, the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip.
"NPR has gone as far as
blacklisting journalists who have
made comments against Islam and
Arabs due to pressure from groups
that promote Arabic rights," said
Safian, adding that journalists who
make disparaging remarks about
Israel are still present.
"Steven Emerson, a journalist and author, was blacklisted
from NPR for warning the U.S.
about ominous domestic threat
from Islam," said Safian as he
talked about a more notable black-
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Bar to close in late
May, early June
week of May and the first week of
June," said Pokaski, which is contrary to the BLB's original intent
to have the bar serve its suspension at a more crucial time. Senior
week and March Madness were
two possible times when Pokaski
would like to have seen the suspension served by Mary Ann's, as
these times are often very busy for
the bar.
"We're not at all happy with
this," said Pokaski. "The two
weeks suspension will be on their
permanent record."
Given its long history including patron assault, patron mistreatment, New York-related gambling
rings and the serving of minors,
Mary Ann's is far from being in
the clear, as far as Pokaski is concerned.
"We're definitely going to
keep an eye on them," he said.
"This is not the end of the story."

Continued from Al

The hearing was rescheduled for
March 13. Complications again
arose this past Wednesday when
proceedings were once more underway.
"Jill DiSabato, the woman
who was accosted, was unable to
attend and continue her testimony," said Pokaski. "The ABCC
decided that if she was not able to
be cross-examined by the defense
attorney, her entire testimony
would have to be thrown out."
"It's a cute move," said
Pokaski. "What you do [as a deAlex Safian, associate director of the Committee for Accuracy in Middle
fense attorney in these situations]
East Reporting in America (CAMERA), explained what his organization
is delay and delay and delay, and
deems a bias against Israel in the American media in a lecture held
Jill is getting married next month.
last Tuesday evening.
She doesn't want to put herself
through this any more."
Mary Ann's owner Stanley
listed figure.
"The free press has a duty to
Chaban could not be reached for
Safian explained that certain present all the facts and give fair comment.
themes were banned in the media treatment to every country, race or
Both sides agreed upon "a
culture," said Safian.
and the idea that Palestine incites
two-week suspension for the last
violence is the most avoided topic
"They basically need to act
despitethere being video evidence professional," he concluded.
that Palestinian children are taught
Following his talk, Safian took
to glorify suicide bombings.
questions regarding CAMERA and
A series of clips were played Israel in general.
Continued from Al
that showed children singing about
"Most ofthe media bias is due
ment. Oliveri and Holland are curbombing and killing Jews, women to ignorance by reporters, who of- violating RA policies last month,
said
Oliveri.
appealing Housing's decirently
do
the
facts.
not get
reciting a poem about their duty as ten
complete
Residential Life officials tersion.
suicide bombers, and even Yassar Of course, some people have a clear
minated Oliveri and Holland after
Oliveri said that a friend told
Arafat praising and encouraging bias against Israel," said Safian,
him about the appeal process.
they refused to resign, he added.
responding to a question asking
the suicide bomber mission.
PJ Cappadona, a hall director
"I had to find it out for my"These important scenes of why the media is anti-Israel.
self," he said.
on Lower Campus, did not explain
Islamic beliefare ignored in favor
In response to a question rethe appeal process to Oliveri be"I didn't think my voice was
garding the origin of Palestine, fore asking for his resignation, said really
ofreports that falsely accuse Israel
heard," said Oliveri about
of not holding up its United NaSafian said, "Palestine was a result Oliveri.
not being told about the chance to
tions obligations," said Safian. He of Roman wars that destroyed
Cappadona declined to comappeal at first.
referred to a incident when CNN
Jerusalem. The area was renamed
Palestine but the Arab population
reported that Iraq was being presUGBC
CALENDAR
sured to let in weapons inspectors did not recognize this name until
Monday, March 25
in accordance with a UN mandate very recently, although the Jews acLower Campus Dining Hall: 9 a.m.-12p.m.
Stuart Dining Hall: 2:30-7:30 p.m.
while Israel was not feeling any cepted it."
After the lecture Safian repressure despite a UN resolution
Tuesday, March 26
that Israel should vacate annexed mained to answer any questions and
Lower Campus Dining Hall: 8:30-11:30 a.m.
McElroy Commons: 2-3:30 p.m., 4-7:30 p.m.
lands. Safian explained that the invited anyone to take copies of articles written by CAMERA.
Iraqi mandatewas a chapter 7 resoWednesday, March 27
His appearance was sponsored
lution, which means it is mandaMcElroy Commons: 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
tory, while the Israeli mandate was
by Boston College Hillel, the HonThe preliminary debates will be aired on BC Cable Channel 53 Wednesday and
resolution,
a chapter 6
which ors Program and the communicaThursday, March 20 and 21 at approximately 5 p.m. The final debate will take place
tion department.
means it is a suggestion.
Thursday, March 21 in Devlin 008 at 8 p.m.

RAs appeal dismissal

ELECTIONS

OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED
For the Class of 03 and '04
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INFORMATION SESSION
Tuesday, March 19 @ 7 P.M. in McElroy 208
Wednesday, March 20 @ 7 P.M. in McElroy 208
The Student Judicial Board is composed of representatives
from each class, with five board members one Chairperson
sitting as judge and jurors in disciplinary hearings involving
their peers. The board adjudicates disciplinary cases and,
when appropriate, recommends sanctions to the dean's office
Applications for members of the Class '03 and '04 are available at
the information sessions and lit the Office of the Dean for Student
Development, McElroy 233, and are due by Wednesday, March 27.
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UGBC Senate
alters Elections
Committee decision
The Senate notified The Heights at approximately 2:30 p.m. on Sunday afternoon that the meeting was canceled. The Senate did not tell The Heights
event, however the elections code states candidates
of the emergency meeting until after it was over.
are responsible for any work promoting their candiAnderson said she notified Magri of the meeting,
dacy.
though he did not attend.
The creation and exhibition of the banner clas"I think that if there was a Heights reporter there,
sified the hosts as members of the Anderson-Obletz
committee
deSenate
wouldhave voted to close the session," said
campaign, according to the elections
cision. Obletz, who arrived at the party at 2 a.m., did Obletz.
The Senate voted 20-0 by secret ballot to revise
not make a concerted effort to have the owners rethe
said Anderson and Obletz. Under the
ruling,
banner,
the
to
the
elections
commitaccording
move
Senate's sanction, the Anderson-Obletz campaign
tee. Anderson arrived an hour later and took down
must remove half of their banners and are not althe banner, said both Obletz and the elections committee.
lowed to campaign Monday on Newton during pollThe elections committeefinding disqualified the ing hours.
Senate members who voted, said Anderson and
team from wearing campaign paraphernalia, passing out campaign literature and having a Web site Obletz, included: Anderson; Obletz; O'Connor; Carl
Oliveri, presidential candidate and A&S '03; Matt
and any postings. The penalty would have been effective for Monday and Tuesday, the last two days Bowie, vice presidential candidate and A&S '03; and
Stas Gayshan, Oliveri-Bowie campaign manager and
of primaries.
CSOM '04. Nine Senate members were not present.
The elections code, however, provides two opO'Connor moved to revise the elections comtions for appeals to elections committee decisions:
the ODSD and the Senate. Anderson and Obletz, both mittee decision, they said. Bowie, Oliveri, Gayshan
Senate members, went to the Senate, which created and other Senate members made friendly amendthe code. In recent years, appeals of the elections ments to the Senate's revision, they said.
Patrick Kenney, running mate of presidential
committee's decisions have gone to ODSD, which
candidate Michael Cormack, both A&S '03, was
retains final authority.
Since the usual weekly Senate meeting was canbelieved to be the only non-Senate member present,
celed, Anderson and Obletz asked Senate Chair Pat said Anderson and Obletz. They said they ran into
Houlihan, A&S '02, to call an emergency meeting, Kenney at the computer lab and invited him to the
said Stas Gayshan, a Senate member and CSOM '04. meeting. Before the vote, the three campaigns repreHoulihan agreed as long as Anderson and Obletz sented discussed the penalty in a recess.
"I tried to get in touch with Dave Wise [presicalled the other Senate members, said Gayshan,
Obletz and Anderson.
dential candidate and A&S '03] and the other candiAnderson and Obletz said that Josh Magri, chair dates," said Anderson, "I honestly didn'thave enough
of the elections committee and A&S '02, would not time to get in touch with all the other candidates."
have objected to appealing to the Senate.
Houlihan e-mailed Magri and Chris Darcy, as"[Magri] had spoken to our campaign manager sistant dean for student development, the Senate's
[Cara O'Connor, CSOM '03], and she had said, 'You decision on the penalty, said Obletz.
"It would be interesting to see whether or not
know, Josh, you are aware that Senate has complete
oversight over any action you guys make,'" said the deans uphold the Senate decision," said Obletz.
Obletz. "He [implied] that 'that's smart thinking' or "The Senate is often criticized for rendering decisions or passing legislation and the next day ODSD
'you are on the ball with that one,' or 'that's fine.'"
Magri could not be reached for comment at press shooting them down."
time, however elections committee member Jamie
Obletz and Anderson are confident with the
Senate'sruling and do not feel that its members were
Labukas, A&S '04, would have liked to see the apbiased in any way.
peal handled by a neutral party.
"It wasn't a one-sided Senate meeting," said
"I just feel that we need a third party because of
the fact that the people are involved in Senate," said Obletz.
Labukas. "Dean Sherwood and Dean Darcy are both
The latest developments of this story will be
available on-line at www.bcheights.com.
very fair people."

Police Blotter
2:05p.m.

Officerresponds to
the Chancery after they reported a threatening caller. An
.attempt was made to trace the
1 -call but Verizon was unsuccessful.

-

-

Sells moved on to suggest
implications for the coming decades of the supposed "clash of
civilizations" between Islam and
the West.
"Columnists have said Islam
is in a state of civil hostility but it
stems in the essence ofthe Islamic
tradition itself," said Sells. If that
is true, he said, there is a grave
situation that cannot be won by
either side.
"And yet it can be suggested
that there is a war against Islam as
a whole," he said, pointing out that
assuming the concept of the clearcut "enemy" is a dangerous habit.
Sells went on to question,
"What is right?" about the Islamic
conflict amid other factions that
seem so wrong. He named time,
poetry and the Koran as three
forces whose existence fights for
"the right."
Sells spoke of the difference
between the West and the East in
the concept oftime. In the Islamic
world, Sells felt "a constant presence of humanness that is lost in
instrumental time." He contrasted
that world with the world of road
rage and strict daily schedules, a
culture absolutely obsessed with
time.
"The challenge is, there's
something about that life that is
it's a culture shock
really rich
far more intense than that from
other regions," said Sells, before
asking "How can industrialized societies with such different values
...

come together?"
Such was the most striking

question that emerged from Sells'
talk. Through an appreciation of
the better, more pure things about
each others' societies, perhaps we
can learn to better understand the
intricacies of a culture seemingly
so far detached.
"It's really vital on cultural
levels to make those human

bridges. Don't forget," said Sells.

-

Tuesday. March 5
-

9:55p.m. -Officers pursueand

stop a vehicle containing four
suspects who had allegedly
robbed a student. The suspects

statedthey had a gun. F our suswere arrested and
charged with two counts of
armed robbery each. One was
charged with assault, and one
also with posseissioii of a
dangerous weapon. They will
be arraigned inNewtonOisMct
Court.

-

Wednesday, February 27

Saturday, March 2

1:05 a.m.

1:53 am. Officer/EMT responds to assist an uncon*
scioiis and intoxicated underage male in Edmond's Hall.
After first aid he was transported to St. Elizabeth's via
ambulance.^

Officerresponds to
assist an intoxicated student
whohadpassedoutinside a cab
neaf UpperCampus. After first
aid she presented a false ID
which was confiscated.She was
transportedto the Primary Care

%

:"

Sunday, March 10

5:40 a,m. Student in Voute
Hall reports receiving numerous calls from a male she met
thenight before. On arrival, of- \u25a0
ftcers find the male sleeping in
a vehicle outside her residence
hall. He is cooperativeand ad, mifsto making calls earlier. He
is sent on his way with a warning,
-

-

-

Monday, March 11

Monday, March 4

'

?'<

Thursday, February 28

3:02 a.m. Officer/EMT responds to an intoxicated student in a tax icab nearthe Main
Gate. After an evaluation she
was transported to St.
Elizabeth's, -as the Primary
Care Facility was closed.
-

12:15 a.m. A manager in
Lower Campus Dining Facility
reports the larceny of a chair
from the cash register area. A
detective will follow up.
-

1:26 ajn. Cab driverreports
that three females fled into
Cheverus Hall without paying
-

1:51 p.m.
book bag

-

Officers recover a

in the parking garage. Later the owner reports
it was Stolen white he was at
the library.BCpoliceescort the
studentback to his off campus
apartment and find it was entered and ransacked. Boston
Police respond to investigate.

;

Friday, March 1
5:15 a.m. Student in Welch
Hall reports she has been as-

2:37 a.m. Officers respond to
a report of an intoxicated male.
On arrival an underage male
BC student is identified and
is transported to St. Elizabeth's
for evaluation. He is combative with officers and hospital
staff and has to be restrained.
-

Facility/

their fare. Three students were
identified and paid their fare.

tified as BC students who
claim to be entering at the request of a resident to take care
of fish during Spring Break.
No fish tank is found within.

pects

«

"

tempting to access a Mod. On
arrival, three females are iden-

going.

8:11 p.m. Officerresponds to
a report of anodorof marijuana.
Upon questioning, a student
admittedhe had been smoking
earlierbut had none left. A consent Search found some glassvials with residue and somerolling papers. They were confiscated.

,

4:12 p.m.-Officers respond to i
a report of three females at-

broken into. A detective
sppnds to process the crime
scene. The investigation is on-

-

;

detectives will coordithe investigation.

BCPD
nate

1:19 p.m. Staff at the Plexreports several lockers had been

4:51 p.m. Student reports a
diamond bracelet valued at
$ 1,000 hasbeen stolen fromher
room in Medeiros Townhouses.
A detective will follow up.

-

Courtesy of the Boston
College Police Department
?
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4:21 p.m. Officerresponds to
a report of a white powder substance in an envelopein Fulton
Hall. Thesender confirmed that
the mailing was legitimate but
knew nothing about a white
powder. The item was secured
and Environmental Health and
Safety responded. A detective
willfollow up.
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images. Sells realized the trend
between the Taliban's self-created
image and the American advertisIn a lecture titled "The ing culture, and tried to see why
theTaliban would make these symStruggle for the Soul ofIslam: Inclusive ahd ExclusiveTendencies bolic gestures against America.
in the Wake of September 11,"
For example, one of the most
pervading images in recent years,
Michael Sells, professor of comparative religions at Haverford Sells said, was a scene in which
College in Pennsylvania, spoke triumphant children, unaware of
Wednesday night in Devlin 008 the causes for which they were
of the call for awareness regardcheering, chanted "Death to
America!" while their elders proing the supposed "clash of civilizations" brought to light by the tested in the streets. Iranian militants thought if they could push out
events of September 11.
other, less exMarty Cohen, a professor in other reactions
the College of Arts and Sciences treme facets of their culture then
Honors Program, introduced they could come to dominate the
Sells, who began his talk with the Muslim stereotype.
Sells pointed out Osama bin
graphic image of the Taliban's
demolition of the largest freeLaden's strategic use of symbols
in his televised speeches. Always
standing Buddha. After such action, he said, Muslims knew the clouded in various Islamic symTaliban worked outside the bols, bin Laden appears to embody
boundaries of normal warfare. the religion, even though his acWhen something of that magnitions and behavior effectively optude occurs, he said, "there is a pose the ideals of Islam. How, he
violence against people, too, burasked, are we to obey the warnied in the symbolism."
ing, "Don't blame Islam" for what
Sells concentrated heavily happened six months ago, when
on today's visual imagery of the bin Laden's televised portrayal
Taliban and terrorism. He asked exudes Islamic symbolism?
what it was about television that
There is "a war going on over
theTaliban is fighting against and the image," said Sells, who reanswered his own question: the ferred to the television set as "the
Taliban blames "the pervasive central nervous system ofreality."
culture of globalized advertising The Taliban occupied American
that is almost irresistible."
television for an entire month, creIn Sells' research of symbols ating a distinct consciousness of
in the media, he realized that which they had total control, he
viewers are often duped into desaid.
siring the opposite of what they
The Taliban's control over
actually see. He pointed to smokpublic imagery, said Sells, is espeing advertisements featuring cially apparent in its portrayal of
youth, vibrance and sexiness, women. "What the advertiser
none of which are reflected in knows is the informal motto 'sex
smoking itself.
sells,' and usually women play the
The Taliban, ever tuned into dominant role" in embodying this
American media, picked up on motto, he said. Ifa woman's beauty
the power of symbols to sway is a marketing tool, the Taliban's
mass quantities of viewers, who,
hiding of her face - putting it as
as Sells explained, "become serfar away from the world as posvants" to particularly "enslaving" sible - is dramatically effective.
By Annie Barrett
Heights Editor

saulted by another student.
Investigation indicates mutual complaints.

Tuesday, February 26

Continuedfrom Al

Haverford professor
discusses Islam, Taliban
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www.avenuebar.com
Both Roggie's and The Avenue: 1/2 price appetizers all week 5-7 p.m.
Roggie's and The Avenue Bar show local and regional college & pro games.

Roggie's Pizzeria
Free Delivery \u2756 Open Late

\u2756$6 pizzas w/ student ID 11 p.m. toclose

Roggie's / Pizzeria
356 Chestnut Hill Ave.
Brighton, MA

The Avenue Bar and Grille
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Unappealing actions
If there's one thing that ties together almost every UGBC candidate team, year in and
year out, it is the will to win. Each team believes it is most qualified, for whatever reason,
to lead BC's student government and they are
willing to do what it takes to secure thatoppor-

tunity. Indeed, ambition is an essential quality
for any leader. But sometimes, blind ambition
leads hopeful leaders astray.
The problem is that sometimes the will to
win causes candidates and their supporters to
make poor decisions, thinking that the ends justify the means. The UGBC Elections Committee (EC), nominated and approved by the Senate, serves to enforce the elections code and
ensure a fair and equitable electoral process.
In the case described in detail by The Heights
lead story this week, the EC investigated allegationsagainst the Anderson-Obletzcampaign.
The poor decision in question here has
nothing to do with the specific violations that
Anderson-Obletz were cited for, but the
campaign's reaction to the EC decision and the
events that followed. The matter is of great
importance for those who care about student
life at BC, and the Office of the Dean for Student Development faced a tough task in resolving the matter (as of press time, a final decision had not been rendered).
There are two essential questions to consider regarding the Anderson-Obletz incident.
Firstly, was the UGBC Senate able to render a
fair, unbiased decision on the matter? According to the elections code, candidates can appeal an EC decision to either the ODSD (which
has final oversight) or to the Senate. The Anderson-Obletz campaign argues that with little time
remaining in the campaign and the severity of
the EC decision, they had no choice but to appeal to the Senate.
In terms of the elections code, this was
technically an appropriatecourse ofaction. But
there are several glaring conflicts of interest
regarding the Senate's involvement in this case.
Emily Anderson and James Obletz are current
membersof the Senate, who have served in such
a capacity for several years and hold prominent roles in the Senate. Their campaign manager, Cara O'Connor, is also a standing member of the Senate. After the EC decision was
handed down, they personally requested that
Senate Chair Pat Houlihan call an emergency
meeting to consider their appeal. Houlihan approved the meeting, but said Anderson and
Obletz would have to organize it. Thus, they
organized the last minute Senate meeting, calling in the Senate members they had worked
with for several years to decide their fate.
Somehow, in this last-minuterush, they neglected to contact The Heights. Earlierthat day,
Obletz did remember to contact The Heights
to confirm that since it was St. Patrick's Day,

there wouldbe no usual Senate meeting. When
askedwhy The Heights was not informed about
the emergency meeting, Anderson and Obletz
responded that the Senate would probably have
chosen to close the session anyway (but that
they wouldn't have agreed with such a decision). The only non-Senate observer was
UGBC vice presidential candidate Patrick
Kenney, whom Anderson and Obletz say they
ran into randomly, shortly before the meeting.
Even all of this could qualify as legitimate
until one considers that Anderson, Obletz and
O'Connor all cast votes in a secret ballot, which
resulted in a unanimous decision to reduce their
penalty effectively, helping to decide their
own fates. In addition, Carl Oliveri and Matt
Bowie, another campaign team (as wel 1 as their
manager, Stas Gayshan) cast votes on this resolution, which is another conflict ofinterest. According to reports, the Senate resolution was
forged by the three campaigns "represented"
during a recess at the meeting. It's hard to understand why the candidates should have any
say injudicial proceedings relating to the election when there is an impartial committee intended to serve just that purpose.
The second, and perhaps more damning,
question to consider is whether or not the
Anderson-Obletzapproach to appealingthe EC To the Editor:
decision was ethically suspect. While their acThis is an unexpected and
tions are within the technicalboundaries of the unique convergence of two orgaelections code, it is hard to imagine that other nizations frequently expectedto be
campaigns wouldbe so familiar with the intri- at loggerheads. However, this upstudent election is about
cacies of the system and gather a quorumof coming
who has an effective vision for the
Senate members to discuss an appeal on an undergraduate
government of this
hour's notice. It is hard to believe they could university far more than it is about
not see the bias of the Senate in dealing with any particular political ideology.
an appeal that involves its own members, a We are writing to you, the students,
Senate that includes several major campaign in order to wholeheartedly enplayers. The Office of the Dean for Student dorse, with one voice, Carl Oliveri
Developmenthas made impartial, fair decisions and Matt Bowie for the offices of
UGBC president and vice presiin the past regarding these matters; ODSD officials could have rendered a final decision on dent. This is the team with the vision that can produce results.
the appeal Monday morning.
Oliveri and Bowie prefer rolling up
There's a lot to think about with this incitheir sleeves and getting the job
dent: it exposes flaws in the very structure of done to standing on a soapbox.
the UGBC election process. By the time this
Oliveri and Bowie have set
newspaper hits the stands, most of the votes forth a platform that is both realiswill be cast and the primary election will be tic and relevant. Their desire to
more or less decided. But the final outcome of strengthen the undergraduate government while holding it accountthis case will set a precedent for UGBC camable for its actions or lack thereof,
paigns for many years to come. If the Anderson-Obletz campaign succeeds, the incident sets them apart from the pack.
Their UGBC experience has not
represents an auspicious start to their adminismade them complacent, but has
tration.
given them knowledge as to what
Faced with the same circumstances, any works for students here at BC.
campaign team may or may not have sought to
Carl and Matt believe wholesurvive by any means necessary. But this might heartedly in increasing the particibe a case where the will to win displaced the pation of students in the Underprinciples of honesty and fairness in the elec- graduate Government of Boston
toral process. If that's the case, then no one College, without being overbearing or intrusive. Part of this plan
wins.
-

Letters

Political groups
endorse UGBC
candidate

-

Res Life needs leadership
Working in Residential Life is a tough job,
but someone has to do it. When one considers
everything that goesinto attempting to provide
a high standard of living for 8,500 undergraduates within tight cost and spatial limitations,
it's hard to envy those charged with such a task.
And it seems whenever students interact with
Residential Life, it's a negative experience
the unpleasantness of the housing lottery, disciplinary issues and the litany of other tough
decisions that inevitably make the office one
of the least popular on campus.
It's easy to understand that any office with
the responsibilites ofResidential Life is bound
to be unpopular ifeveryone liked them, particularly with regard to discipline, it would
probably mean they weren't doing their jobs.
But the toughness of the job is no excuse
for Residential Life's approach to discipline
with regard to one of their most valuable assets: resident assistants. Like them or not, they
are an inseparable and often valuable part of
the Boston College experience.Considering the
power they wield, it's understandable that ResidentialLife would hold them to a higher standard of behavior, and judgingby this week's
Heights news coverage, they do.
The problem does not lie in holding RAs
to a lough standard of behavior, but in ResidentialLife's own dubious behavior in dealing
with RA discipline issues. Denying RAs the
chance to appeal a Residential Life decision
by not informing them of their right to do so,
as occurred in Frank Mazzacano's case, is unfair treatment. While expediency is an issue
with an office that has to deal with so many
discipline issues, it should not come at the ex-

-

pense of treatingemployees who are also BC
students unfairly.
-

-

What makes Residential Life's challenges
evenmore daunting is a lack of leadership. Acting co-directors Mili Arguello and Linda Riley
are both capable and effective, but in such a
complicated and large department, the leadership and accountability of a full-time director
is essential if the department is to fulfill its mission.
At this point in the semester, an incoming
director drawn from outside Boston College
wouldhave a lot to learn; they would barelybe
up to speed before the semester is over. Thus,
the University should seek to take great care
with the search process over the next two
months and ensure that the candidateBC hires
is the right choice. Residential Life ranks as
highly as any otheroffice in terms ofits impact
on student life: the search process must include
students each step of the way.
In this week's Heights article about the
Residential Life director search, Assistant Vice
President for Student Affairs Sheilah Horton
said that the search firm would "be talking
mostly to members of the UGBC." While
speaking only with UGBC members is better
than not talking to students at all, Residential
Life should go the extra mile and cull input
from as many averageBC students as possible.
Finding a candidate who appeals to the needs
of both the administration and students could
help make the tough job of Residential Life a
little easier next fall and more importantly, it
could mean a better experiencefor the students
ResidentialLife works so hard to serve.
-

involves students helping to
choose their concerts, with the different proposals being posted on a
functional UGBC.org Web site, for
people to vote on and choose their
preference.
In an election year of high
expectations, Carl and Matt have
campaigned thus far with dignity
and spirit. This, combined with our
confidence that Carl Oliveri and
Matt Bowie can accomplish the
most for this campus, has led our
organizations to concurrently endorse this qualified, effective, and
unique team. We encourage everyone to browse Carl and Mart's Web
site at www.carlandmatt.com.
Their positions are outlined on this
site, as well as means by which you
can contact them.
Most importantly, we encourage you and your friends to get out
and vote for Carl and Matt at the

polls.
We thank you for your time,
and together, we hope that you too
will give Carl Oliveri and Matt
Bowie yoursupport and your vote.

Rishabh Gohda
Michelle Marato
Keith Sikes

Michael Kane, A&S '02
Chairman, College Republicans of
Boston College
On behalf of the CRBC Executive
Board

Timothy Dube, A&S '02
President
College Democrats of Boston College
Stas Gayshan, CSOM '04
Vice President
College Democrats of Boston College

Editor's note: Stas Gayshan is a
manager of the Oliveri/Bowie
campaign.

Student urges
cell phone

consideration
To the Editor:
Cellular telephonesare an effective, and sometimes vital,
means of communication in
today's world. But sometimes discourtesy bothers surrounding
people and creates a disturbance.
People carry cell phones
around with them all day, which is
fine. But too often they ring in
class. Nothing is more bothersome
than when the professor reaches a
critical point in the lecture/discussion and The Phantom of the Opera or some other jingle interrupts
us. Generally the professors ignore
the distraction and go on, but it's
hard to concentrate with chirping
phones during classes.

So, pretty please, when you
walk into a classroom, remember
to turn off your phone. It'll save
you the embarassment of having
to abruptly shut it off and the rest
of us will thank you for it. Or, better yet, leave it at home and break
free of your electronic leash that
symbolizes that your life belongs
to someone else. Technology is
good, but please use consideration.
Joe Bowden
A&S '05

Eating issues
statistics
alarming
To the Editor:
I have been made aware that
the statistic about the prevalance
of eating disorders on BC's campus that was included in last
week's Jetter to the editor was not;
entirely accurate. I had written that
approximately one out ofevery 25
incoming freshmen reported having an eating disorder. This is 4
percent of the incoming class, and
not 11 percent, and I apologize for
the error.
According to ODSD, however, spring semester surveys of
the freshmen class reveal an increase to 7 percent. This statistic
indicates an unfortunate and significant affect of our campus culture on students, and I would welcome any discussion with PEN on
suggestions for improving this aspect of our community.
Vanessa Kubach
A&S '03
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Veil of secrecy still hangs over BC
Michael Malec
I am one of the nearly 3,000 memstructures and decision-makingprocesses
scriptural arguments in favor ofthis exbers, mostly lay, ofthe Boston archdioof the Church. To quote Professor Lisa
clusionremain unconvincing.
cese who on March 9 attended "ConvoAlthough I donot pretend that there Cahill of the theology department, "Recation '02," the annual meeting of the is any connection between celibacy and form can only take place when lay people
Boston Catholic community. Underhave a more powerful voice in church dechild abuse, we need, AGAIN, to exstandably, this year's Convocation was amine the role of, and perhaps the need cisions."
devoted exclusively to the scandal of for, a married clergy.
As I write this (March 15), I note
child abuse that has rocked our Church.
We need to understand more about news reports that The Pilot, the
What I witnessed at the Convocagender and sexuality. We are beginning archdiocesannewspaper,will publish a
tion was a remarkable outpouring of to learn something about the presence special edition this weekend to be disideas and emotions, mostly from lay of gay priests in the Church, yet we contributed in all parishes. According to
people, concerning their sense ofanger, tinue to exclude othergaypersons from news reports, this issue will call for a
hurt, betrayal, and outrage, as well as the life ofthe Church. (And Boston Colre-examinationof issues of celibacyand
their expressions ofdeep concern for the lege continues to exclude gay organizathe married priesthood, the number of
innocent victims and of their abiding tions from recognition by the Univergay priests, and the exclusion of women
faith, hope, and love for the Church.
from the priesthood.
sity.) Concerning gay priests and layperI also hear reports of faculty-initiThe report published in The Bossons, I wonder: How many remain celiton Globe on March 10, was, I think, bate but closeted in fear because we ated panels that may soon be announced,
fair, accurate and representative. I would have not welcomed them among the but I wonder why Boston College,
which is usually so quick to respond to
like to add a few ofmy own thoughts.
People of God? We need healthy modcrises by convening "town meetings"
The present crisis must be underels for addressing sexuality in the modstood in the larger context of the insti- ern world.
and scholarly panels, has remained for
too long institutionally silent in the curtutional history and hierarchical strucGarry Wills, in Papal Sin: StrucDeceit,
ture of the Church. The historical roots tures of
writes on clergy sexual rent crisis. Especiallyin light of what I
are
on
of the Catholic Church buried deeply abuse and gay men in the priesthood. saw and heard at Convocation '02, I
in centuries-old notions of patriarchy Part of his argument is as follows. (A) wonder why Boston Collegehad to wait
and hierarchy. These roots have helped There is no direct connection between a full week to link Professor Lisa
shape our ideas of genderand sexuality the disproportionatelyhigh numbers of Cahill's NY Times op-ed column
and of power and authority, and these gay men who are currently serving in (March 6) to the BClnfo Web page, and
have contributed greatly to the present the priesthood and abuse. Statistically, why that link was removed just a few
crisis.
gay men are no more likely to be sexual days later. Last week, the Archdiocese
of
children,
The abuse
as horrible abusers than straight men, and in fact purged itself of secrecy, but a veil of
as it is, is one tragic aspect of the more females than males suffer sexual official silence seems to cover this topic
Church's-and our-problem. But we who abuse. (B) However, the culture of seat BC. Is it because institutional secrecy
are the Church need to ask questions that crecy and the need for gay priests (or and hierarchical control are BC's probgo beyondpedophilia.
straight priests who are involved with lems, too?
We need to ask, AGAIN, about the women) to stay in the closet contributes
role of women in the Church. To many to a tacit collusion not to report susMichael A. Malec is an associate proof us laypersons, the arguments for the pected abuse.
fessor ofsociology and a memberof the
We need desperately,AGAIN, to exParish Council at Mary Immaculate of
continuing exclusion of women from
holy orders makes no sense, and the amine the role of the laity in the power Lourdes in Newton.
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Voter apathy can be overcome
Allie Weiskopf
Apathy sucks. I hate using that word,
but it is depressing to look around a college campus and see half of the students
reflecting the same amount of activism
that existed in the 19705, and the other
half reflecting the same "me-generation"
self-centeredness that characterized the
1980s.
The Undergraduate Student Government of Boston College (UGBC) is in the
midst of its annual election for a new
president and vice president, and according to a Heights on-line poll, only 57 percent ofstudents say they will vote in these
elections. While this number reflects averages for national elections, the UGBC
elections are as simple as checking off a
box in a convenient voting location like a
dining hall.
Since the election process kicked off,
the campus has been littered with fliers,
banners and quarter-sheets advertising
candidates and their campaigns. But students have been taking little notice. Much
like the advertising ploys that spotlight
campus performances or lectures, every
day the fliers get torn down, the banners
go unread and quarter sheets go in the
trash.
While the combination of all of
these methods might make for annoying "in-your-face" campaigning, they
are the fruits of someone's labor, and
behind that student is a larger group of
students who had the ideas to communicate.
The UGBC elections aren't about
the desires of one person or two people,
but about the desire of a group of people
to make Boston College a better school.
By simply logging onto the candidates'
Web sites, students can read about the
candidates and their platforms - the
things they envision for the UGBC next
year.
Instead, many claim that the elections
are simple popularity contests or that we
can't affect their outcome. That can't be
further than the truth. By taking an active
approach to the elections - by reading

about the candidates or talking to them our vote will be an educated vote that affects who leads the student body next year.
Over the last two days of primary
voting, candidates and their friends have
stood outside dining halls urging students
to vote. They haven't been stressing the
importance of voting for them, but the
importance of voting and participating
the importance of activism. Yet, most of
the voting lines remain relatively short.
As a mass, the student body is highly
effective. Just a year ago we managed to
knock down an iron fence outside the
Mods simply because we were told "no."
An authority didn'tallow us to be together
to celebrate a national championship, and
we banned together to break something
down.
As a mass we can do our part this
week and take interest in the UGBC election. We can do our part and make a difference. All of the candidates will tell you
that your vote is important they want
you to vote for them. But your vote is important because it shows you care and it
shows you've taken notice.
We're apathetic to a lot of things,
but we shouldn't be apathetic to the governing body of our students. Have we become so self-centeredthat we can't spare
the minute it takes to check offa box and
cast an opinion? Is all the activism on
campus minimized by the masses who
refuse to listen and refuse to participate?
Not everyone has the time, energy or
desire to be a candidate for the UGBC,
but the students who do have put time and
energy into their campaigns. They've
done their research, published platforms
and participated in debates. Today is the
last day to vote in the primaries. Take a
few minutes to educate yourself, and cast
that vote.
-

-

Allie Weiskopfis the layout editor o/The
Heights and a regular columnist. She is a
sophomore in the College ofArts and Sciences.

LETTERS
the United States, which are also

responsible for the deaths of mil-

lions of innocent Iraqis. To date,
because of the sanctions, over two
million Iraqis have died, about half
of them being children under the
To the Editor:
age of 15. I'll assume that I don't
I'm writing this in response need to explain who created the
to the letter titled "United States, Taliban or Osama bin Laden
a beacon of freedom" (Feb. 19, (Reagan, Bush Senior, and the
2002). I was horrified by what I CIA). Until September 11, the
read, that the policies of the United United States supported the
States of America could be blindly Taliban government. While I agree
accepted and that criticism of govthat ousting the Taliban was an
ernment policies could be disimportant event to occur for human
missed without any evidence to the rights, the Bush Administration
contrary. Nowhere in the letter are was their largest supporter, donatMr. Elliot's points refuted, instead ing $43 million last May. This conthe standard battle cry of democtradiction makes it tough to proracy is sounded, with a blatant dismote values such as democracy
regard for true history and the true because we have no consistency in
results of foreign policy. The imdoing so; one minute the United
portance of political discourse and
States institutes dictators such as
disagreement run as far back as the Pinochet, and the next it is chamSocratic philosophers and is justas pioning democracy in post-comapplicable today.
munist Russia.
To run quickly through Justin's
Somalia was the worst disaslist, WWII was fought against ter possible, and Black Hawk
Japanese imperialism, but not to Down is a terrible representation
cease the genocide of the Jewish
of the events that occurred there.
people. If this were the case, the What began as a humanitarian
nation wouldn't have ignored the peacekeeping mission became an
Jews' plight for roughly a decade, attempt to capture the leaderAidid.
and even turned back refugees When UN (U.S.) soldiers began to
from our ports. This was not a case fight the Somalis, of course they
of ignorance; it was a case of calfought back. The events described
lous indifference. The United in Black Hawk Down gloss over
States, and the world, knew the fate the death of over 1,000 Somalis,
that awaited every Jew turned and more than 18 American lives.
away. Justin's argument about libAlmost all of the Somalis weaperating Kuwait from Saddam ons were bought using U.S. aid,
Hussein ignores the fact that not acquired in means similar to that
only did the United States supply of the Iran-Contra Scandal (Drug
Saddam with the means to "poiMoney from the CIA). The situason thousands ofhis own people," tion here is almost like that in
but that the United States picks up Catch-22
where
Milo
where Saddam left off. The deMinderbinder bombs his own
pleted uranium shells used in the squadron with their planes. Heller
Gulf War alone have caused the does an excellent job of illustratdeaths of likely half a million
ing the conflicting policy of war
people in Iraq, not to mention all profiteering and actual warfare.
of the NATO veterans suffering
South America is a tragedy of
from Gulf War sickness (depleted U.S. foreign policy spanning deuranium releases on impact trace cades. The CIA and the United
radioactive elements, which beStates installed many dictatorships
come airborne or seep into the
in South America. Horrible mass
water supply).
murderers, like Pinochet, were put
It is difficult to calculate the in place because SouthAmerican
exact amount of people killed by
democracies elected Socialists,
depleted uranium because of UN Communists, or even liberal presisanctions on Iraq at the request of dents. Because of the United

States' fear of socialism and asinine theories, like the Domino
Theory, it would rather sacrifice
thousands of lives and democracy
than allow leftist governments to
rule South America. The point of
all of these tragedies is that no, the
United States is in fact not always
the purveyor of freedom that Justinclaims it to be. As any political
realist will say, its actions were
based solely on national interests,
if this coincides with some moral
policy, such as freedom and democracy, so be it. If U.S. interests
don't coincide with morals, that's
too bad. As the current political
hegemon, it is the only power capable of defining right or wrong
on the international sphere. That
any American would want nothing
more than for the United States to
become a banner of Freedom and
democracy, I'm sure Justin would
agree with. It is within our power
to make certain that this is want it
does, by making certain thatatrocities like those above never happen
again.
To unquestioningly accept the
United States' policies as correct
is dangerous, as Justin, Professor
Alan Wolff in his October lecture
last semester, and many others at
BC stress. Three psychologists,
Schatz, Staub, and Lavine (study
available in O'Neill), conducted a
study of Blind Patriotism, or the
unquestioning acceptance of a
government's policies because of
the belief that one's nation can do
no wrong. They found that the
emotions possessed by people with
blind patriotism are exactly the
same emotions as those of subjects
of Right-Wing Authoritarian Regimes (RWAs). A RWA is fascist
state, like Hitler's Nazi Germany,
Mussolini's Italy, orTojo's Japan.
One can see that blind acceptance
of government policy is what allows a nation to get away with horrible atrocities, like when Germans
allowed the slaughter of six million Jews. It is for reasons like this
that we have laws such as Texas v.
Johnson (flag burning), because to
deny these rights, we lose our freedoms. Justin, you are right that we
do have freedoms within the country, although in no way are they

exclusive to the United States.
It is important to exercise
rights to prevent them from becoming vestigial.
As for all of those statements
I made above, don't take my word
on them; research them yourself in
the library or in the news. Some
excellent sources include Le
Monde Diplomatique or The New
York Times. Also, try to get both
perspectives on an issue, because
often the truth of the matter lies
somewhere in between the two
poles. You'll see that people like
Mr. Elliot deserve our thanks as
Americans because without questioning the order we are subjected
to, demanding transparent government and demanding change we
are blind. Without people like Mr.
Elliot, we would still be paying tea
taxes. Whatever you do though, do
not blindly accept U.S. foreign or
domestic policy. These determine
your entire life. It is your responsibility as a voter and a democratic
citizen to understand why things
happen, so that the best possible
outcome for everyone can be engineered. Blind acceptance essentially gives government consent to
do as it pleases, and that is as undemocratic as one can possibly get.

BenjaminSchupmann
A&S '04

Resident Life
punishments
don't fit crime
To the Editor:
IfI have learned many life lessons at Boston College during the
last year and a half, I've learned
that when it comes to the Office of
Residential Life, the punishment
does not fit the crime.
Recently, in Walsh Hall, there
has been an ongoing (one week duration) public investigation into the
activities of the now infamous
Walsh "Horn man." For those of
you lucky enough not to live in
Walsh, the horn man is one of sev-

eral individuals who played a
noisemaking device often used at
BC athletic events on a few occasions during quiet hours for no
more than 15 minutes at a time. I
know this is true, because not only
do I live in Walsh, but I also know
the horn man. Though his antics
were admittedly inappropriate,
immature and unnecessary, there

\u25a0

Student raises
questions of U.S.
policy support

are always two sides to each story.

One side was heard last week

when a letter from Walsh's higher
powers was placed on the door of
each Walsh suite. This letter was
not only ridiculously overdramatic, it was also laced with inaccuracies.
The letter stated that the horn
blowing, as it were, began during
the 11 p.m. scream during finals
last semester. I have personally
talked to more than 30 Walsh residents in differing areas of the
building, and not one of them remembers a horn being blown. I am
curious as to who mangled that
facet of the scrupulous "investigation." The letter also said that the
horn blowing took place "at all
hours of the day or night for varying lengths of time." Again, I am
forced to wonder if Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr of
Lewinsky fame has masterminded
the dire Walsh investigation, because the hom man who was convicted of any wrongdoing only
performed in 15-minute segments
primarily on Thursday nights.
However, the most preposterof the letter said that
portion
ous
when caught, the horn man would
face disciplinary charges including
possible housing suspension, relocation or probation as well as a
minimum of 50 hours of community service. Fifty hours for playing a toy horn? Are you serious?
When 1 told him this disgraceful
story, a County Court Judge in
Upstate New York informed me
that legitimate criminals who commit crimes where people or property are abused do not even get 50
hours of community service.
Clearly, the victimless crime of
playing with a toy is far worse than

robbery or vandalism.
I would venture to say that at
least 75 percent of Walsh's residents disobey policy and break
rules at the federal level (underage
drinking) every weekend. I know
that one such incident was punished with housing probation and
a whopping 10 hours of community service. For sure, the punishment does not fit the crime. Finally,
the letter said that any information
should be forwarded to the Walsh
Hall director. Does this mean that
Walsh residents should also forward information each time a
drunken party, as the letter so eloquently put it, "disturbs the sleep
and study of Walsh residents"?
I assure you that I will not be
the one to call. Unlike the hypocritical Walsh residents who lost
that precious 15 minutes of sleep
on those nights, I can appreciate
people taking the time to laugh and
enjoy life. I refuse to become uptight at the age of 20. To current
Newton residents, having been
there myself, I assure you that
whether you are living in Vandy or
on College Road next year, you
will miss the carefree, comfortable,
open door environment that is so
conducive to community.
Apparently, I missed this
neighborly feeling back in November when residents celebrated
"Walsh Pride Month" with the
usual 29 out of 30 closed doors.
To Walsh residents, obviously
these words are not directed to all
of you. But for those whom it is
directed to, do not be afraid to draw
yourselves away from the books
for a few minutes once in a while
and take some time to laugh, or
even introduce yourself to the
strangers who have lived next door
to you for the last six months.
And to the higher powers of
Walsh, I will spare myself a minimum of 50 hours of community
service and make sure that I do not
make too much noise when I happily move out in May.
Noah Patel
LSOE '04
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UGBC's usual suspects

AP credit is no bargain

Caroline Brancatella

Nancy Reardon

Banners flapping the breeze,
campaign T-shirt-clad students at
every corner, interminable knocking on dorm doors and the persistent whisper that a scandal is about
by God, it must be
to break
UGBC election season!
In a mere few days the student
body will have the chance to
choose who will occupy McElroy
123 for the next year, although if
the history of low voter turnout is
any indication for this year, very
few students will make use of that
opportunity-a problem that no one
knows quite how to fix. Perhaps
the voting system isn't the problem, maybe it's the effectiveness
of the system the students are
asked to vote for.
BC's annual stumping season
comes a month later thanusual this
year, due largely to the efforts of
sitting UGBC president and vice
president Amanda Jack and Richie
Moriarty's, both A&S '02. It seems
appropriate that the UGBC elections would flow through the Ides
of March, considering that they
represent all the effectiveness of
the dissolved Roman Senate under
Julius Caesar.
This year's field of candidates
meets the general categories that
have come to be compulsory each
spring semester, and the nominees
-

are:

The Front-runners: The pairs
most likely to make it past

the pri-

maries and onto the final ballot. It
is necessary that one or several of
the individuals in this category be
male, meet the Boston College
standards of attractiveness and
have served as an orientation
leader last summer.
These standards have much to
do with making the pair a frontrunner, for such characteristicswill
help a duo gain the support of the
all important freshman female
vote, which is to all UGBC presi-

dential elections what soccer
moms were to Bill Clinton's 1994
return to the Oval Office. Addi-

tionally, extensive "UGBC experience" is required by one or both
of-the- candidates in a pair, as is
membership in MLP (Mentoring
Leadership Program) during their
freshman year. One of these pairs
may contain the rare female candidate, but she must be partnered
with a male meeting a majority of

said requirements.
The Extremists:The pair who
have thrown themselves into the

with intent to cause a bit of a
ruckus. They may or may not have
any UGBC experience, but they
depend on the reputation of being
"different." This category is especially important because it is this
pair that usually provides the only
interesting moment of the debates
when one or both ofthem propose
a monorail between the Newton
and Main Campuses, or thatLower
Dining Hall's Sunday breakfast
should include kegs and eggs. One
or both candidates will usually receive an olive branch position on
the Cabinet of the eventual winrace

ner.

The "Will Hunting" Candidates: Local boys and girls trying
to make good.

These are the kids

that you went up to during Freshman First Week and begged them
to say "park the car in Harvard
Yard." This pair's campaign generally has a homegrown flavor to
it, the posters look homemade and
they're the only candidates you
don't suspect of going over budget.

There's usually a moment
somewhere in the debates when
you think that this pair might do a
good job, but, it is fleeting as the
front-runners campaign color clad
cheering section suddenly erupts
and you realize that such a thing
just isn't going to happen.
The Purgatorial Candidates:
The rest of the pairs who fall into
a category

similar to that of the

front-runners, but without the ever

elusive golden touch. They generally have the look, the "UGBC experience," and one or two was
probably an orientation leader.
But, they are theAl Gore's andßob
Dole's of the campaign: people
who have got it all on paper but
lack the ineffable it thatbrings victory.

Fit this 2002 's pairs into the
categories as you wish.
I don't doubt the sincerity of
any person who is or has run for
UGBC president and vice president, but the continuous loop of
similar candidates can become

a

little frustrating.
The most upsetting part ofthe
election process is that you see
how effective the peoplerunning
can be. You watch them talkabout
ideas and rally the troops, but not
a single person has been able to
carry anything even close to that
same amount of energy to a year
in office. The perennial problem

of communication between the
UGBC and the student body, a
problem as serious this year as
any, is maddening when youknow
and see that it can be done, but
only when one is in need of votes.
There are problems other than
communication inherent in the
present state of the UGBC the
continually cliquish nature of the
group that sees numerous Cabinet
members living with or next door
to each other, a little bit too much
"mutual respect" between the
UGBC and University administration. Students are taught to believe
that the UGBC is there to lead
them, and I still believe that it can,
if the body is to re-examine its
power.
-

undergraduate
The
government's power does not
come in presentations to Trustees
or conversations with the president.
It comes in more quiet, subversive, if you will, ways such as
funding LGBC although it is not
recognized by the school, through
the Senate's funding of the Vagina
Monologues, a production some

administrators were adverse to.
These methods are not large scale,
but effective nonetheless. If the
UGBC can figure out how to make
use of its resources, namely money
and communications, and not depend on the administrationto stand
up and applaud every time they
make a move, it can become the
student leading body it is meant to

be.
I still believe in the BC
student's ability to make a difference, but for now I think that
power lies in quasi-mavericks, individualswho are part of the system and buck it at the same time.
People who manage to raise just
enough hell, gain a few well-

placed headlines, a swellof genuine student support and the ear of
the right administrators one of
those who work as a double agent
between students and the powers
that be to make a difference. They
do exist. It is this combination
and a little luck thatmakes people
at BC, and elsewhere, sit up and
take notice.
If only the UGBC could be
-

that.
Caroline Brancatella is a senior
staff writer for The Heights and a
senior in the College ofArts and
Sciences.

These are
your pages
The op-ed pages of The Heights exist
to provide a forum for the ideas and
opinions of members of the Boston
College community. To be eligible for
publication, letters can be submitted

via bcheights.com or as an attachment
file to editor@bcheights.com and must
include the author's name, relation to
the Boston College community and a
phone number for verification.
The Editorial Board of The Heights
reserves the right to reject, edit and
condense all letters. The letter's author, and not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

Inrecent news, our Ivy League
neighbor across theriver announced
that it will no longer accept any
grade below a 5 on Advanced Placement exams for academic credit. I
support this move and would like
to see other universities adopt a
stricter policy, at least eliminating
acceptance of a grade of 3.
The idea behind the AP program is that it allows high school
students to take advanced courses
structured like college-level classes
to eliminate a few core requirements. In some cases this system can
be very helpful in allowing freshmen to knock off a few cores like
writing and literature, languages,
and some sciences and get a jump
start toward their major. In other
cases, students may be misled by a
score of 3 or 4 and believe that they
mastered the material, when in reality they are hurt in the long run.
In addition, the AP program
has sparked a worsening trend in
high schools across the nation. In
desperate attempts to offer only the
best curriculum and produce the
highest achievers, schools join in
the race to hold as many AP's as
possible. Not every school has the
best resources or facilities to properly present the material, and not
-

-

every teacher is qualified to adapt
to the AP structure and "teach for
the test." Some students are inevitably at a disadvantage, but they
will be pressured into taking the
exam come May.
For each exama check of $78
must be made out to that omnipresent organization known as the College Board. Depending on how
ambitious a student may be, he or
she may send a few hundred dol-

lars for the privilege of filling in
those endless little circles with the
good old No. 2. A few hours later,
they emerge from the classroom
confident or worried, but in any
case with lighter pockets.
Scores are not mailed until
July, and until that time the
student's college resume and first
semester course list wait anxiously
for the results. The College Board
is sympathetic to the student's situation, and so for an additional fee
you may call for your scores a few
weeks early. How generous. And,
in recent news, for yet another additional fee, the eager student may
inquire on-line. The question that
begs to be answered here is obvious: If the scores are not officially
ready until July, why does a credit
card number all of a sudden make

them magically available?
Every college-bound student
is forced into an intimate relationship with the monopolizing College Board. You cannot even think
about applying to college without
it. "You should take the SATs at
least twice for practice," they say,
and then encourage the purchase of
the official SAT preparation guide.
Some extra enthusiastic students
may even take the exam more than
twice, and take several more of the
also required SAT II Subject Tests.
Almost every admissions office
requires the Writing Test, so naturally it costs more than the others.
Sadly, we have all been forced
to engorge that noble organization
that is helping students everywhere
along the road to college by robbing them before the tuition bill
even comes in. Though Harvard's
incentives are not financially related, stricter policies for accepting
AP credit would reduce the pressure to take the exam or, even better, improve AP programs so that
the money is at least worthwhile.

Nancy Reardon is the copy editor
ofThe Heights and a regular columnist She is a sophomore in the
College ofArts and Sciences.

Hate cannot be ignored
Annie Barrett
You can't change people, I'm
told. Just let it go.
And I do, most of the time.
Some of the things I have to witness as a student here I can handle.
I can deal with the "harmless" racial slurs; I know to look away
when people laugh at the midget
show on television. I cringe and
grind my teeth, but don't necessarily get involved.
But Saturday night, I just
couldn't let it go.
I couldn't stand silently at the
McElroy bus stop while, upon being released from the Newton bus,
four freshmen males made a gleeful mockery of a student still on
the bus who, they claimed, was a
homosexual.
I couldn't turn my head as two
of them performed little jigs, begging the student to "dance for us,
homo!" I couldn't help but notice
that the one student not initially involved in the mocking soon
chimed in after being egged on by
his friends, even if he were really

disinterested.
I couldn't ignore the main
screamer, who ran back up to the
bus' closed doors and banged on

them, screaming at the "f?ing
faggot, you motherf?!" to "get the
hell awayfrom this school!"
And when it was all over, 40
seconds later, I sure as hell couldn't
let them just walk away.
So I let them have it. I told
them, in not the most eloquent of
words, how embarrassed I was to
be enrolled at the same institution
as they. I grilled the other three as
to why their friend should be able
to goad them into being complete
assholes for the very worst of reasons. I asked them where the f?
they thought they got off, anyway?
The main aggressor's response
was the most disappointing thing yet.
"Thatkid's a faggot!" he said,
incredulously. Well, of course, I
thought. How could I have questioned your reasoning?'
That's the problem. Another
student's apparent homosexuality
was all the four students needed
to justifyridiculing the other student in front of at least 50 of his
classmates. Ifhe's gay, he needs
to be told. He doesn't deserve to
ride the bus with the heterosexuals. He certainly shouldn't attend
Boston College.
?-»=

I won't attempt to preach
what is right amid all the wrong.
Things like the above incident happen every day, even if they are less
extreme in nature. You can't
change people, it's true.
But so many more of us know
bertlt thanknow nothing. We understand that no one, regardless of
gender, race, socio-economic status or sexual orientation should

have to deal with other people's
pungent, glaring ignorance.
No, you can't change people.
But you know what? You don't
have to let it go. Ifwe never speak

up, the "right" in the situation will
neverpresent itself. The immature
morons will walk back up to Upper proud of themselves for taking a stand against the "wrong."
\u25a0MHybethey'll even throw-in a-w-cial slur against Che-chi for good
measure. Who's to stop them?
We all are.
You can't change people. But
please, for the sake of Boston College, don't just let it go.
Annie Barrett is thefeatures editor o/The Heights and a junior in
the College ofArts and Sciences

Marijuana, helmets and Social Security
Brian Blase
(U-WIRE) UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
I agree with objectivist founder Ayn Rand that the basic
condition for man to maximize his potential and enhance his
spiritual side is that he be free to act according to his rational
judgment. To be truly free, an individual must not be coerced
into actions that he otherwise would not have taken by some
authority.
Government should coerce us from harming other people's
rights and freedoms with appropriatepunishments. Individuals
do not have the right to rape, assault, steal and murder because
those actions harm another individual's rights to life, liberty and
property. The primary responsibility of government is to guard
against one individual trampling on another's rights and free-

doms.
Yet, while government canserve to protect individual freedom, government power is also dangerous to individual freedom, as government represents power in the hands of some
men to control and regulate the lives of other men. Mandatory

motorcycle helmets, compulsory old-age insurance and the
criminalization of marijuana are examples that the American
government is a threat to individual freedom.
By making marijuana growing and consumption illegal, the
government assumes it knows what is best for individuals. When
questioning a governmental policy, ask yourself: Does someone
doing this infringe on my rights or freedoms? If not, then a governmental policy outlawing that act infringes on the legitimate
freedom of an individual to make decisions on how to best lead
his life.
An individual or a group of individuals smoking pot, a
fairly harmless drug which that causes far fewerpeople to become dependent on it than alcohol or tobacco, in their house
should not be arrested as the act harms no one, except possibly
the user. And government's role is not to protect us from ourselves, as we are responsible for our own decisions and development. If someone who was smoking pot drives a motor vehicle, then government has the right to arrest him. In that circumstance, he becomes a danger to the larger society.
The government infringes on individual freedom in many
other ways, too. Most of the time Americans don't object because
they view government as looking out for the public interest. So,
we let government tell us that we have to ride helmets when we
ride on a motorcycle. If we don't wear a helmet, we are only bringing harm to ourselves. While it is advisable that individuals wear
helmets, it is not government's right to punish us if we do not.
And what about the enormous tax on tobacco? That certainly represents a government that is trying to coerce its citizens into a certain behavior. Government can and should disseminate information about the dangers of tobacco, but it
shouldn't place such a punishing tax on the smoker because
cigarette taxes coerce behavior.

The true believerin individualfreedomsrealizes that these
types ofregulations are against the principles of a free society.
The freedom to be a fool is a viable freedom. And who is the

judge of foolish behavior?
Is it possible that an individual knows how to lead his life
better than a distant government that has never talked to him
and heard his dreamsand desires? Someregulations do not fall
into this category.
For example, regulations to monitor food and water safety
are non-threatening to freedom because they represent a government protecting her citizens from corporations or industries
that sacrifice the health of the consumer for profit.
Social Security is the best example of a government program that demonstrates that the American government is suspicious of its own citizens' capabilities and therefore compels individuals to act a certain way. Social Security represents an invasion of the government into the personal lives of Americans
without strong justification. In a parental fashion, the American
government seeks to provide for its citizens what it deems them
as incapable or too shortsighted to do for themselves. In assuming that the government knows better what is 'good' for the individual than that individual, government compels that individual
to use some of his current income to purchase annuities to provide for his old age.
Nobel Prize-winning economist Milton Friedman states
the problem with a paternalistic government very well. "Those
of us who believe in individual freedom must believe also in
the freedom of individuals to make their own mistakes.
If a man knowingly lives for today, by what right do we
prevent him from doing so? We may argue with him, seek to
persuade him that he is wrong, but are we entitled to use coercion to prevent him from doing what he chooses to do? Is there
not always the possibility that he is right and that we are wrong."
A government that assumes it knows what is better for an
individual than the individual is a threat to individual freedom.
Individuals, living in a society where government believes it
can do the best job caring for its citizens and providing for their
needs, risk becoming complacent and acquiescent to the desires
of government. Individuals begin to place more and more responsibility for their personal well being and growth into the
hands of other people. Then, as government desires to get even
more involved in the lives of her citizens, individuals acquiesce
again.
Let's pray that our generation chooses freedom and not a
care-taking government, which taxes and regulates our behavior,
prohibiting us from acting according to our rational judgment.
Brian Blase is a student at Pennsylvania Slate Univeristy. This
column originally appeared in the March 14, 2002 issue of
The Daily Collegian.
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Boston College Hillel: Your Jewish Student Organization
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Wednesday, March 20,2002:
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Invites you to our FANTASTIC upcoming programs:
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HMers 3* Annual chocolate sefter,

£
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Barrett House, Newton Campus, 5:30 p.m.

f

Join us for this festive pre-Passover celebration and model Seder with a chocolate twist.
Learn about the holiday of Passover! Meet new people! BRING YOUR FRIENDS!

Tuesday, March 26,2002:
General Meeting, McElroy, Room 111
Come find out about Jewish life at Boston College! Meet new people! Get involved!

Wednesday, March 27,2002 Thursday, April 4,2002:
-

PaSSOTer

""

if you need home hospitality or more information about Passover meals, call us! (617) 552-1847

Monday, April 8 Wednesday, April 10,2002:
Tom HaShoah/Holocaust Commemoration Week
-

\u25a0

Boston College Hillel is commemorating Holocaust Remembrance Day
with a series of important programs! Details to follow!
Monday, April 8 Holocaust CommemorationVigil and Name Reading
Tuesday, April 9-1 Holocaust Survivor will share their story
Wednesday, April 10 Presentation of Films, followed by discussion
-

-

Friday, April 19,2002:
Faculty/Student Shabbat Service and Dinner

II

XX 9&

Celebrate Shabbat with other BC Jewish students, Faculty and Staff!
We will have a brief Shabbat Service and a kosher Shabbat dinner will follow!

Lt

ALL ARE WELCOME!
Boston College Hillel is the center for Jewish student life at BC.

Hillel offers a variety social, cultural, educational and religious programs throughout the academic year.

For more information: call: (617) 552-1847 email: bchillel@bc.edu
Visit us on campus in McElroy Room 111
-

_wji

_ss_gsg3-j>

online: www.bc.edu/hillel
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feats worth
second look

Women upset by 12th-seeded
Mississippi St. in opening round

Jake Berry
more surprises, no
more doubts and no

more

\u25a0 Mississippi

disappoint-

The Boston College men's
basketball team ended its season last Friday night in Dallas,
Texas where the Eagles fell to
the Texas Longhorns in the

a respectable showing
against top-ranked Duke. Only
three games later, a lackluster
performance helped BC become the first Big East team all
year long to fall victim to a
lowly Virginia Tech team that
was last in the conference. But,
don't let these things deceive
you. Despite the turbulence,
this season was still one of the
most successful' the Eagles
have had in recent years.
To the average person,
BC's March 3 win over Syracuse was merely a lackluster,
season-ending gimme. But,
with that significant win, the
Eagles accomplished a feat
that had not been touched in
almost 20 years here in Chestnut Hill.
With their 69-64 win over
the Orangemen, BC claimed its
20th victory of the season.
Combined with last year's 27
win total, the Eagles had backto-back 20-win seasons for the
first time since 1983.
No matter the shortcomings of this team, it achieved a
feat that no other Eagles team
has since the Gary Williams
(current Kansas coach) era. BC
career scoring leader Dana
Barros did not see consecutive
20-win seasons. Neither did
career 2,100-point scorer Billy
Curley. Not even 10-year pro
Michael Adams saw two
straight 20-win seasons during
his time in Chestnut Hill.
But, despite their failings,
these Eagles have done so.
Not only that, but with
Friday's appearance in the
NCAA Tournament, the BC
Eagles gathered consecutive
NCAA appearances for only
the second time since 19811983. Only the 1995-96 and
1996-97 teams, led by the legendary Danya Abrams,
achieved a similar feat.
Compared with the immense success of last year's
squad, as well as the lofty preseason predictions, BC's 20-12
record and their first round exit
from the NCAA Tournament
may be disheartening.
But, when compared to
the historic trends of Boston
College basketball, the successes achieved by this year's
teams cannot be viewed as
anything but a strong step in
the right direction.
So, call this season what
you want. Call it frustrating;
call it discouraging. Just don't
call it disappointing. And come
next season, when the 20022003 Eagles are still rewriting
school record books, don't call
it a comeback, because, they
have been doing it for years.

had

Jake Berry is the sports editor
Heights. His column

of The

appears here weekly.

State 65,

Boston College 59

ments. It's finally over.

first round of the NCAA Tournament. And with the end of
the game came the end of one
of the most tumultuous basketball seasons to hit Chestnut Hill in recent memory.
Following its record-setting 2000-2001 campaign, the
Eagles entered this past season ranked 11th in the country by pre-season polls. Yet, at
the end of the regular season,
they were endlessly fortunate
to even receive an NCAA
Tournament bid. BC won each
of its first nine games. Yet, by
the end of February, it had lost
nine of its last 16.
In mid-January, the Eagles

www.bcheights.com

Lone Star Letdown

Men's hoops'

No

Inside:
?Women's hockey, B5
?Men's lacrosse, B7

By Tim Arth
Heights

Staff

It

Sophomore guard Ryan Sidney (5) looks to deny Texas guard Fredie Williams in Friday
night's loss to the Longhorns, which eliminated the Eagles from the NCAA Tournament.

Eagles finish season with NCAA
Boston College 57
By Jake Berry
Sports Editor
DALLAS. TX - Almost five minutes into
Friday night's NCAA Tournament game
against the Texas Longhorns, Boston College forward Kenny Walls missed an uncontested slam-dunk. It's not that the pressure was too much for the experienced
senior, nor was it the rigid defense of a
Texas defender. Walls simply came up
short. Such was the story in the Eagles'
season-ending 70-57 loss to the Longhorns.
It was not the pressure of an NCAA
Tournament game, for BC had been there
before. Nor was it the strong play of the
opposing Longhorns, as the Eagles had
surely faced stronger opponents in the
past. As had been the case for much of
this season, BC just did not have enough.
"We just came up short in the end,"
said junior forward Uka Agbai. "They
[Texas] were just banging and scrapping

has been said, "Expect the unexpected
along the road to the Final Four."
This is the mantra that comes to mind
when 64 teams come together with one
goal in mind- to win the NCAA women's
basketball championship.
For the Boston College women's basketball team, the unexpected occurred on
Friday night, as Mississippi State, the
12th-seed, upset the fifth-seeded Eagles
65-59 in the first round of the NCAA West
Regional held at Texas Tech's United Spirit
Arena.
Ail-American guard LaToya Thomas
led Mississippi State (19-11) with 27 points
and 15 rebounds. With her performance, play.
she collected her 15th double-double of
The loss to Mississippi State ends a
the season.
successful season for BC. The Eagles were
"With any good player, once she gets the 21st-ranked team in the national polls
warm, she gets hot," said BC Head Coach late in the season. BC also played its way
Cathy Inglese. "When she had two or three into the Big East Championship game bebaskets, that was enough to light the fire."
fore succumbing to undefeated ConnectiForward Tan White chipped in with cut, the consensus first-ranked team in the
15 points to bolster the Mississippi State nation, in the final.
Lady Bulldogs' offense.
In addition to the team's overall sucBC ran into scoring problems as only
cess, several members of the team received
two Eaglesscored over 10 points. Freshindividual accolades throughout the year.
man Jessalyn Deveny led the Eagles (23Prior to the NCAA Tournament,
8) with 15 points and seven rebounds,
while guard Amber Jacobs put up 14 points
See Women B2
for BC. Point guard Brianne
Stepherson added nine
points and seven assists for
BC. Deveny and teammate
Rachel Byars tied for the
team lead in rebounds with
seven apiece, but Byars
added only six points on 3-5
shooting.
BC led at halftime 32-29
after shooting 50 percent
from the field, making 13 of
26 shots from the field in the
first half. However, the
Eagles committed 16 turnovers in the opening 20 minutes, which undoubtedly
kept BC from putting more
points on the scoreboard in
the first half. The Eagles had
not lost a game all season
when leading at halftime, so
it looked as if BC had the
game in hand entering the
second half.
"We weren't satisfied
with the lead in the first half,"
said Drocsch. "We knew
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE LUBBOCK AVALANCHE JOURNAL
they were going to come out
A Bulldog drives to the basket against freshman guard
strong."
The Eagles could not Jessalyn Deveny in Friday's loss to Mississippi St.
,

Tournament loss to Longhorns

\u25a0 Texas 70,

all game long. That's their game. We had
to meet that kind of intensity; we had to
meet that level of aggression. We just
couldn't make it through all the way."
After falling behind 19 points at halftime, the Eagles battled back as the second half progressed. Led by Troy Bell's
11 points, BC used a 16-4 run to narrow
Texas' lead to five with 12:49 remaining in
the second half. That was as close as BC
would come, however, as Longhorns
guard T.J. Ford scored nine points down
the stretch to secure the Texas win.
Although the Eagles outscored the
Longhorns 30-24 in the second half, the
early deficit proved to be too much to overcome.

"1 am really proud of the way the guys
fought back," said Head Coach Al Skinner. "They didn't give up. They didn't bow
their heads. They fought back and played
the game when they could have easily
packed it in."
To start the game, BC jumped out to
the early advantage. Agbai scored eight

See Texas, 810

Eagles
lose two
to Blue
Hens

NCAA pods
fail first test
Roger

expanded to the now ever-sopopular 64 teams. Last year, after
the recently formed Mountain
West Conference met the require-

By Matt Butler
Staff

Coming off a stint in Florida
where many players were able to
live a dream and get chance to play
against the Boston Red Sox in an
exhibition game, the Boston College baseball team traveled to
slightly less exotic Newark, Delaware, to face the Fighting Blue
Hens of the University of Delaware on Saturday. The weekend
series, which the team looked to
as a quality match up to prepare
for conference play against a
solid team, turned out to be just
that as the doubleheader on Saturday produced wins for both
teams, while Delaware claimed
Sunday's game as well.
Saturday, the Eagles won
the first game in an extra inning
thriller, 9-8, and the Blue Hens
picked up the victory in a lower
scoring finale, 4-1. The following
day, left fielder Neal McCarthy's

Smerage

This past weekend saw the
debut of the latest tweak of the
NCAA men's basketball tournament. In 1985, the tournament

\u25a0 UD 5, BC 2
UD 4, BC 1
BC 9, UD 8 (F/10)
Heights

put away' the Lady Bulldogs as BC's
shooters went cold from the field in the
second half. BC converted only 32.4 percent of its shots in the final 20 minutes.
Their cold spell included three-point attempts, as the Eagles made only three of
12 attempts from behind the arc.
The game was still in doubt with BC
leading 55-54 late in the second half. Mississippi State then went on an extended
11-2 run to give the Lady Bulldogs their
largest lead at 65-57 and the victory.
"All in all, 1 think we've had a great
season," said Amber Jacobs. "But coming into the tournament, it's one-anddone."
Freshman Clare Droesch came off the
bench, but was unable to provide much
scoring relief. Droesch struggled from the
field throughout, scoring only seven
points on 2-9 shooting in 20 minutes of

ments for an automatic bid, the
NCAA opened the tourney up to

HEIGHTS PHOTO

/

HAOLEY WRIGHT

The Fighting Blue Hens' pitching staff proved to be overpowering as BC
dropped two of three matchups to Delaware over the weekend.
two hits were not enough to lead
the Eagles to the win, as they fell
to Delaware 5-2.

Delaware's Mike Mihalik

pitched a complete game, striking out 10 batters and surrendering only six hits to provide the
Hens with their second win on
the weekend.
Prior to Saturday's games,
BC senior Jeff Mackor commented that despite a great

Florida trip which included a big
win over the Bulldogs ofYale, Big
East competition would soon be
starting with BC's home opener
against Rutgers this Saturday,
and that "the season's really kicking into full gear now. We've got
to get going."
With several key players out
due to injuries, it would have

See Baseball, B9

65 teams, with an opening round
game to be played by the 64th
and 65th teams on the Tuesday
after Selection Sunday.
The newest change to the
tournament affectionately referred to as "the Big Dance" was
a change in the locations of first
and second round games. In previous years, the eight so-called
sub-regional sites were split so
that each region had two specific
sites. Thus, all eight teams that
headed to a first round site were
in the same region. This past July,
the NCAA Selection Committee,
the body that decides how the
tourney is run and who gets in,
eliminated the standard sub-regional system in favor of a system comprised of pods.
If you are still following me.

good. If not, get out your bracket
and try to keep up. A pod consists of four teams from the same
region, such as the one, eight,
nine and 16 seeds in the East. Each
early round site is given two of
these pods. Thus, one site could
have hypothetically hosted two
one seeds. Confused yet?
Now that the details are dispensed with, its time to get down
to business. The reason why the
NCAA made the switch this year
was because of a record high
amount of criticism it received for
its placement of four teams from
the Washington, DC area in the
Boise, Idaho, sub-regional last
year. The pod system was supposed to allow the committee to
make it easier to keep schools
closer to home, so that fewer
classes would be missed.
Maryland, who played in
Boise in the first round last year,
then moved on to Anaheim for
the West Regional and Minneapolis for the Final Four and
spent three complete weeks on
the road before returning to College Park, MD.
This sounds like a good
idea, in theory, but it allowed the

See Pitt, B2
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Pitt reveals
Pods' flaws

Women This Week in BC Sports
lose in
opening

Continued from Bl

made the five-hour trek than the
committee to do something that supporters of either the Red Raidtook away one of the greatest ers or the Bulldogs.
However, the biggest gaffe
parts of the Big Dance. The committee decided that since they made by the committee, a move
could not keep all teams close to that could taint their credibility
home, that they should try, as for years to come, was to give
best they could, to reward higher the University of Pittsburgh, the
seeded teams, like those from two
three seed in the South, a first
through six, with early round round game in Pittsburgh. Now,
Continued from Bl
games close to home.
you might ask how this could
What resulted was an elimihappen, that teams were not supStepherson was named a finalist
nation of the neutral site concept posed to be able to do that?
for the 2002 Division I Women's
in many cases. The idea of the
The rule, as I stated above, Basketball Kodak All-America
tournament, pre-pod days, was is that a team cannot play at a Team and was one of six players
that all 64 teams, maybe with the site they are the host of or that is named to the All-District 1
squad.
exception of one and 16 seeds, using their arena. The games in
Stepherson was also named
should be given an equal chance Pittsburgh were hosted by Atlanto the All-Big East second team.
to compete for the national chamtic 10 member Duquesne UniverIn the regular season, Stepherson
pionship. That is why the sites sity, and were played at Mellon
averaged 10.2 points and 3.0 refor tournament games are picked Arena. The Panthers home court
bounds per game. She also had a
is Fitzgerald Field House, so they,
years in advance, and if a school
team-leading 111 assists and
is hosting a round or their arena technically, were allowed to be made 53 steals.
is used, they cannot be placed in placed in Pittsburgh.
Nicole Conway received an
that portion of the bracket. In
Technicality is one thing, but
honorable mention All-Big East
other words, all games, except for this was just wrong. There was team after she
averaged 9.9 points
those featuring first seeds, who no way that these games were and
5.4 rebounds in her senior
have always been given an edge, going to be even close to neuseason. Conway was also named
and rightly so, are supposed to
tral. Pitt's two opponents were 14 the 2001-2002
Big East Women's
be played on a neutral court.
seed Central Connecticut State Basketball Scholar-Athlete of the
The neuand six seed
Year.
California. Of
trality of sites
Droesch was named to the
...by placing Pittsburgh
has long been
course the Pitt
All-Big East rookie team as a
a part of the
fans were gounanimous selection. Droesch
a pod
was playCinderella stoing to be in finished second on the team in
force,
ries that come
full
giving
Pittsburgh, [the
scoring, averaging 10.7 points
to be every
ing Pitt a deper game. She also led the team
committee]
just
March, along
cisive advanwith 44 three-point shots in the
the lines of
The
tage.
gasoline onto a
regular season.
Panthers disValparaiso's
The Eagles feel that they
run to the
posed of their
have nothing to hang their heads
Sweet 16 in
next two opabout after their impressive camsystem
1998 and BC's
ponents by an
paign. Looking forward to next
place.
own run to the
average of 15
year, BC loses four players from
Elite Eight in
points.
this year's squad in Conway,
1994.
This once
Stepherson, Byars and Kim
However, in this year's tournawas an advantage that was reMackie.
ment, at least five non-one seed served for number one seeds,
With senior Becky Gottstein,
teams were sent to early round
such as Duke getting to play in who will
likely be awarded a fifth
Greensboro, NC last year. But Pitt
sites close to their campus. This
year of eligibility due to injuries,
creates a home-court advantage
was only a three seed, and
returning to the team next year
for these teams while other high though they are good, they are
and the returning cast of star playseeds are still sent across the not last years Duke and do not
ers next year, the Eagles have a
deserve the same treatment.
country.
returning roster that most teams
A good example of this can
The often criticized selecwould be satisfied with. Gottstein
be seen in the pods that Illinois
tion committee proved exactly was sidelined
throughout much
and Miami (FL) were placed in. what could go wrong with the new of this
past season, as she sufIllinois, a four seed in the Midpod system, and by placing Pittsfered multiple stress fractures.
west, was granted a first round
burgh in a pod that was playing The team believes that a healthy
game against San Diego St. in
in Pittsburgh, just tossed more Gottstein will return to lead a
Chicago, which is a two-and-agasoline onto a fire that will rage solid group of returning players.
half hour drive from the Urbana- until the old system is put back
The Eagles like their chances
Champaign campus. Miami, on into place. It may have had flaws,
to return to the promised land of
the other hand, was the five seed but it never put a three seed in its
the NCAA Tournament as well as
in the West, but was sent to Alown city for the first round.
battling UConn for supremacy in
buquerque, NM to play Misthe Big East next season. The
Roger Smerage is the assistant
souri. In case you were wonderteam feels that both are viable oping, that is a 35-hour, 40-minute sports editor of The Heights. His tions when looking forward to the
column appears regularly in this
drive for those dedicated Hurri2002-2003 basketball season.
section.
cane fans out there.
This year, the BC men's basketball team managed to sneak
into the tourney as the 11 seed in
the Midwest, drawing Texas in
the first round. It seemed like it
would be a good match-up, except for the fact that the game
HfyßllGtescidrt.
was to be played in Dallas, which
33 dd Jtn Faming when he created W3KH
rally Mia* the jdb
is just over 3 hours from Austin,
dfas vill corefljing in afte graduation?
the home of the Longhorns.
rrn*tsma<nih*'
When I tuned in on Friday night,
lifevMjfctethdrhoora^Thityfdl^
I saw an arena filled with people
thotftlhtyvwßeratyaTlS paddf.
sporting the orange of Texas,
I la*ad arojrtitoiraipaaler*palff Hsrvad ajrest Sauces*as the d<ar
"Wten
while I dont recall catching a
glimpse of one maroon and gold
Inc.
clad Superfan. Neutral site? I dont
think so. The Longhorns gave
caiffvatcurwttitewM
Dyft vat
their fans a a good showing, beating BC 70-57.
1-800-345-2677
Texas also used its NCAAcreated home court advantage to
knock off three seed Mississippi
State in the second round on
Sunday. Although the Bulldogs
and their fans are closer to Dallas than the Eagles, the result was
the same, with the Longhorn
faithful celebrating a 68-64 vic-
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after this, the corporate
ladder will be a piece of

tory.

Lower seeds got the nod
from the committee, too. UNCCharlotte fans only had to make
a 100-mile jaunt across their
southern border to support their
49ers, the nine seed in the South,
in Greenville, SC. The Salukis of
Southern Illinois also played in
Chicago, as the 11 seed in the
East. Carbondale, the home of
SIU, is only five hours from the

[cake].

?In the course of facing challenges iike this, you'll learn

fUsiuH

how to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. Take

Windy City.
The Salukis rode the home
court advantage given to them
to two upset victories and a major Cinderella story, advancing to
the Sweet 16. SIU disposed of six
seed Texas Tech, 76-68, on Friday night and upset three seed
Georgia, 77-75, on Sunday. Although the drive to Chicago from
Carbondale is a long one, it is
much more likely that Saluki fans

charge. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. You'll find there's
nothing like a little climbing to help prepare you for
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army officer opportunities.
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Black Bears, injuries
trip Eagles in tourney
Maine 4, BC 2
Maine 7, BC 3

middle and made

By Roger Smerage
Asst. Sports Editor
ORONO, ME As was the story
for most of the season, the Boston College men's hockey team
-

struggled through injuries while
being swept by Maine in the
Hockey East Quarterfinals. The
Black Bears finished BC's
chances of repeating as national
champions by handing the
Eagles (18-18-2 overall, 10-13-1
Hockey East) a 4-2 loss on March
8.
Maine (22-9-7, 14-5-5) won
the first game of the best-of-three
series, played on March 7 at
Alfond Arena, 7-3.
"I thought it was a terrific effort," said Head Coach Jerry York.
"We competed very well and just
couldn't score goals. We got good
scoring chances but couldn't get
red lights on. I was very proud by
the effort. I thought we were strong
and hard, and played very, very
well."
BC was without defensemen
J.D. Forrest and John Adams for
both games of the series. Forrest
was out as a result of surgery on
his arm to repair an injury sustained in the 2-1 loss to New
Hampshire on March 3. A concus-

sion sidelined Adams.
In game two, freshman forward Dave Spina took part in
warm-ups but did not play, having tweaked his ankle during the
first period of the first game.
Despite the injuries, the
Eagles managed to make Maine
work to win the series. Down 3-1
late in the third period of the second game, York pulled goaltender
Matti Kaltiainen to gain an extra
attacker.
The six on five advantage
was negated by referee Conrad
Hache seconds later, when assistant captain Ales Dolinar, playing in what would be his last
game at BC, was called for a
roughing penalty.
Though the Eagles were down
a man, they kept up the attack. Ben
Eaves rushed into the offensive
zone after a faceoff, went to the
left ofthe crease, and made a quick
pass across to Tony Voce, who
slammed the puck into the net to
make it a one-goal game with 1:28
left.
"Ben came through the

a pass to me,"
said Voce. "[Maine defenseman
Peter] Metcalf might have fell,
and Ben made a really nice move
around the defenseman and then
slid it across the ice and I put it
in."
The Eagles would get no
closer though, as Voce was handed
a 10-minute misconduct penalty
at 18:54, taking the momentum
away from BC.
Maine winger Lucas Lawson
added an empty net goal to finish the game at 4-2.
A disallowed BC goal in the
middle of the second period was a
major blow to the Eagles. At 7:19,
with Maine holding onto a 2-1
lead, the puck found its way
through the crease and into the net
behind Maine goalie Matt Yeats.
The goal light came on and Hache
signaled a goal, but the far side
linesman came in and waived the
goal off, saying that the puck had
been directed in off Voce's skate.
"It hit my skate," said Voce
of the play. "I went to one-time it
and it bounced off the toe of my
skate and went in. It was kicked
in, not on purpose, but it was a
good call."
Although the call on the disallowed goal might have been correct, Hache's refereeing was questionable at best. A first year
Hockey East referee, Hache has
been inconsistent in his calls all
season. Despite a very physical
game played by the Black Bears,
the referee did not call one penalty on Maine in the game.
Voce got the Eagles on the
board early, getting one past Yeats
at 2:23 of the first period. A good
back check by Eaves prevented the
Black Bears from clearing the
zone, and Eaves moved the puck
up to Voce, who was positioned
at the left of the crease, for the

score.
Two-and-a-half minutes
later, Maine tied it, 1-1, when
Kaltiainen was unable to stop a
slap shot from Prestin Ryan. Niko
Dimitrakos fed the puck to Ryan,
who released the shot from the
left point. Kaltiainen got his
blocker on the puck, but it deflected back into the net.
Defenseman Michael Schutte
gave Maine a 2-1 lead at 6:12 of

"We didn't play bad at all,"
said Dolinar, who was forced to
move back and play defense because of injuries. "It was just the
way the puck bounces sometimes- it didn't go our way."
BC was able to get out to an
early lead, with Ryan Murphy tallying a goal at 5:57 of the first,
but Maine responded with three
first period goals. Ben Murphy
and Shields got even strength
goals on Tim Kelleher, who made
38 saves in the loss, and Kariya
added his first goal after Bill Cass
was sent off for two minutes on
an elbowing penalty.
"I thought Maine was
very,very good," said York. "They
controlled a lot of face offs and
won a lot of loose puck battles, and
were a dominant team tonight."
With Maine holding a 5-1
lead, a result of goals by Kariya
and Gray Shaneberger in the
middle frame, going into the third,
BC tried to make a comeback.
Eaves and Ned Havern both
added goals late in the game to
cut Maine's lead to 5-3, but the
Black Bears were able to hold the
Eagles off, scoring two more on
Kelleher before the night was

Young skaters earn honors
Three members of the Bos- ups. He tallied seven power-play
ton College men's hockey team goals, five short handed tallies
were honored with All-Hockey and four game-winning scores on
East awards last week. Sophomores Tony Voce, Ben Eaves and
J.D. Forrest, along with freshman
Dave Spina, were named to AllHockey East teams based on their
performances in the 2001-02 season.

Voce was given one of the
three forward positions on the
All-Hockey East first team. This
is the first time that Voce has been
named to an All-Hockey East
team.

Voce was the leading scorer
for the Eagles this season, garnering 29 points in Hockey East
games and 49 points overall. His
29 points came on 15 goals and
14 assissts, with Voce having a
+ 16 mark in conference match-

in Hockey East games.
BC freshman Dave Spina
was named to the All-Hockey
the season.
East Rookie Team. Spina's 13
Although he missed 10 goals and 13 assissts made him
Hockey East games this year and fifth in scoring for the Eagles. Of
only played in 23 all season, his 26 points, 21 came against
Eaves was named one of the for- Hockey East foes. Spina's goal
wards on the All-Hockey East production this season was first
second team.
amongst BC freshmen.
The fact that four underDespite the time Eaves sat
out with a rib injury, he still was classmen were considered among
the second best scorer for BC. the best of Hockey East bodes
He accumulated 39 points on 13 well for the Eagles, who will regoals and 26 assists in all games, turn all members of this year's
with 25 of the points coming in team except seniors Jeff Giuliano
and Ales Dolinar. Eaves,Voce and
Hockey East action.
Sophomore J.D. Forrest was Spina will be integral parts of next
given honorable mention for year's offense, while Forrest will
defensemen. Forrest was fourth be the leader of the defensive
on the team in scoring this sea- core.
son, leading F.agle defensemen
-Roger Smerage
with 27 points, 17 of which came

over.
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Goaltender Matti Kaltiainen's performance in game two of the Hockey East quarterfinals in Maine was not
good enough to extend BC's season. The young netminder stopped 19 of the 23 Black Bear shots.
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Teach English in Japan!
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the second period when he
knocked in a rebound. Colin
Shields and Ben Murphy assisted on the goal.
Maine went up 3-1 when BC
defenseman Andrew Alberts
failed to pick up Chris Heisten at
the blue line. Heisten, who had
received a pass from Shields, beat
Alberts and blasted the puck
past Kaltiainen at 10:50 of the
second.
"I thought we outplayed
them," said captain Jeff Giuliano,
who was also playing in his last
game for BC.
"I think we could have won
the game," he continued. "We got
great goaltending and everyone
stepped up, but we just didn't get
the breaks."
The first game of the series
was more one-sided in Maine's
favor, and lacked the controversy
of the second game. Martin
Kariya's two power-play goals fueled the Black Bears to the 7-3 win
and the one game lead in the se-
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THE CHOICE PROGRAMS
Interested in a career in juvenile justice/counseling/education? The Choice Programs are an excellent
starting place, providing hands-on training in the areas of juvenile justice, educational and health
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with a desire to make a difference to work with at-risk youth throughout MARYLAND. One year
contractual position requires Bachelor's degree, valid driver's license, & auto.
The Choice Programs are part of the AmeriCorps National Service Network.
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-

Representatives of The Choice Programs will be conducting
interviews at Boston College.
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The Heights

Women's hockey ends
season of improvement
By Aaron Rose
Heights

Staff

The Boston College women's
hockey team lost to sixth-ranked
NortheasternUniversity 4-0 in the
first round ofthe ECAC East Playoffs on March 8. The loss gave the
Eagles a final record of 9-19-4.
Freshman goaltender Lisa Davis
performed well, making 30 of 34

save attempts.

In terms of win-loss, it appears the team had another unsuccessful season, but Head Coach
Tom Babson believes that the team
improved greatly over last season's
6-27 record. "We had enough close
games that we knew we were
building in the right direction,"
he said. This included 17 games
that ended in ties or were won or
lost by one goal.
The Eagles began the season
1-7, but close games against Connecticut, currently the secondranked team in the nation,
Niagara, Northeastern, New
Hampshire, and former secondranked Dartmouth, showed the
improvement and made the team
believe "that any given night we
are going to get up and bite

somebody," said Babson.
The players knew that the
opponents sensed the improvement. "They hadn'treally

taken us
seriously in years past," said
Babson, "and now there was much
more determination in their eyes
when they stepped on the ice with
us."

Entering the season, Babson
knew what the team needed to
continue the program's improvement in its eighth season in Division I. "We had 174 goals against
last year, and I knew right away
that I had to cut those. I said if
we can get under 100 goals
against, we are going to really help

the program." The Eagles cut the
goals against to 88 this season.
Davis, who is likely to be
named EC AC Rookie of theYear,
was the main reason for the improvement, as she broke all of the
BC goaltendingrecords, except for
career saves, for which she is
fourth on the list after only one
season. Babson added, "We
brought in a couple of good
defensemen and we build the team
from the goalie on out."
Babson said that the team did
not score as many goals as it had
wanted to, but still beat last year's
mark. The Eagles broke the
school's scoring record, but not
as dramatically as in goals
against.

"We had enough close
games that we knew we
were building in the
right direction."
-Head Coach

Tom Babson
Offensively, senior assistant
captain and forward Kelly
McManus led the team with 35

points and was named ECAC
Player of the Week three times and
National Offensive Player of the
Week once. "She was clearly tremendous out there and did something positive with the puck every time she touched it all year
long," said Babson. Senior captain and forward Missy Barsz finished third on the team in scor-

ing.
Genevieve

Richardson

played an important role in the
defensive improvements for the
Eagles, as she was the team's
best defenseman for the third
straight season. She is up for an
All-American award and was in-

vited to Lake Placid last year to
try out for the Olympic team, and
she just missed making it. "She
is a national-level defenseman,
she had a great season," said
Babson of Richardson.
The greatest indication of
the program's improvement is the
continuing increase in the number of athletes on the team who
qualified for the Olympic Development camps in Lake Placid.
In Babson's first season
three years ago the team had four
such athletes, nine last year, 14
this season and the Eagles will
feature 19 next year. "The quality of the athlete is going straight
up," said Babson.
Combining a strong recruiting
class of "top, national-level kids"
with losing only two top players
to graduation, Babson expects the
program to continue to improve
next season. In terms of objectives, he wants to continue to cut
the goals against and improve
the scoring.
"I think we want to get a little
better with goals against," said
Babson. "We are not going to cut
them 50 percent again, but instead
of 88,1 look to get into the sixties
in goals against."
"It's very difficult to score
in women's hockey. It's much
harder than in men's hockey,"
said Babson. "They can't shoot
the puck like the men can and the
goalies are terrific. We need to
get 50 percent more goals."
Regardless of the team's exact statistical improvements, the
program will continue its
progress toward national respectability and recognition. Each improvement, each recruit, each
season marks a step in the right
direction and everyone in the
program knows it's only a matter
of a little more time and effort.
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Blumfield brings
Cali style to BC
By Alex Drummey

age.

Heights

Her power surge did not go
unnoticed, as she earned Big East
Player of the Week honors on
May 7 after collecting eight hits
and driving in 10 runs in just 13
at bats. She also picked up a second Athletic Director's Award for
Academic Achievement and another Big East Academic All-Star
selection.
"I just worked really hard at
[my offensive game] and was able
to make some key adjustments,"
said Blum field of her offensive explosion. "I finally understood what
it takes to hit a Softball as opposed
to baseball."
Through 19 games this season, Blumfield has proved that her
breakthrough sophomore season
was no fluke. She is leading the
Eagles in 10 offensive categories,
and is on pace to break several of
the school records that she set last
season, including the single season
batting average record with her
.438 mark. She ranks in the top
five in the Big East in eight offensive categories, and has compiled a .947 fielding percentage.
This season Blumfield has
taken on a new role for the Eagles
as a captain. She prefers to lead by
example, going about her busi-

HEIGHTS PHOTO

/

REMY MORRISON

record thus far, Blumfield maintains a positive outlook, pointing out that most the team's
losses have come against west
coast opponents that comprise
the upper echelon of NCAA Division I Softball. "I think that having played against the top teams
out west will definitely give us
an edge going into Big East play,"
she said.
One thing that is for certain
is that Blumfield won't rest on her
laurels. "You can always work on
a lot of stuff," said the shortstop.
"I'd still like to be more consistent. Unless I'm playing perfect
defense and batting 1.000, there's
still a lot I can work on."

ness on the field and leaving the
vocal leadership to co-captains

Leah Kamataris and Kim Ryan.
"I'm a leader in the sense that I
try to jumpstart whatever 1 can,"
said Blumfield. "If I'm having a
good offensive day, hopefully
it'll make the person next to me
me have good offensive day. I try
to make the people around me
better."
Finley stressed the importance of Blumfield's role on the
team, saying, "She's one of those
players that the younger players
will look to when things are going tough to see how she's going to react."
Despite the Eagles 4-15

Staff

After snapping their eightgame losing streak against UNLV
over break, the Boston College
Softball team swept a doubleheader from the Hofstra Pride
Saturday in Long Island with 2-1
and 3-0 wins.
BC improved to 6-15 on the
season after the sweep of
Saturday's doubleheader.
Tekae Malandris and Kim
Ryan each pitched stellar games,
limiting the Pride to only one run
on seven hits, while totaling 15
strikeouts on the afternoon.
Freshman Michelle Daly
kick-started the scoring for BC in
the first game with a first inning,
one out solo shot over the left
field fence. The Eagles would
add another in the third inning
with a string of clutch hits by
Jacqui Goodchild, Daly and Cara
Blumfield to put BC up 2-0.
The Pride responded by
scoring a run in the bottom of the
inning, but that would be all the
scoring for the Pride on the day.

Junior tri-captain and starting shortstop Cara Blumfield looks to lead
the Eagles to their first Big East championship in four years.
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California sun.
Today, Blumfield, the rising
star of the Boston College Softball
team, can be found on the other
side of the continent striking fear
into the hearts of Big East softball
pitchers or scooping up grounders
for the Eagles in the hole at shortstop.
Throughout her childhood,
Blumfield excelled as a tri-sport
athlete, playing baseball, basketball and soccer through middle
school and junior high (she
switched from baseball to softball in the eighth grade). "I just
loved sports in general as a kid,"
said Blumfield. "I was always
playing some sport whenever I
got the chance."
Only one year after making
the switch from baseball to softball, Blumfield embarked onto an
illustrious athletic career at El
Camino Real High School. In softball, Blumfield was named team
Most Valuable Player three times,
selected as a Daily News all-star
three times, and twice chosen as
a Los Angeles Times all-star, as
she led El Camino Real to two Los
Angeles City titles.
As a senior, Blumfield served
as captain of her team, was honored as both the MVP of her
league and Los Angeles City, and
named a first team all-state pick.
She also starred in basketball as
a two-time all-city choice and
three-time team MVP.
It was during the summer between her junior and senior years
that Blumfield caught the eye of
BC Head Coach Jennifer Finley.
Surprisingly, it was not only
Blumfield's offensive abilities
that attracted Finley that summer,
but her defensive prowess at
shortstop and her overall
athleticism. "She had really great
hands," said Finley. "I thought
she would be an attribute to our
program defensively. She's just
a great overall athlete, and that's
the type of player we try to go
after."
Blumfield soon won over
Finley with her character. "She was
just a great kid. We were just glad
to have the chance to get her,"
said Finley.
For Blumfield, the decision to
make her way across the country
to play for BC was an easy one.
She saw coming to Chestnut Hill
as an opportunity to get a quality
education and, at the same time,
broaden her horizons. "I just
wanted to get awayfrom home and
experience something different,"
she said.
As a freshman Blumfield put
together a solid year as she was
thrust into a major role, starting all
45 games for the Eagles at short.
She picked up 38 hits on her way
to a .271 batting average, and led
the team in runs scored with 28 and
walks with 15.
Blumfield proved to be consistent in the field, making only
six errors as she compiled a .968
fielding percentage. At season's
end, she was named a Big East
Academic All-Star and earned the
Athletic Director's Award for
Academic Achievement.
Last season, as a sophomore,
the one-time defensive prospect
blossomed into an offensiveforce.
Blumfield started all 55 games for
the Eagles, setting the school
record for both games started and
games played. She led.BC in 12
offensive categories and set
school records in six, including
batting average, runs batted in,
home runs, runs scored, slugging
percentage and on base percentage.
Her 61 hits were the second
best in school history and her .389
batting average was good for 36th
in NCAA Division I Softball for
the season. Her 14 home runs, .745
slugging percentage, and 51 RBI
ranked 15th, 16th and 17th in the
country, respectively. Blumfield
also continued her solid defensive
play with a .945 fielding percent-

Heights

In the second game, Ryan
successful, tossing a
three-hit shutout and recording
eight strikeouts in the win.
Blumfield helped the Eagles jump
ahead early with her sixth
homerun of the season, a solo
shot in the top of first inning.
The Eagles built on their lead
in the second when center fielder
Leah Kamataris stroked a deep
sacrifice fly for an RBI. BC added
even more insurance in the fourth
when second baseman Jennifer
Asbury doubled and Goodchild
followed with an RBI groundout
to score Asbury for the Eagles
third and final run of the game.
Ryan and the defense did the
rest of the work for BC, holding
Hofstra scoreless through seven
innings. The Eagles shut down
the Pride in key spot in the second inning when Hofstra loaded
the bases and again in the seventh inning. Hofstra put a pair of
runners on but were unable to
drive anyone home.
The Eagles were hoping to
build on this three game winning
streak when they squared off
against both Hofstra and Wagner
on Sunday. Results were unavailable at press time.
was just as

By Megan Donnelly

:

As a child growing up in Los
Angeles, Cara Blumfield developed a love for sports at an early
age. Whether she was playing
catch with her parents in the backyard or shooting hoops in the
driveway with her younger brother,
Blumfield always managed to take
advantage of the year-round
warmth provided by the southern

\u25a0 BC 2, Hofstra 1
BC 3, Hofstra 0

.

Staff

Softball defeats
Hofstra's Pride
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Women's Men's lax off to slow start in final season
lacrosse
\u25a0 SHU 18, BC 6

Albany 18, BC 3

meets
success
By Andrew Smith
Heights

Staff

Based on the team's first
three games, the Boston College
women's lacrosse team seems to
have a bright future this season.
Off to a 2-1 start, the Eagles are
heading into a tough Big East
conference schedule that began
with a battle against the Fighting
Irish of Notre Dame on St.
Patrick's Day.
The Eagles opened the season
with a 16-7 victory over LaSalle.
Senior co-captain Lauren Miller
led the team with four goals and
six assists while fellow co-captain
Chrissy DeMichele also notched
four goals. The Eagles finished
their sweep of Philadelphia
schools with a 13-5 victory over
Villanova.
Once again, Miller led the
team with four goals and three
assists and freshman Courtney
Legath added four goals. After
these two victories the Eagles fell
to a strong Harvard team by the
score of 11-4, despite a hat trick
from Miller.
"After winning the first two
games, our morale was really high.
I thought we all played really
well," said DeMichele. "I think we
were a little intimidated against
Harvard, and we were not as prepared as we should have been in
that game."
After a 6-9 campaign in 2001
in Head Coach Shari Krasnoo's
first year, the Eagles are returning
last year's leading scorer and first
team All- Big East player in Miller.
After last year's great season with
49 goals and 30 assists, Miller has
gotten off on the right foot this

By Ashly Hanna
Assoc. Sports Editor
The Boston College men's
lacrosse team has not seen many
wins so far in its last season as a
varsity sport. In the past three
weeks, it has dropped one-sided
games to both Sacred Heart University and the University at Al-

bany. The Eagles lost to the Pioneers 18-6. and fell to the Great
Danes by a score of 18-3.
In the match-up against Sacred Heart, BC looked to be overpowered right from the start. The
Pioneers have been a national
force in their first years as a Division 1 program, and they demonstrated their skill against the
struggling Eagles. In the first
quarter of play. Sacred Heart
outscored BC 4-0, as Pioneer

Si

Stephen Grabow scored two
goals en route to a five-goal performance on the afternoon.
The Eagles looked to get
back into the game in the second
quarter when they picked up
goals from Matthew Safaii, lan
Frankoski and Rory Smith. They
were still outscored in the period,
however, as the Pioneers netted
eight more goals to bring the
score to 12-3 after two periods.
The game was essentially

V 1 VIB ft v] m 9 I 11

sealed by Sacred Heart's 4-1 advantage in the third quarter, when
Safaii was the only Eagle who
could find the back of the net.
In the final period of play,
both teams managed two goals.
Smith netted his second goal of
the afternoon with 10:20 remaining in the game. He also had two
assists in the game. Sophomore
midfielder Kevin Dunphy went
on to score the second fourthquarter goal for BC.

9n& will m jKTI w

This defeat came on the
heels of an 18-6 loss to Albany in
which the Eagles were outshot
52-19.
Last year BC was 1-10, with
(he team's only win coming
against Siena. The Eagles have a
0-2 record in their last two games,
but they are looking to get on the
winning track this season with
upcoming games against Marist
on Saturday and Vermont on
Sunday.

''

1,000 DreamLink bonus points.

season.

"Lauren is a great player,"
says Krasnoo. "She has an uncanny ability to find an open
player and get them the ball. This
year, she will have an opportu-

nity to not only score more goals,
but also create chances. Last
year we asked her to take more
shots than she was used to.
Lauren is a player who really
does not want all of the recognition, she would rather have the
assists than score the goal. I almost had to beg her to shoot
more."
Joining Miller at the attack
position is sophomore Rachel
Bausch, who netted 19 goals last
year, as well as Legath. "Courtney
[Legath] really reads the field
well," said DeMichele. "She works
very well with Lauren [Miller] and
has stepped in nicely for [graduate] Emily Ryan."
At the midfield position the
Eagles return DeMichele. The senior co-captain scored 2 1 goals last
year and assisted on four others.
"Chrissy has improved tremendously over the past year and a
half," said Krasnoo.
"One of the reasons for that
is that she just has such a desire
to improve," continued Krasnoo.
"She is a very strong athlete and
is such a hard worker, wanting to
improve everyday. She has really
taken on a leadership role as a
senior co-captain and there is a
high expectation of her for the
season."
The returning midfielders
are sophomores Meggie O'Neill
and Tara Morley along with senior Rachael Telia.
The defense is returning
three solid starters from last
year's squad, senior Kelly Boyle,
junior Lauren Meyers and sophomore Kim Jacobs. In between the
pipes, the Eagles will return
sophomore goaltender Rachel
Zeller, while Michelle Lawson, a
freshman from Birmingham, England, will help add depth to the

position.
"I feel really good about our
chances this season. I think this is
our best team in my four years
here," said DeMichele. "I'm really
anxious to see how the young players perform this year. The nation
expects nothing out of us. This
is our chance to prove people
wrong. I think we have the ability to surprise a lot of people this
year."
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Baseball falls toward .500

The women's tennis team did not fare well in the UNLV Spring Tennis Invitational despite a long layoff.

Tennis teams struggle
on West Coast swing
Heights

The doubles teams were able

Staff

to

provide a lift as Slattery and

Anderson won at the first
The Boston College men and doubles spot and Bob Murray
women's tennis teams have hit and Damon Vartabedian won at
hard times as of late. The men's third doubles. The team was not
team traveled to the west coast for
able to take advantage of that
matches against California-San early lead and dropped a close one
4-3. Once again the match could
Diego, Loyola Marymount, Northern Arizona, California-Riverside have gone either way as three of
and the College of the Desert. The the six singles matches went the
women's team made a West Coast distance. Anderson and Colahan
swing of their own over Spring came up a little short at 6-3, 4-6,
Break. Unfortunately neither 2-6 and 2-6, 3-6,2-6, respectively.
team was able to find a rhythm
Freshmen Derrick Chou and
and play good, consistent tenMurray both notched singles wins
nis.
for the squad. The Eagles returned
The men's trip began with a to Chestnut Hill with an overall
7-0 loss to UC-San Diego on record of 4-7.
March 7. The doubles point was
On March 15 the team battled
more closely contested than the
cross-town rival MIT. The team
singles as Brad Anderson and Jusswept the doubles matches in contin Slattery lost a close contest 9-8 vincing fashion. While Slattery
and Ross Pytko and Paul Colahan lost a close match 6-7.4-6, the rest
came up a little short to Dan ofthe singles players won without
Albrecht and Sean Nagel by the dropping a single set.
score of 8-4. The team then
Following a 4-3 loss to Yale
moved on to face the College of on Feb. 17, the women's team had
the Desert where it fell 6-1. The a few weeks off from competitive
score of that match is very misplay until they made their own trip
leading because of the closeness out west. The team participated in
of multiple matches. Chris
the UNLV Spring Tennis Invitational from March 1-3. There they
McCoy won his match, registering the team's lone point. Howfaced tough competition from
ever there were multiple matches
nationally-ranked teams such as
that went to a third and deciding UNLV (54th) and New Mexico
set, where the Eagles could just (67th). The team was never able
not catch a break. Slattery,
to get going as they dropped both
Anderson and Marc Lucero all matches, 7-0 and 4-2, respechad matches go deep into the tively. The Eagles took on
third set, only to drop a close Furman in between battling the
decision. The outcome of the two nationally ranked oppomatch could very well have been nents. While Amy Molden,
4-3 BC.
Ashley Backus and Morgan
The team bounced back Landes were all able to triumph
in three grueling sets, the team
nicely to shutout California-Riverside. Slattery and Paul Colahan was unable to notch that fourth
were both forced to decisive third and decisive point and lost ansets, which they won and the rest other tough one, 4-3.
of the team breezed through withThe team's trip concluded
out any real problems. The squad with a match against UC-Irvine on
continued its west coast swing to March 8. The Eagles suffered yet
take on Loyola Marymount. another setback, dropping the
Colahan was victorious in his match by the score of 5-1. The loss
match at fifth singles, but the rest extended the team's losing streak
of the team continued its struggles to five. Nida Waseem defeated
as the Eagles lost 5-2. Their final Amy Tranckino at the third singles
match on the road came against position by the score of 6-2, 6-3.
Northern Arizona.
The team returned back to BC with

was stellar, turning in a complete
game with only one earned run.

"In the second game they
simply beat us," said Assistant
Coach Patrick Mason. The highlight for the Eagles in this game
was freshman pitcher Kevin
Shepard, who turned in a four hit,
complete game performance that
under most circumstances would
have led to a winning effort. Unfortunately for BC, the desperately needed run support never
materialized, and Delaware
evened the series with a 4-1 win.
Though not a conference
battle, this series was significant
for the Eagles because it marked
their first real Saturday/Sunday
series of the season. In addition,
opening up against a team like
Delaware provided an excellent
opportunity for the Eagles to get
ready for the rest of the season.
"They're one of the very top
programs in their conference
[America East]," said Hughes.
Mason added that a challenge
from a team like Delaware "is very
realistic when compared to the
competition we face over the
course of the season."
As a team, one of the most
impressive departments for the
Eagles on Saturday was fielding.
"We played great defense all

a tough 0-4 road trip.
It's just not easy to play your
home matches in the chilly spring
weather of Chestnut Hill at the
Plex and then pack your bags to
head west and play in 100-plus
degree heat. The fact that the
women's team had to take on two
nationally-ranked opponents,
one in their own backyard, is
hardly an easy task. Junior
Anisha Fernando said, "It wasn't
that easy to head to the west
coast and play teams on courts
and in conditions which they are
so used to playing on everyday."
With the exception of Allison
Ashley playing first singles for the
duration of the season, the Eagles
have not had a set lineup. There
are seven different members of
the team who have played at more
than one singles spot this season. While the talent of the team
is very much even from top to
bottom, it becomes difficult to
compete with nationally-ranked
teams like UNLV and New Mexico
when you do not have a few dominant players who will consistently be in specific spots in the
lineup. The team still remains undefeated in the Big East with a
record of 2-0.

day," said Mason, as the infield
avoided costly errors. Another
major bright spot for BC was the
performance of the team's freshmen. Albano, Lambert and
Shepard were major contributors
to the solid play of the Eagles
which indicates that perhaps BC
can build on its 29-win campaign
of2ool.
That, coupled with the play
of seasoned veterans like Mackor
and L'ederhos, could propel the
team to baseball heights not yet
seen here in Chestnut Hill.
Hughes earlier in the year mentioned that a Big East championship was well within the Eagles'
grasp, which was considered an
impossibility when Hughes was
hired four years ago.
The two most apparent obstacles in accomplishing such a
feat are the Rutgers Scarlet
Knights and the Pittsburgh Panthers, who have jumped ahead of
the Eagles in non-conference
play. However, BC has a chance
to make an early move in the conference as they will return on
Sunday to prepare for Rutgers.
Do they have a shot at making school history? Mason seems
to think so.
"We're off to a good start,"
she said.

advertisement

ANYONE CAN GET INTO LAW SCHOOL
IT'S NOT THAT HARD!!!
B.C. Alumna (A&S '95) and Georgetown Law graduate ('9B) can help anyone get into law school! Our
Director, Lisa N. Bertrand, was on the Admissions
Committee of Georgetown Law Center and is a former
law school career counselor. Learn the secret of putting together a winning application package & gain
"inside" information on the Admissions process. You
won't learn these tips from anyone in Gasson Hall
trust me, I was once where you are!!! Low fees and
B.C. discounts! Visit our Web site, http://www.thelaw-review.com, or contact us at
-

LNB@Georgetown.edu
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By Chris Fernando

Continued from Bl
seemed that Saturday's competition would have been an uphill
battle for the Eagles, but as Head
Coach Peter Hughes said of Delaware, "we still match up well with
them." He was right.
In the first game, Mackor
backed up his call to "get going"
by crushing a two-run home run.
Junior outfielder Matt Lederhos
further contributed by adding
even more power to the lineup.
Lederhos had a huge day, first
hitting a solo home run and then
helping key a sixth inning comeback with a bases loaded double.
Lederhos' four RBIs made
the difference in a wild game that
went back and forth from the beginning. Pitcher Chris Lambert
put forth a stellar performance,
striking out seven Blue Hens in a
4 1/3 inning outing. The Eagles
finally put the game away in the
10th inning when freshman Marc
Albano drove in Mackor with a
sacrifice fly to right field.
Though BC played well in the
second game, their luck did not
carry over from the first game, as
they were unable to mount the offense that kept them alive earlier
in the day. They were only able to
eke out five hits in a losing effort.
Delaware pitcher Jason Vincent
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Now I'm learning in the
classroom, and on the job.
At UPS, I'm getting a great start on life! There are lots of
other reasons to work here, too: experience, top pay and paid vacations.
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Women advance to conference
championship, lose to UConn
\u25a0 UConn 96, BC 54
BC 67, Syracuse 48
BC 64, Rutgers 59
By Brian Denitzio
Heights Editor
PISCATAWAY, NJ The Boston
College Eagles women's basketball team fell to an Olympian
squad from Connecticut on
March 5 by the score of 96-54 in
the finals of the Big East Championship. But the loss needs to
be put into perspective. It came
at the hands of a Connecticut
team that is arguably the best to
be assembled under Head Coach
GenoAuriemma.
The Connecticut roster
boasts Naismith Award Finalist
and Big East Player of the Year,
Susan Bird in addition to three
other first team all-Big East selections, and came into Tuesday
night with a record of 32-0.
BC reached the finals after
knocking off Syracuse, 67-48, in
the semifinals and Rutgers, the
host team, 64-59, in the Eagles'
first game.
The Eagles faced a Connecticut team Tuesday night that
had 24 hours before completely
fourth-seeded
dismantled
Villanova. Connecticut won that
game in the opening minutes, hitting 15 of their 16 attempts from
the field and ending the first half
up 49-17.
The Eagles knew they could
not afford a start if they wanted
to have a chance against the
Huskies.
Things looked promising
when Amber Jacobs hit a threepointer in the game's opening
minute, making the score 4-3. It
looked as though the Eagles
might be able to hang in there
with Connecticut. After all, it took
Villanova eight minutes to score
three points the night before.
But it was more of the same
from the Huskies. Connecticut
came hot again, hitting 10 of their
first 11 from the field, and sprinting to a 10-point lead five minutes into the first half.
The Eagles tried to be patient and weather the storm. Senior guard Nicole Conway said,
"We just tried to stay composed.
We know that when you play
UConn, the game goes in waves
-8-0, 10-0 runs."
-

The Connecticut lead was 19
at the half.

cruised through the second half,
at one point leading by 26 and
closing out the Orangewomen 6748.
The key to the Eagles domination was their rebounding and
defense, something they had focused on coming into the game
against Syracuse.
"We talked about not giving
them too many rebounds. We
wanted to hold them to one shot
because they have the ability to
score a lot of points," said Head
Coach Cathy Inglese.
Jessalyn Deveny had her
first career double-double, scoring 20 and grabbing 10 boards.
Deveny was perfect from behind
the arc. She said of her performance, "I really don't take that
many three-

As they have all year, Connecticut came out even stronger
in the second half, starting the
half on a 16-4 run that essentially
put the nails in the coffin.
The Eagles fought hard but
there was little they could do but
hang on while the Huskies rolled
to their fourth-straight Big East
Title. Connecticut just kept pouring it on.
Huski senior Swin Cash said,
"We can tell when a team is on
its heals, and Coach tells us
that's when we need to go at them
that much harder. Coach gets on
us to keep pushing even when
we got someone down."
Even when Connecticut
its
pulled
starters with
five minutes
to play, their
giving
second team
stretched the
Husky lead to
46.
Followthey
ing their victory

over

"We talked about not
them too many
rebounds. We wanted to
hold them to one shot
because
have the
ability to score a lot of
points."
-Head Coach

Rutgers in the
first game, the
Eagles faced
seventhCathy
seeded Syracuse, another
team with aspirations of finding their way to
the NCAA tournament.
Syracuse came into Monday
night's contest having defeated
defending national champion
Notre Dame in their quarterfinal
match-up.
The Eagles played the
game's opening minutes against
the Orangewomen much like the
first few against Rutgers, starting zero of eight from the field
and not scoring their first points
until 4:46 into the half.
Jacobs missed her third
three-pointer of the half but
Rachel Byars got the rebound
and took it to the basket, tying
the game at 2-2.
Once the Eagles got started
they did not stop. They didn't
need much help as the
Orangewomen did not make a
field goal for the final 10:35 ofthe
first half. Thanks to Syracuse's
futility the Eagles built a 13-point
half-time lead.
From there the Eagles

pointers,
but I got
the opportunity and I
was feeling
it."
The
Eagles, the
tournament's

number

three seed,
had a first
round bye
and faced
Inglese
off in the
quarterfinals
against the
Rutgers Scarlet Knights.
BC came into the Louis Brown
Athletic Center Sunday March 3
looking to do more than advance
to the semifinals. They were set
to face Rutgers, the tournament's
11 seed, who found their way to
the quarterfinals by way of 44-43
victory over Virginia Tech the previous evening.
The seniors on this Eagles
team had never beaten Rutgers
on their home court. That fact,
coupled with the possibility that
victories in the Big East tournament could bring the opening
rounds of the NCAA tournament
through Chestnut Hill, put a very
determined team on the floor in
Piscataway.
After sitting out Saturday
night and waiting all day to play
on Sunday, the Eagles were a little
too anxious to get on the court.
In the opening minutes they
failed to harness the kind of energy that had spurred their defense all year, allowing Rutgers

to open up an 8-0 lead.

The Eagles' first score did
not come until 5:32 into the half

when Jacobs broke through with
a three-pointerto make the score
8-3 Scarlet Knights.
After Jacobs' three-pointers,
the Eagles composed themselves
and settled into their game, tying
the game at 13 about midway
through the half.
Adriana Spears took the
pass from Clare Droesch and laid
it in. Spears was fouled by
Chelsea Newton of Rutgers and
converted the free throw to tie
the game.
Spears, who had a career
high in points Sunday with 17,
was the only other Eagle in
double figures besides Jacobs,
who led the team with 25. Spears
said of her performance, "I've
been practicing well and it's finally showing in games
My
confidence builds in practice and
is now carrying over."
With 5:47 remaining in the
half Spears stole the ball, got the
rebound underneath the basket
off Droesch's missed three-point
attempt and laid it in tying the
game at 19.
This sparked a 9-0 run by the
Eagles to close the half. Two free
throws by Jacobs put the Eagles
up 21-19, and they would never
relinquish the lead. The Eagles
headed for the locker up seven
on the Scarlet Knights 26-19.
Rutgers came out to start the
second half on fire, pulling within
one after a jumper by Dawn
McCullouch. But the Eagles capitalized on several key turnovers
to hold off the surging Rutgers
attack.
The Eagles led by as much
as 11, but two three-pointers by
Mauri Horton pulled the Scarlet
Knights within three with 13 seconds to play.
Rutgers made it interesting
early and late in the second half
but the Eagles held on, for a 64...

despite Rutgers
shooting 63 percent in the second half.
In order to beat a team like
Connecticut in the final, the
Eagles needed to play their A+
game and have Connecticut turn
in a C performance.
Auriemma said, "I don't
know if we can play any better
especially defensively." So much
for that C game.
59 victory,

Texas loss ends
Eagles' season
Continued from Bl
early points to open up a 20-13
lead just over seven minutes into
the half. The Eagles had quieted
the Texas faithful and things
were looking up.
But then the storm hit.
Over the next 12 minutes, the
Longhorns dominated. They
went on a 33-7 run that included
a stretch in which they made
seven-of-eight shot attempts. On
defense, Texas held BC to seven
points on 7-18 shooting and
forced four turnovers.
"I don't think I have seen
that Texas team on film at all, and
I watched a bunch of tapes," said
guard Ryan Sidney. "They hit every basket. They got every rebound. They made every stop."
By the end of the first half,
Texas had used a 58.1 shooting
percentage to build up a 46-27
advantage. The Longhorns
outscored the Eagles 20-8 in the
paint and out-rebounded BC by
a count of 22-14.
"We got out to a slow start
and Texas didn't," said Bell.
"They knocked down a lot of
threes and grabbed a lot of rebounds. You can only credit their
players - they really came out fir-

ing tonight."
The Eagles came out of the
locker room with a renewed energy. After scoring only two
points in the last three minutes
of the first half, BC mounted an
18-4 run to open the second. Bell
scored 11 points and came up
with a key steal in order to bring
the Eagles within five, 50-45, but
four quick points from Ford reestablished Texas' solid lead.
"Once we cut the lead to five,

I thought we had a good
chance," said Bell. "But, it just
wasn't our night. We came back
from a huge deficit, but even that
wasn't enough."
Bell scored 17 points in the
second half to improve his gamehigh total to 27. His 10-21 shooting performance was his best in
eight games, but it was not
enough to get the win.
While Bell finally broke out
of his slump, Sidney broke into
his own. Held scoreless for the
first time this season, the sophomore guard was frustrated
throughout by the Longhorns'
defense. Although he contributed with seven rebounds and six
assists, Sidney's scoring was
clearly missed in the loss.
Bell, Sidney and the rest of
the Eagles squad will have a long
time to consider the factors that
led to the loss, as the tournament
defeat brings to an end BC's tumultuous season. Despite their
shortcomings, however, the team
will not view the season as a dis-

appointment.
"When I look back on this

season, I am going to see a lot
more than this game," said Walls.
"We made the NCAA Tournament for the second straight year,
and I am really proud ofthat. Even
in this game, the first half was
tough, but in the second half, we
really stepped up and got the
game within reach. We showed a
little bit of character. We could
have laid down, but we played
hard and we fought back. We just
ran out of time."
And for the final time this
season, the Eagles just came up
short.
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SAMANTHA MASSIE

Uka Agbai scored 12 points in Friday's loss, but it was

Junior forward
not enough to lift BC over Texas in the NCAA Tournament.

HEIGHTS PHOTO
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JEFF BRIEN

Senior Brian Ross laments a postseason loss. At one point, the
Eagles were on track to a tirst-place finish in the Big East East Division.

Men's hoops fall
to Pitt in Big East
\u25a0 Pitt

76, BC 52

BC 60, Rutgers 55
By Ashly Hanna
Assoc. Sports Editor

points in the half to fuel the Panther attack, while Sidney and
Agbai finished the half with 10
each. The Eagles shot 35 percent
from the field, while Pittsburgh
had a 41 percent field goal per-

NEW YORK, NY When the centage.
"The biggest change was
Pittsburgh Panthers defeated the
Boston College men's basketball
the fact that Kenny Walls got his
team, 76-62, in the Big East
second foul," said Skinner after
quarterfinals on March 7, many the game. "It's clear that we
sports analysts and fans alike don't have the deepest team. It
thought that Pittsburgh had changed our rhythm, and we
snatched any chances of garnerdidn't execute as well."
ing an at-large bid into the NCAA
Eliminating the outside
Tournament away from the threat of Walls clearly made
Eagles. Plagued by another things easier for the Pittsburgh
scoreless stretch in the loss to defense, as BC could not regain
the Panthers, BC did not appear the lead for the rest of the game.
to be a candidate for the NCAA
The Eagles were able to cut the
selection committee. To the surdeficit to 12 late in the game riding
prise of many, the Eagles entered the outstanding performance of
the tournament as an 11 seed, deAgbai, who went eight for eight
spite their dismal performance in from the foul line in the second
the conference tournament.
half. His efforts were not enough
In its loss to Pittsburgh, to lead BC, who fell 76-62.
Head Coach
"I thought
Al Skinner's
at times we
"Any
you get good were very pateam shot 40.8
tient
and
percent from
the field, and
other times
on
30.8 percent
we were impatient," said
from the threedefensive
Skinner. "Bepoint arc. Junior forward offensive players
a cause of all
Uka Agbai led
that inconsisall
scorers
tency, it really
with 25 points,
did not allow
Pittsburgh
including a
us to cut into
the lead."
perfect 13 of
13 on foul
Agbai's
Coach
shots.
The
performance
Skinner
Panthers newas one of
the few bright
gated BC's efforts, as point
spots for BC,
as it seemed as though he were
guard Brandin Knight and company had a 46.4 field goal perthe only one who could penetrate the Panther defense. His
centage.
A major factor in the game game totals were among the best
was the tenacious defense the of his career.
Panthers put up against BC's of"I tried to play my regular
fensive attack. The Panthers had game offensively," said Agbai. "I
seven steals on the night.
tried to do everything defen"Any time you get good sively. It wasn't really anything
communication on the floor, pardifferent."
The
team
ticularly on the defensive end, it
Pittsburgh
makes offensive players think a avenged their loss at the hands
little bit. That's what Pittsburgh of the Eagles in last year's tourwas able to do," said Skinner afnament title game when BC made
ter the loss.
its famous worst-to-first season
Donatas Zavackas led the complete by clinching the Big
way for the Panthers with 16 East crown.
The Eagles got to the
points, three rebounds and two
steals. Big East Co-Player of the quarterfinals by beating Rutgers,
Year Knight was also a problem 60-55, on March 6. The lead
for BC as he had six assists on bounced back and forth in the
the afternoon to accompany his close game until BC pulled away
13 points and four rebounds.
with 3:32 left to play.
Skinner's team shot 15.2 perIt looked as though the
cent from the field in the first half
Eagles were on their way to a victory in the first seven minutes of of the game against the Scarlet
the game, when they took a 14-6 Knights, which was an all-time
lead on series of Agbai scores. Big East Tournament low mark
Sophomore guard Ryan Sidney for shooting in a half. Despite
their poor offensive performance,
also contributed to the promising run with eight points in the the Eagles were able to pull out
the win over an improved Rutgers
opening minutes.
Senior forward Kenny Walls
squad.
"1 don't think there are goquickly picked up two fouls, and
Skinner was forced to substitute
ing to many games where you're
freshman Jermaine Watson for going to shoot 15 percent in a
Walls at 13:26. In his 18 minutes half and expect to win," said Skinon the floor, Watson was one for ner after the Rutgers game. "But,
one on field goals, with one rewe did some other things. We
bound and two assists.
hustled after the basketball. We
After Walls was taken out of got some turnovers and some
the game, Pittsburgh went on a timely shooting. That was the
30-10 run to finish the half, and difference in the ball game. We
went into the locker room leadmade some big shots when we
ing 36-24. Zavackas had 12 needed to."
-

time
communication on the
the
floor, particularly
end, it makes
think
little bit. That's what
was able to
do."
-Head
Al
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Plenty of uniquely-costumed partygoers showed up for the Middlemarch Ball. Among guests were Slugworth, Wonka's partner-in-crime (1), the Wonka egg-dictator, used to distinguish between good and bad golden eggs
(or bratty children) (2), a replication of one of the Oompa-Loompa songs (3), a lively Oompa-Loompa (Wonkavision style) (4), a contraption from Wonka's "invention room" (5) and a gleaming golden goose (6).

Dressed to Digest
Costume

efforts pay off big at candy-centric Middlemarch Ball

By Kelly Agostinacchio
Heights Editor
One endures an arduous process to even get the
chance to buy Middlemarch tickets, but the 400 lucky
recipients of this year's elusive "golden tickets" had
another hurdle to overcome even once a ticket was in
hand: a costume. With thousands of dollars and many
hours of time invested into the transformation of
O'Connell House, attendees must live up to the hype
and tradition of the ball and come dressed to impress
according to the theme of the night.
This year's Willy Wonka theme presented unlimited costume possibilities, and students took full
advantage of the opportunity to show off their creative flair. Partygoers flocked to O'Connell House

Friday night dressed as everything from OompaLoompas to lickable wallpaper to, of course, Willy
Wonka himself. The night also featured the traditional
presence of males seizing this unique chance to dress
as females, as male Veruca Salts and Violet
Beauregards abounded.
In the short time between the revelation of ticket
winners and the ball, students scoured costume stores
and thrift shops in search of the perfect accessories
to bring an imaginative edge to their character of
choice. With Spring Break two weeks before the ball,
many students found the days leading up to
Middlemarch to be crunch time, but the excitement
for the night fueled their determination to come in

impressive costumes.
Anna Pascual, A&S '03 said, "You don't have

Heights

Staff

Very few people like to talk
about the weather, except in passing. It is usually something that
only draws significant attention
while at its extremes (i.e. blizzards
and hurricanes, sunshine and clear
skies). For this reason, while many
students would agree that this winter was pleasantly mild, it is doubtful that they took notice of the
record-setting nature of the season.
Perhaps one should have seen
it coming: Dec.l brought temperatures in the 60s, and all of campus
was outside enjoying the sunshine.
It could have been a beautiful
spring day some students were
playing football, some were
rollerblading, and some were even
tanning. Throughout the winter,
-

the vv.:ii! for rhc C'omm. Ave. or
Newton Bus was less fearsome
than in past years, contributing to

many students' peace of mind.
According to the National
Climate Data Center, this winter
was the second warmest and second driest in the Northeast since
the center began tracking such
records 107 years ago. More than
half of the country is either in a
period of drought or on the verge
of drought due to the overall lack
ofmoisture received since December. Here in Boston, not even one
nor'easter hit the area to cause a
snow day or even a weather advisory, as less than 16 inches ofsnow
fell from Dec.l to March 2.
For much of the last four
months, the Dustbowl has been
void ofany snowmen, and O'Neill
plaza has been noticeably less slip-

from the movie as closely as possible. Jennifer Moon,
A&S '03, opted for the bratty Veruca Salt by dressing in the white-collared red dress, white tights and
black shoes that the impatient Veruca wears while
whining her way through the chocolate factory. "I was
in London last week for Spring Break, and found this
great red dress in a '70s vintage store. It's perfect. I
also got some black buttons and a white collar to sew
on," she said.
Others who chose inanimate objects found endless possibilities for interpretations, which built anticipation even further. Pat O'Donnell, A&S '03,
showed that inventiveness at Middlemarch is the
name of the game. O'Donnell cut holes in an um-

See Wonka, C4

Six months later, campus
remembers September 11

Weather or not,
here comes spring
By Lauren Shurtleff

much time to get stuff together, so there isn't too much
pressure to have an elaborate costume. But the most
fun part of the night is dressing up; it's just tricky to
find something creative that is relatively easy to make,
yet one that you are able to be comfortable in for the
whole night."
Frank Butterfield, A&S '03, went dressed as
Mike Teevee, complete with cowboy boots, belt
buckle and two false guns. "I'm alwayspro-dressing
up. I'll dress up for any occasion, like Flag Day for
example. But I am also really excited about seeing
what's inside O'Connell House and what type of food
they have."
But what goes into the making of the perfect
costume? Many students elected to take the traditional
approach, and set out to mimic an actual character

By Michelle Reddy
Heights

is a distinct American identity, as
well as a renewal of the values in
life that are forgotten in prosperity. People are affected in more
ways than they think. Nothing will
ever be the same because our eyes

Staff

Where were you when the world
stood still?

Shorts have been spotted during
the campus' transition from kind
of cold to kind of warm.
first day of spring
arriving Thursday, people will
most likely survive the winter

pery. With the

See Fever, C4

The lyrics of Alan Jackson's
"Where were you (when the world
stoppedturning?)" have echoed in
the minds of all Americans reflecting on the six-month anniversary of September 11.
In one day, every person living in America became American.
Many thought of themselves no
longer as Irish Catholics or Palestinian Muslims but Americans.
America was now a country to be
proud of. Americans were united
in loss. Bostonians sympathized

Tuesday, march 19

what's

?

have seen too much," said Elizabeth O'Connell, SOE '05, ofLong
Island, NY.
The American flag continues to
hang on O'Neill Library.

with New Yorkers, and money
was sent from all over the country to help reliefefforts.
"Before the attacks, Americans described themselves by
their own ethnicity but now there

monday, march 25

a look at the events on and around campus
T-shirts lines the Dustbowl each

time you stroll
the UGBC campaign teams, and tonight's
your last chance
theßHl about. The final presidential and vice
presidential debates are at 8 p.m. in Devlin 008.

tQflßriat

"What do female students at BC needlo be ha
id sucßsful in the
21st century 7 Stroll down (or up) to the flfl-Hr QuacH Kveen classes
to "Walk around, speak up, eat your
Bonsored by the
Women's Resource Center, includes a «
sites
Bdents,
highlighting notable women of BC's past, at.
faculty and staff and a celebratory reception with cake, coffee and tea.
"

cajjfljfifs evjflj

If !'.p nidi ig houßtrapped in Wonka's
jßictory ddn't qHch your chocoholic
lip pvmfl last weefend, head over to

Campus for
Hilell's 3rOnnual Chocolate Seder. It's a
"festive pre-Passover celebration and
model Seder with a chocolate twist." Bring
your friends and learn more about
Passover starting at 5:30 p.m.
"ett He

The Boston

oM

sponsoringi

sex

scandals, Americans

See Perspectives, C4

for something other than good
and the potential of "running
into" :.';if.',"i;fcpecial? Why not "Run for the
><<-?-\u25a0
in:
5K run/walk to raise money
is sponsored by the LSOE
Honor's Society. The event costs is $5, $20 if you
buy a T-shirt. Meet at the Beacon Street side of
Conte Forum at 11 a.m. Call Michael at (617)738fre

>

"Cherry Marmame and the local indiepop band Francine. Elizabeth Graver, a
novelist and BC professor, will read
from her most recent work, "The
Honey Thief," and Chicago author
Peter Orner will share from his shortstory collection "Esther Stories." 8:30
p.m. 233 Cardinal Medeiros Way in
Cambridge. Take the Red Line to
Kendall Square. Admission is $5.

with

Sunday
Ever wani H run

mf

ow o1

some,

On?

going

edayBored

September 11,2001 became,
this generation's Pearl
Harbor. Those who had become
politically apathetic after the 2000
presidential elections became enchanted by politics. CNN replaced
MTV as a televised Mecca. Instead of associating politicians

for

Sir,

0468 for more information.

Depa tment is
mti property

Not in the homework mood 7 Retain at least Bmyntellecjam featuring Mayda del Valle and

preview of items takes place beforehand at
8:30 a.m. Payment for auction items will be
cash only. Proceeds from the auction will be
donated to charity.

Tfl

You'll even get special guests
Girls to boot. 96 Winthrop St., Cambridge. Take the Red
Line to Central. 8 p.m. Admission is $10.
?

Compiled by Annie Barrett and Rishabh Godha
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Notes from Otherground
Jim O'Sullivan
GALWAY, Ireland?When I grow up, I
will own a pub and I will call it "The
Craic House." That "Craic" is no typo
and this is why:
When I was a student at BC and my
heart hadn't been stolen yet by Ireland
(and by "Ireland," I mean the people,
their way of life, and the physical land
itself), I studied under Professor Yu in
the communication department. Great
professor, very smart, prominent in his

WINGS UP

campus raves

Forwarding pornographic
junk mail to other people.

field. InterculturalCommunications was
the class, and it was a good one.

Wearing the same shirt all
week, because you want to.

Yu would talk correctly about how
language reflects a culture. For instance,
the Eskimos have something like 26
words for snow, because it's such an integral part of their culture. In our own
culture, look at sportswriting. A good
sportswriter check out Sports Editor
Jake Berry's piece this week will spice
up his verbs. You can really only "throw"
a ball once in an articlebefore you have

Buying a new Walkman and
using it while working out.

-

Having the best Wonka

-

costume at Middlemarch.

"hurl," "chuck," "rifle" or "wing"it.
There's no direct translation for the
Irish word "craic," which is pronounced
"crack." Loosely, it means "fun" or "a
good time," but it has no tidy correlation
to

Flights to sunny places.
Standing by the door on the
bus exiting made easy.

in the English language as we use it.
It's something you know when you
see it. Somebody asks on your first day
in Ireland, "What's the craic?" and you
say, "Come again?" and then you start to
see for yourself. You find craic listening
to the waitresseshorse around behind the

-

Tossing back a few at the St.
Patrick's Day parade while
wearing green.

counter in a cafe. Or it's on a bus back to

Galway from Deny in the North of Ireland, where the Sinn Fein members who
offered you a ride sing beautiful Irish
songs and teach you the words to "Fields
of Athenry" and "Private Willie

Being green.

Receiving stares of
admiration (and jealousy) at
your perfect post-Spring
Break tan.

Mcßride."
There was a bit of craic in Deny,
too, though it rained ice on us and the
accommodations were a bit pricey.
We'd been in Derry for the 30th anniversary of Bloody Sunday. Before it
was a U2 song, Bloody Sunday was the
name given to Jan. 30, 1972, when British soldiers opened fire on unarmed civil

To submit your own wings,
e-mail barretaa@bc.edu.

| b^Pr|
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Jim O'Sullivan and six other Boston College juniors pose on the windswept Cliffs of Moher in Galway, Ireland
rights marchers, killing 13 that day. Another one died later. A lot of them were

Even getting to campus offers a bit. A
couple yards down Merchants Road and
under the Spanish Arch, built in 1584 by
17-years-old.
Continuing their traditionof gentle, the invading Spanish, whose other lastcharitable imperialism (the Irish have a ing gifts can be seen every time somedifferent term for this; they call it "state- body whose name starts with "O" or
"Mc" gets a tan. My great-grandmother
sponsored terrorism"), the British government decided to be good sports and apparently didn't fancy Spanish men,
eagerly conducted a thorough, finewhich is why I make a couple bucks on
toothed investigation. Every one of the the side as a fluorescent light.
soldiers who fired the guns was innocent,
So through the Spanish Arch, lookthey decided, though they acknowledged ing across the River Corrib to the
they were unable to retract the death senCladdagh(kla-dah), whose view is beau-

meted out to the long-hairedkids
who all they cared about was football,
girls and a littlefairness.
We talked with men who organized
the first march. We talked with IrishAmericans who'd flown over for the
event, and they told us about visiting a
girls' school in West Belfast where Protestant protesters would curse and lob
piss-filled condoms at Catholic students
on their way to school. Some of the girls
are five-years-old. Some of the girls are
tences

in therapy.
The craic's everywhere on campus.

Q

l

|

tiful and whose rings are world-famous.
The strollalong the Corrib is lovely, past
the little skate rats with shaved heads, say
a good word to the teenagers quaffing
Bulmer's cider outside their apartment
complex, past old women resting their
bicycles along the railing. Past the
Galway Cathedral, christened by
Boston's own Cardinal Gushing, past a
statue depicting a woman whose backside is submerged in the stone slab. The
Irish call her "the lass with no ass."
Then across one more bridge and
you're at the University, which is ostensibly the reason you're here in the first

place. And the courses here are great, the
kids are smart, and the college life is

lively. But the learning that will last the
longest, the real education, doesn't come
in the lecture halls or seminar rooms. It's
in prowling the used bookstores, listening to the talk in the cafes, striking up a
conversation in the queue at the grocery
store.

People talk about the luck of the
Irish, a cliche I'd be interested to discuss
with those little girls in Belfast, or with
Jackie Duddy's mother, whose son didn't
get to graduate high school because the
British soldiers opted not to use rubber
bullets on him.
No, the real luck of the Irish is that
their learning comes with their craic.
Because both the learning and the craic
are all around, they're with you when
you're sitting and watching a traditional
music session in one of the old pubs.
And the pubs
...

Jim O 'Sullivan is a member of the
Heights senior staff and a junior in the
College ofArts and Sciences.
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Virgo
Aug 23

Pisces
Feb. 19
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You know that sketchy person who
sits behind you and slurps all through
class? He just might be your new best
friend. Next time you're in deep, turn
to the sketchball with a smile.
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Photographs take on an unprecedented importance in your life. Start
taking pictures of everything -it
might even make you famous! Don't
even worry about asking permission
your subjects will be flattered anyway.
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Ever thought you had a knack for
people-watching? Seize the gift!
Your new source of information and
fl) w
inspiration is whatever you overhear.
For an entire day, try following directions that weren't
meant for you. Record results and try again.

...
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ou cou 'd meet y° ur soulmate this
week.
He/she will be wearing a T-shirt
W
Wlth the name of that one band you
absolutely can't stand. It's destiny, so
Aon x mess wlth ll -
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Just for this week, follow your intuition on everything. Don't wanna go
t0 c ass'-' Don't go. Feel like doing a
>
write-in vote for yourself or Iggy Pop
for UGBC president? Carpe diem. But, no matter what
your heart tells you, avoid Mexican food at all costs.
*'
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WARNING: Never eat anything purple
this week. You could be in severe danger. However, puce, periwinkle and indigo foods should be okay.
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Embrace your pets this week. Don't
nave
et one '
sn d'e - Rocks
live forever. Sentimental vegetables
also make good companions.
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If you've ever had the urge to go tattoo-crazy or even if you haven t
this is the week to do it! Whatever you
*""
1
do, don't go for the quintessential
Greek letter or indecipherable Celtic design. Try a
detailed picture of a saltine cracker
or perhaps a
classy argyle motif.
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A Oourse for Breryone
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Watch the sky closely you never
r"\j\ 4J-Q know what might be falling. Anyand heavy is good luck;
J thing square
anything that appears a shade ofred
\f
could signal bad events in the future.
When in doubt, simply pray to your sun god ofchoice.
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Who's your favorite Golden Girl?
Mimic her for one week. You never
know how many people could love
y° ur Sophia impression. Haven't you
alway s wanted to talk about Sicily?

AQ 1131*1US
Jan. 21
.
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Three Sessions
M sy 22-June 28
July 2-August 9
May22-August 9

Feb. 18
-

_..

Consider Summer Sudy
s*TU FT SUriivarsity.

_

You'll become deathly afraid of watcr this Thursday. Although your phobia might appear life-threatening, take
l
deep breaths and embrace the Dasani.
You'll thank yourself later.

Katie Thomas is the Asst. Features Editor
Heights.
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ounces of sour cream and beef, before the

Annie Barrett

plate's even set down. Dammit! No cheese.
Just goop. Tiy again.

You sit down in your favorite family
restaurant with three friends. Maybe it's
not a family restaurant. Maybe it doesn't
matter. Maybe you should shut up.
After glancing at the menu for .03
seconds, you and at least one other person suggest in unison, "Hey, wanna all
share nachos?" Oh, phew. She said it. too.
I 'm not the only nasty pig.
The other two breathe a sigh of relief. "Uh, sure," says one. "Whatever,
man," pipes in the other. Do they buy our
fake apathy? We really, really want
nachos. Like, obviously.
And so the silent conquest begins.
Each time groups order a huge plate of
nachos, usually deemed "supreme,"
"jumbo" or the TWYT favorite
"loaded," the platter becomes a battlefield
for one thing: all the cheese (ATC).

Over the next five minutes, not a
word is uttered. You can't even remember
who those people are. You just want ATC
and they are the evil factions standing in
the way.
What an outsider might call "petty infractions" enrage you about each other.
She just hid a giant puddle of cheese under that napkin. You saw it. Someone spins
the platter 90 degrees - the cardinal sin in
the conquest for ATC. Each person keeps
on smearing an amount of cheese severely
disproportionatewith the chip's thickness
and surface area.
The worst feeling in the world is
when someone takes from your rightful
portion ofATC. She acts like, "oops!" she
was dealt a cheeseless chip. Pity me.
Please. Even though I just stored the
cheese in my lap. She deliberately just
grabbed a load ofYOUR cheese with her
grubby little chili-bean-and-Comm. Ave.bus-handrail-grime hands. You bitch! You
promptly delve into one of her section's
hidden deposits.
Eventually, the stomachs tighten
around the nacho overloads and everyone
pauses for one breath.
And then you see it.
A giant cheese deposit in the middle,
buried under a thick layer of guacamole.
It's beautiful. It's gleaming. It's ATC.
What follows can only be left to the
imagination. Between four and eight
hands - and possibly the giant spork -jut
into the pile, razing the once-immaculate
bulge ofATC into tiny, tragic little grease
spots.
When it's gone, you look at each
other, too embarrassed to admit that during that entire 10-minute stretch in which
you were pretending to still be friends, you
actually intensely hated each other and
only cared about getting ATC.
You stare into each other's eyes, not
even wanting to think about what went in
the mouths. I just know she got more
cheese than me. If only there was some
way to inject it into me via IV. A steady
drip ofATC would be heavenly.
With a strong sense of defeat, even if
you're the one that did get the majority of
ATC, you move on to the main course, already stuffed. / 11 bet my meal has more
cheese than all ofyours.

-

Each person of the quatrain maps out
an invisible square on the table long before the nachos come, which isn't really
hard, considering the shape of most dinner tables. Such an unnecessary sentence.
You imagine a variety of possible platter
angles at which the nachos could be laid
down. What ifthe server favors your more
attractive friend and places ATC right in
front of him? At which exact angle should
you make your first attack? Should you
incorporate silverware into the pounce?
One of you reaches into your bag,
looking casually around the room. I don't
want to injure anyone with this giant spork
I keep in my bag for when I order nachos.
Actually, maybe I do. Or at least just stun
them, like temporarily, with my surprise
weapon.
The two people facing the kitchen see
the server emerge, tilting significantly to
one side due to the weight, or more appropriately, the load. They suddenly whip
out a batch ofrecently developed photos
featuring the opposite two cheeseyearners. "Oh, I forgot I had these!" We
can see the nachos and you can't. Look at
these photos. Before you realize they 're
of my family, I'll have scooped up ATC.
The platter is being lowered gracefully, majestically. Eight hungry eyes calculate the position of plate and concentration of cheese. One of you grabs that
top chip, deliciously smeared with eight

Annie Barrett is thefeatures editor o/The
Heights. Her column appears regularly in
this space.

Heightslines
Who said there's no such thing as a stupid question?

Amanda "AJ" Jack
BC's current UGBC president graciously
took a few moments out of her St. Patrick s
Day weekend to chat with The Heights.

WINGS DOWN

Do you have a red phone? I
should have a red phone. I should
have a green phone instead.

campus rants

you

Do
call your car Air Force
One? No, I call it Jackass One,
Actually, just Jackass.
Would you survive a month with
the Ewoks? I don't know, those
little furry people? They can
sometimes be scary. I think so, if
had the right tools with me.

I

It's all about all the cheese

3

AJ (third from left) prepped for her
presidential term by mastering her
sharpshooting techniques.
That should be changed.
Did you have sexual relations
with 'that woman'? Define "is."

Is campaigning on the Dustbowl

as fun as everyone makes it look?
Oh, so much more so! It's almost
as fun as rubbing s in your eyes.
Last year, elections were about a
month earlier, so we were sitting
in sludge and ice, so it really
wasn't that much fun.
?

What's the best part about your
the big leather
job? Hmmm
chair in my office, probably.

Who wears the pants in the
relationship, you or Richie?
Kathy Paglia, our secretary.

Pornographic junk mail.
Wearing the same color
shirt all week, because you
have to.
Buying a new Walkman
and wearing it while eating
cinnamon buns.

What is the 'axis of evil' at
Boston College? BCDS.

Actually looking the most

What's a Gora? I don't know, ask
an orientation leader.

costume.

On St.

Patrick's Day, will you
BCeen in green? Absolutely! It's
the only way to BCeen.

Return flights plagued with
screaming children.

Have you ever met Father Leahy,
and if so, was he a class guy?
Yes. We get to meet once a month
He's a classy guy.

Trying to get off the bus
while stuck under eight

like Wonka, minus the

...

Complete the expression: "Jack
of all trades ..." (laughs) Lover of

food.
Lumberjack or Apple Jacks?
Totally Apple Jacks. My nickname
in the third grade: Apple Jacks.

What was the most surprising
experience you had during your
campaign? Going to Richie's old
freshman room and finding this
kid Bob who looks exactly like
Richie living in Richie's exact
same room. It was really weird.
Is your office an oval? Nol
Is anything in your office shaped
like an oval? Hmm
no! It's a
very square office. That's crap!

Who's on first? Urn, second. Wait,
who's on first? Second? What?
Probably some drunk freshman.
Do you have lots of cool keys to
things no one else has? Yeah, like
all these filing cabinets in the
Cabinet office.

drunken students.
Drinking so much at the
parade that you actually
turn green.
Gangrene.

Can the Candyman? He mixes it
with love and makes the world
taste good. Of course he can.

...

Peeling, raccoon eyes, still
smelling like coconut.

?Annie Barret

advertisement

Boston College Police
AUCTION
WHEN: Saturday March 23, 2002

WHERE:The O'Connell study lounge "The Club" on
Upper Campus
TIME: Preview of items: 8:30 A.M. 9:00 A.M.

Auction begins: 9:00 A.M. until completed
Payment for auction items will be "CASH ONLY"
all proceeds from the auction will be donated to charity
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Wonka costumes find sweet success

Spring
fever
infects BC

most bulky and awkward. The Vio-

Continued from CI

let Beauregards blown up like
blueberries, candy machines,
chubby Oompa-Loompas and
glass elevators constructed from
cardboard boxes all looked fantastic, but many attendeesstill settled
on more form-fitting interpretations.
"I want to have a good costume, but I want to look cute at the
time,"
same
said Kash
Borowiecki, CSOM '02, who
dressed as a golden ticket.
Toni Ann Kruse, A&S '03,
put in hard work beforehand to

brella which held styrofoambowls
of whipped cream. He duct taped
the contraption to his back in order to emulate the massive edible
mushrooms in the movie, which
seemed like an excellent idea beforehand but unfortunately didn't
work out too well during the
dance.
"It looked great, but it was so
hot and crowded that the whipped
cream was dripping all over people
and everyone hated us, so I had to
take it off. It was still fun though,"

Continued from CI
without seeing snow on the ground
for one last time. Students will say
goodbye to their down jackets and
layers of fleece in exchange for Tshirts and windbreakers.
As for the nationwide
drought, although the National
Weather Service anticipates normal spring rains, in most areas,
including the Northeast, the
amount ofrain will not restore order, and a dry summer could be

produce an innovative, yet comfortable costume. Kruse spent
three hours the night before preparing her gummy bear tree costume, and even acquired a bulging blister on her finger from cutting bear shapes out of sponges.

said O'Donnell.

even more detrimentalto reservoir

Students shed their winter
wardrobes for some betterventilated outfits.

levels and farming output.
Student reactions to the mild
winter were minimal. Most admitted to enjoying the warmer temperatures and the lack ofrain, sleet

Pombo, A&S '04, said, "I'd rather
sit outside than go to class, so I'm
having a good time, and the
weather has been cooperating."
Despite the fact that the coming of spring also means the approaching end of the semester,
springtime on campus is one of the
most carefree periods of the year.
At lunchtime, students will
begin eating outside on the
Dustbowl adjacent to games of
Frisbee played by the more adventurous. Modresidents will use their
grills again, and patio furniture
will return once more to mark the

or snow.

When asked to cite a possible
reason for the warmer temps, John
Lynaugh, A&S '04, said, "It'sbeen
really warm this winter, which
could be a sign of greenhouse
gases emitting into the atmo-

sphere."
While the tendency to blame
global warming is indeed widespread, officials from the National
Weather Service tend to claim that
the drier, warmer winter is due
merely to natural variability.
Students from warmer climates had been preparing for another bitter winter. Maria Aucoin,
A&S '05 and a New Orleans resident, said she "expected it to be
freezing and snow all ofthe time."
The reality of this winter,
however, was much different than
anticipated. "Some days were really cold for me, although Ihad expected it to be colder," said
Aucoin. This opinion was held not
only by students from more temperate areas but by New England
natives as well.
As for the recent wave of

festive season.
Marathon Monday is also approaching, which always brings
lots of people outside to watch the
race and enjoy the newfound
warmth. Students will once again
lie out on blankets on the grass
under the false pretense of "studying" to catch some rays.
Even though this year's winter was much milder than last year,
everyone would agree that the arrival of spring could not come at a
better time. With less than seven
weeks left until summer break and
graduation, everyone will definitely welcome the warm, sunny
weather.

James Clark, CSOM '03, and
Amelia Stephens, A&S '03, employed the use of outside sources
(namely a friend's mother) for help
in making their 'everlasting
gobstopper' costumes, and actually didn't even see them until the
day of the dance. Clark did not
seem to care, as he said there was
no boundary to what he would
wear.

"Any situation where there
will be midgets, face paint and
cross-dressing involved is my
nightmare, and I'm going to live it
at Middlemarch. I can't wait," said
Clark.
Needless to say, Clark and
Stephens found their costumes to
be a bit cumbersome, as they
danced the night away in enormous cotton sacks with newspaper-filled colored balls that drew
laughs from everyone they
bumped into on the dance floor.

Charlie's four bedridden grandparents maneuvered around in a giant
bed (top), while the giant edible mushrooms were protected from the
raining candy (bottom).
Comfort is definitely a key
many
for
Middlemarchers, as it shouldn'tbe
forgotten that it is indeed a dance,

element
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Sept. 11 attacks change perspectives,
produce reflection on campus
the outside world stampeded into

Continued from CI
turned to them for reassurance.
Guiliani became our Winston
Churchill. People no longer idolized Britney Spears and Tom

our lives on September 11. The attacks were not only on physical
buildings but on American society as well, as faculty and students
began to question American for-

Cruise but worshipped our fallen eign policy.
While manyfelt transformed
heroes, the firefighters.
"I have always appreciated by the events in September, oththe important things in life, but ers felt that Americans needed to
September 11 reinforced my valreflect more on the meaning of the
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a crowded, five-hour one at
that. While the more realistic costumes may have been more impressive, they tended to be the

-

warmer temperatures, most students have viewed it as a sign of
the good times to come. Alexa

-

and

While her costume may have
looked lavish, she was the envy of
many of her friends because underneath she wore pajama pants
and Reef sandals.
"I'm so psyched to dress up,
because there's never any costume
parties as fun as this. I'm going to
look so dumb, but I don't care. Its
going to be such a fun night," said
Kruse.
Whether outlandish or conservative, the costumes at Middlemarch add to the uniquely delightful atmosphere of the night. For
some, it may be just another excuse to party, but for many, it is a
chance to go all out and have fun
in style.
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ues in the sense that we became
more verbal in how we cared
about each other. Now we make
sure that our loved onesknow that
they are in our thoughts. I have
definitely become more aware of
what I have in life. I was very

pleasedby the response of people
to the attacks. New Yorkers, and
all Americans, were exceptionally
kind to each other," said John
Concannon, member of the New
York Fire Department and chief
of fire safety at 6 World Trade
Center.
Doors were openedon every
floor at BC and groups ofstudents
congregated in each room, eyes
glued to the fallen twin towers and

the collapsing Pentagon. Father
Leahy immediately said Mass on
O'Neill Plaza. Candlelight vigils
followed, and counseling services
provided support for those who
needed it.
The BC bubble burst when

morials, which are extremely important in societies," said Kerry
Cronin, professor in the philosophy department.
"Great art can gather and
deepen people's emotions in a
way that speeches cannot. To con-

between heaven and earth is
she continued.
Even six months later, BC
students feel that the events of
nect

a great thing,"

"September 11 was a reminder that there are a
lot of things that go on in this world that my
country does that I don't know about until I
question them. It is important for a nation to
listen to the voices of dissent. The attacks force
us to realize that our nation has shortcomings

that we can correct."
-Julie Bott, A&S '02
attacks in their lives.
"The attacks should refocus
the sanctity of life and give us an
existential, renewed sense of the
importance of things. American
culture and the media tried to memorialize what happened, but it
comes offbeing sentimental and
there is a lack of depth to it. The
correct way to remember those
lost as a result of September 11 is
through the construction of me-

September 11 have forever transformed their lives. "Before September 11,1 thought that the U.S.
was invincible. Although my city
was attacked, we have become
stronger as a nation and I feel that

my patriotism has also been
strengthened," said Greg Gorra,
A&S '05, of Manhattan, NY.
Rob Rich, A&S '05, of
Brooklyn, NY, added, "The attacks have made me support

American foreign policy even
more strongly than I did in the
past."
"September 11 was a re-

minder that there are a lot of
things that go on in this world that
my country does that I don't know
about until I question them. It is
important for a nation to listen to
the voices of dissent. The attacks
force us to realize that our nation
has shortcomings that we can correct. The Constitution is an open
book we can ameliorate things
by questioning them," said Julie
Bott, A&S '02.
"I definitely think that people
have changed. It took something
this terrible to bring this country
together. Everyone is working together to unite and accept each
--

other.
"However, I don't believe
that the attacks should have
brought out the response that they
should have. In NY they are selling shirts, postcards and hats all
over, and capitalizingon the harsh
reality that constitutes September
11 is inappropriate," said Halie
Berson, A&S '05.
The effects of September 11
are personal. The events have affected each person differently,and
perhaps there will neverbe a consensus as to what the correct response should be.
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Tuesday, March 19, 2002
Strictly Business

Merger war
heals up
Joe

Michael

Sasanuma

Tuesday, March 19 is Election Day, and as both sides go
on a final media blitz, poll numbers and analysts suggest the
heated election is still a toss-up.
The voters of this election are
the nearly 900,000 shareholders of Hewlett-Packard. Atstake
is the HP-Compaq merger, and
with it the future of the PC industry.
The merger between the
companies was met with skepticism from the day of the announcement. The battle over
the merger turned ugly after
Walter Hewlett a member of
the company's board that
unanimously approved the
deal publicly denounced the
proposal. Since then, he has
been engaged in a public advertising campaign against the
company's CEO, Carly Fiorina,
Compaq's CEO Michael
Capellas and the rest of the HP
board to have the shareholders defeat the merger.
Hewlett already has half
the votes he needs. He and the
Packard family, which joined
Hewlett in opposing the deal,
control 16 percent ofthe company between them. Many institutional investors
most
notably The New York State
Common Retirement System
Fund, New York Teachers
Fund and the California State
Teachers Retirement System
announced that they would
also oppose the deal. The opposition camp so far comprises 25 percent of the outstanding shares of Hewlett

Marketplace
prior to the primaries, but anything exceeding this amount is secured by the Elections Commit-

Packard stock.
Intel and Bank One Investment Advisors have announced that they are in favor

of the merger, but they hold
only minor stakes with the
company. So far only eight
percent of shares are pre-announced in favor of the deal.
Nevertheless, most analysts
believe the vote will be so
close that the losing side will
most certainly appeal.
If both HP and Compaq
shareholders approve the deal,
it would be a huge coup for
Compaq, a company that had
been dismissed as one with
limited potential. HewlettPackard will certainly benefit
from the merger, although it's
quite clear to all observers that
HP, like Compaq, proposed
this deal out of desperation
both are struggling to remain
relevant in a market increasingly dominatedby Dell Com-

appropriate time.
Throughout the race, all supplies
must be approved by the committee. They are taken to the Office of the Dean for Student Development (ODSD) for a final
Students packed Conte Forum last Friday for the annual Career Fair.
verification. All receipts are
turned into account for every
penny spent on the campaign.
Items donated, such as T-shirts
or use of copying machines, are
then evaluated at market value
and subtracted from the budget.
The Elections Committee reserves the right to fine or punish
any team that fails to comply with
fields and did have some success
By Jason Vanderburgh
the monetary limitation. This may
Asst. Marketplace Editor
in doing so.
be done at any point and is conMelinda Desanctis, CSOM
ducted on a case-by-case basis
'02, however, did not believe
Conte Forum was much more
with the committee as the judisubdued than its foil last Friday there was an adequate mix of emcial panel. Supplies may be taken
evening. While March Madness, ployers present at this year's fair.
or money may be removed from a
with it screaming fans, anxiety "I wish there were more nonteam's funds. If a winning team
and hoops dreams, had invaded profit groups here," she said. "It
is found to have been in viola- the American Airlines Center, [the Career Fair] is pro-big busition of a campaign finance rule,
Conte Forum was the home of this ness."
money may be taken from the
In order to offer advice and
year's annual Boston College CaUGBC budget in the upcoming
information to students interreer Fair. Conte was instead filled
year. Magri explained that these with
ested in fields not greatly repretop-tier employers and nerstrict rules were necessary due
sented at the Career Fair, there
vous students trying to start
to the level of spending. He said
their careers off right.
were many tables available for
that most of the teams, if not all,
More than 100 employers "relaxed conversations with
spend the entire $1000.
from various fields attended the alumni." These tables were
This may seem like a huge Career Fair
sponsored by the manned by alumni who could
investment for college students,
Boston College Career Center on provide first-hand insight into
but the committee does allow for March 15. The fair offered contheir respective career fields for
donations from anyone outside versations with alumni,
job and interested students. According to
of Boston College. Each donainternship openings and career Teresa Harrigan, director of the
tion must be documented and advice for students. While
Career Center, the "relaxed"
primaturned into the committee. No
rily for juniors and seniors who tables were added five years ago
trademarks or logos are permitwent to distribute resumes and
to encourage underclassmen to
ted as donors or sponsors. In
find jobs, the fair offered sophoattend the Career Fair and to offact, the team of Michael Cormack
mores and freshmen useful career fer a wider range of information
and Patrick Kenney received
information and a direction for for the students.
special permission to use the CK their careers BC.
Several of the employers in
at
symbol as a part of their camThe employers at the Career attendance said that they found
paign. As it turns out, CK is not a Fair represented a diverse group the Career Fair very valuable.
registered trademark.
There were often long lines to
of career fields, although ihe maIt seems that, as in traditional
speak to representatives and a
jority of employers were from fipolitics, money talks. At a school nance or accounting firms, eduflood of resumes entering their
of nearly 9,000 students, a strong
cation and medicine. Terry hands. John Pappas from Charles
effort must be made at getting the Mitchell, associate director of the River Laboratoriessaid he did not
team's name out. Unfortunately, Career Center, explained that have high expectations coming
this comes at a high price for some other fields are not offering many into the fair, but had great sucindividuals causing criticism, but positions in the current economy. cess collecting resumes from inmore commonly, a true appreciaThe Career Center made efforts
tion for the complete effort of to attract employers from these
See Fair, C6
each candidate.
tee until the

Career Fair
hits Conte

-

-

By Jessica Rosen
Heights

Staff

This week, Boston College
seems to be involved in a massive war. Orange, black, red, yellow, blue and white T-shirted students are spread across campus
shaking hands and making con-

versation rather than attempting
to "capture the flag." The UGBC
presidential and vice presidential
race has begun, and the only
thing these separate colors are
trying to capture are votes.
Campaigning officially began at midnight on Sunday,
March 10, giving candidates just
a few hours to distribute goods
to their teams before the important first day. While traveling to
classes, one could not help but
notice the massive banners coating the Quad and Dustbowl; the
transformation had taken place
overnight. Now, across campus
are impressive displays of publicity, color-coded for coherence.
What would normally be old,
spray-painted bed sheets blowing in the wind are professionally painted canvas banners. It
appears that no expense was
spared to ensure the success of
each team. This has left many onlookers wondering where this

money comes from and exactly
how much must be spent.
The rules and regulations of
campaigning are all specified in
the UGBC Constitution. The Elections Committee is a body separate from the UGBC Cabinet and
Senate. It calls for the appointment of a committee chair early
in the year to run freshman elections to Senate in the fall and the
presidential and vice presidential
elections held second semester.
Josh Magri, A&S '02, was appointed to this position this past
October and his appointment was
confirmed by the Senate. He then
selected four committee members
to assist in the list of responsibilities delegated to the committee. Together, the five oversee the
entire election process and run
their own publicity campaign to
encourage campus participation
in election activities. Most importantly, they enforce the rules for
campus finance.
According to Magri, each
candidate may spend up to
$1,000 on any supplies they
choose. The team may only
spend $800 before the primary
elections, leaving the remaining
$200 for the final leg of the race.
Supplies adding up to more than
$800 may be purchased or ordered

Teach For America
aims to educate youth

-

-

sociates said

no to

Sam

Wyly's attempt at a hostile
takeover last year. That vote
was hardly close. On the other
hand, whichever direction it
may go, the vote on March 19
will forever change two companies and a whole indus-

try.

Joe Michael Sasanuma is a

staff"writerfor The Heights. His
column appears regularly in
this space.

educational prospects

By Jeremy Raelin
Marketplace Editor

-

puters.
A rejection by HP shareholders would mean the end
of company's Chairman and
CEO Carleton S. Fiorina. The
HP's board contrary to its
public claims is likely to oust
the executive, who has failed
in her second attempt to land
a major merger in less than two
years. For Compaq it means
looking for a less attractive
merger partner, since the company clearly cannot survive on
its own. The deal's failure
would merely be the clearest
signal yet on how far the value
of the computer manufacturers dropped. If the HPCompaq merger had a "potential for a spectacular failure,"
as analyst and merger proponent Charles Rutstein described, then a Compaq-Gateway merger would be a certainty for a pitiful ending.
No proxy battle has garnered so much attention since
shareholders of Computer As-

www.bcheights.com

Elections committee
regulates spending

-

-

Inside:
-Southwest overcomes
turbulence, C6

In its short history, the Southwest Airline Co. has skyrocketed to its status as one of the
most successful airline companies in America.

Southwest recovers
from 9/11 attacks
By Jeremy Raelin
Marketplace Editor

The events of September 11 had an
immeasurable effect on America. People
lived in fear, life was put on hiatus and
industry languished. The American
people were able to triumph by banding
together and fighting through the aftermath. Unfortunately, industry was not so
lucky. In fact, most enterprises are still
walking the long, winding road of recovery. The airline industry was clearly one
of those hit hardest by the malfeasance.
With their planes grounded, their flights
cancelled and their patronage apprehensive of air travel, companies struggled to

survive.
The past few months have left airlines with the bitter toil of restoration,
though there have been few bright spots
along the way. Many companies have
stayed afloat only by the skin of their
teeth, and some have failed. Despite the
grim outlook and hard work, the airline
industry must plow forward before prosperity is once again reached, but there
have been a few exceptions to the rule.
With its low rates, clever ad campaign and apt marketing strategy, Southwest Airlines Co. is clearly ahead of the

game. The company has seemingly not
only recovered from the devastation, but
it has also begun to thrive. Unlike the massive layoffs and cutbacks that plague the
industry, Southwest is now in the market
of expansion, hiring more personnel.
The beginnings were modest. On
June 18, 1971, the Southwest Airlines Co.
began serving passengers with a scant
three Boeing 737 aircraft. With this limited fleet, the company could only cover
three areas in Texas: Dallas, Houston and
San Antonio. Each year, the company
built on its success, expanding by leaps
and bounds. By 2001, the airline had augmented to national coverage, serving 58
cities in 30 different states across the
United States. By 2001, the Southwest
fleet had further expanded, increasing to
355 Boeing 737 planes.
Exactly how did Southwest expand
so quickly? The answer to this is key to
the Southwest marketing stratagem:
pleasing the customer. The domestic airline thrives on its profusion of low-fare,
short-haul flights. In 2001, its average
flight distance was 514 miles with an average flight time of one and a half hours.
Unlike most airlines that use the standard

See Southwest, C6

to low-income ar-

eas.

The national corps annually recruits
Year after year, Boston College is able diverse college graduates to join their twoyear program, teaching in urban and rural
to boast of its storied undergraduate trapublic schools. The paid, full-time posidition of volunteerism. Indeed, BC students are involved in countless service tions strike a healthy balance between
working and volunteering. In an interview
projects geared toward helping their felfree
with The Heights, Marie R. Geary, associup
man.
like
P.UL.S.E.
a
Programs
low
ate director of employer relations for the
students' schedule so they can help others during the school year. The AppalaBoston College Career Center, reflected on
the benefits of the Teach For America prochia Volunteers sacrifice their highly angram. She indicated that in BC's long traticipated Spring Breaks to help build sheldition of service, Teach For America is a
ter for those in need. There is no doubt
of
volunteerism
is
one
"cross
over." A student gets the salary of
that BC's tradition
of the strongest in the nation, but does an entry-level teacher, but it is still service
for the community.
this dedication to serthroughout
When asked
vice stop after graduwhy the program
ation?
graduate
specifically applies
As graduation
experience to BC graduates,
nears, many students College,
Geary said, "All
get lost in the provertheir unthroughout
bial maze of career
dergraduate
career at
hunting, looking for
a
Boston College, stujobs in the real world.
doing
dents experience
As these jobs start, it
meaningful volunteer
becomes more diffimunity.
services. Teach For
cult for people to find
America is a way to
the time to volunteer.
a
continue doing good
The
Teach
For
Geary,
College for community. It alAmerica program prolows you to do that
vides an answer to

their undercareer at Boston
students
meaningful volunteer services.
Teach For America is way to
continue
good for comIt allows you to do
that and to earn salary."
-Marie
Boston
Career Center

"All

this

nrohlem.

According to its mission statement,
this national corps deems the nation's
greatest challenge to be localized within
the field of education. Children growing
up in low-income communities are statistically seven times less likely to graduate
from college than those who come from
high-income communities. Although the
causes for this figure may at first seem to
be purely economic, this is not necessarily the case. Most of those youths in struggling neighborhoods have not been given
a chance to succeed. They have never had
the proper educational options that others have had access to. Teach For America
looks to change this trend by providing

and

to

earn a salary."

Presently, there are 19 BC graduates
serving in the first and second years of
the program. Throughout its tenure, the
program has had 54 BC alums as past members, not including the aforementioned 19.
The Teach For America program not
only boasts that it allows underprivileged
children a chance, but it also rums its members into true-born leaders. The program
works directly with the local school districts, helping to meet their needs for qualified elementary and secondary school
teachers. After interviews and a selection
process, those accepted undergo a sum-

See Program, C6
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Southwest overcomes turbulence
Continued from C5
hub-and-spoke system, Southwest utilizes
point-to-point service. Therefore, instead of
its flights being directed first into "hubs" and
then out to a final destination, Southwest flies
directly from takeoff to one final destination.
This direct, non-stop coverage made Southwest a quick favorite for many consumers.
The company rightfully focuses on this market, as more than 75 percent of its customers
in 2001 flew non-stop to their final destinations.
Just how is Southwest able to offer such
low-cost flights? The answer is simple: the
company keeps its costs down. In the domestic airline industry, the Southwest Airline
Co. has the lowest operating cost structure.
Although the airline does fly out of major
downtown airports, it also makes use of numerous satellite airfields that are located outside of major cities. This, for one, drives down
the hefty cost of rental space. Southwest also
has only one variety of aircraft, the Boeing
737, which makes schedules, maintenance and
training easier and cost effective. Finally, the
rapid succession of its flights allows Southwest to offer lower fares, making necessary
profit over the span of a day instead of with
each flight.
Throughout its short history, Southwest
has clearly been a trendsetter. Besides being
one of the few airlines that almost exclusively
offers point-to-point travel, it has pioneered
in other areas. In January 1995, the company
introduced a ticketless travel system thateliminated paper tickets, allowing the customer to
make computer reservations. The Southwest
frequent flyer program, Rapid Rewards, is
based on trips flown rather than actual miles

flown. Credits are not only available through
made vast strides to promote growth, adding
flying, but also through other means such as many more flights and destinations to its reppurchases made with the Southwest Airlines ertoire. The company recently expanded to
First USA Visa credit card.
include more major areas of commerce, such
The Southwest Airline Co. is unique in as Los Angeles, CA; Sacramento, CA; Orthat it not only aims to please its patronage,
ange County, CA; and Chicago, IL. Although
but it also goes through great efforts to satthe destinations and flights have increased,
isfy its employees. Fortune Magazine not only the fares still remain low. An example is the
rated the company
as one of the top
places to work in
America, but it also
ranked it among the
NYSE: LUV
top companies and
Recent Price
$19.25/ share
airlines in the world.
52-Week Low (from Sept. 17, 2001)
$11.25/ share
In CIO Magazine's
52-Week High (from Sept. 17, 2001)
$22.00/ share
"CIO 100 List,"
52-Week Change
+19.5 percent
Southwest was rec1,911,200
Volume
ognized for excelShares Outstanding
766,774,000
lence in Customer
Relationship ManInformation updated as of March 14, 2002, from
agement, and Entrewww.southwest.com/investor_relations/fs_stock_quote
preneur Magazine
cited it as the best
low-fare air carrier in its Business Travel
$89 fare between Chicago Midway and San
Awards.
Diego.
With all the success prior to September
Southwest is focused on pleasing the
11, its no wonder that Southwest was able to customer. Jim Parker, Southwest's CEO and
rebound quicker than other airlines. The founvice chairman, put it best on the company's
dations were already laid; Southwest just Web site when he said, "We are approaching
continued on its previous strategy of offergrowth opportunities conservatively, but we
ing frequent, non-stop, short-haul flights at a know our Customers have been anxious for
low price for customers. To expedite growth, this new non-stop service. Although the airSouthwest added new jets to supplement serline is still in the recovery process, we cannot
forget the wishes of our Customers to convice and it added non-stop flights to new cities. The older planes will soon be replaced tinue to bring low fares and affordable travel
with the new Boeing 737-700 planes, an upto more people with more convenient flights."
dated model. The quicker, more efficient
Southwest currently operates more than
2,700 flights a day and the number seems to
planes will also help drive down costs.
Since September 11, the company has
increase every day.

SOUTHWEST AIRLINE CO.

Career fair evokes mixed reaction
Continued from C5
terested students. Pappas explained his success in simple terms, saying, "It was worth it,
I'll come again."

Many employers either heard of the Career Fair through alumni, or sent alumni to the
fair to find future employees. Terry Mitchell
explained that many businesses are interested

Although the most recent Career Fair went off
without a hitch, many students were unhappy
with the poor variety of careers represented.

in hiring Boston College graduates. She said
that, "Many employers find BC students communicate well, work well in groups and are
well-rounded employees."
Despite the enthusiasm by employers,
there was a mixed opinion of the Career Fair
from students. German Lopez, CSOM '03,

found the Career Fair "well organized
an
improvement over the Internship Fair." However, Lopez discovered that only a small percentage of employers were actually collecting resumes. "Maybe 20 percent of the employers were taking resumes," he said.
In many ways, the Career Fair did run
without a hitch. Many students found information to help them find a future career, and
many made important contacts with employers. The Career Center is planning many
events in the near future to complement the
Career Fair. Many alumni talks and networking events will be coming up soon and can be
found at the Career Center's Web site located
at careercenter.bc.edu.
...

Career

Tips
Interviews key to
summer success
Sara Ann Mehltretter
This is the third in a series of
columns and informative articles on the services offered
by the Boston College Career
Center. The Career Center
can be found at 38 Commonwealth Avenue. For more information one can browse the
Career Center Web site at

careercenter.bc.edu.
You've got your resume
perfected. You've sent out
some cover letters. You made
the right contacts at the Summer Internship Fair, and now
you have several interviews
for summer jobs lined up.
Where's an ambitious student
to turn now?
Have no fear - along with

offering resume critiques and
hosting the Internship Fair, the
Boston College Career Center
also holds interview workshops. The workshops are
held one to two times per week,
depending on student need.
These workshops give an
overview of how students
should prepare for an interview, including taking a per-

sonality inventory of individual strengths, personal experiences and academics. The
Career Center publishes a variety of materials available onsite that discuss potential interview questions to prepare
for, as well as guides for dress
and "reply hints" for tough
questions. The Center's workshops also emphasize the importance of having questions
prepared when the dreaded
"And do you have any questions about this job?" comes
up.
Feel like you're ready for
something more? The Career
Center offers individual practice interviews, which are videotaped and then analyzed by
students. Students can schedule an interview with a Career
Center counselor by calling
(617) 552-3644. Upcoming
dates for interview workshops
include March 22 (12-1:00
p.m.); March 26 (2-3 p.m.);
March 26 (6-7 p.m.); and March
27 (3-4 p.m.).
Sara Ann Mehltretter is a staff
writerfor The Heights. Her column appears biweekly in this
space.
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Program requires no experience
Continued from C5
mer training program. The school districts them-

selves then interview the corps members themselves and hire them at starting teacher salaries
under the existing requirements for alternative certification and emergency credentials. The only qualifications for applicants are a Bachelor's degree with
a minimum 2.5 cumulative undergraduate GPA on a
4.00 scale and the applicant must be legal a resident of the United States. Surprisingly, no previous education course work or teaching experience

is needed.
Although the program is open to all majors,
Geary feels that it is more beneficial for those interested in education. She said, "It is a good experience for people who perhaps want to teach. It starts
them off in a challenging setting, but gives them
the back up of a mentor, something that is very
important for new teachers. The mentor is a key

idea for Teach For America." This mentoring constituent allows members to work on their own, while
still receiving the guidance they may need.
Over the past 10 years, more than 5,000 graduates have entered the program, including a fair number of Boston College graduates. The corps members are employees of one of the 15 school districts
covered under the Teach For America umbrella.
Members serve in such areas as Atlanta, Chicago,
Eastern North Carolina, South Louisiana, the Mississippi Delta and the Rio Grande.
To find out more about the Teach For America
and the summer internship opportunities, refer to
the Web Site at www.teachforamerica.org. The
Director of Recruitment Support for New England,
Laura Stahl, can be reached at 1-800-832-1230 ext.
205 and the National Recruiter, Crystal Brakke, can
be reached at 1-800-832-1230 ext. 189. One can apply on-line at the Web Site or on the Boston College Career Center's e-recruiting service.

BECOME A...

T PEER ADVISOR INTERN T

UOBALIZATIO^

AT THE BOSTON COLLEGE CAREER CENTER

G

\u2666Perfect your own interview skills!

Boston College faculty. staff and graduate and undergraduate
students are encouraged lo attend a discussion on

*Learn to write professional resumes!

Is the Mouse Taking Over the World?

\u2666Build leadership abilities!

Gender and Culture in the Global Economy

\u2666Help fellow students!

A talk

\u2666Have fun with otherPeer Advisors!

given by

Juliet Schor
Professor of Sociology. Boston College
Nationally Recognized Social Ecoßomii Author. Educator, and Researcher

\u2666Meet a number ofcompany employers!

Thursday, March 21,2U2 4:30 PM
Devlin lIS
-

For more information, check the
Globalization and Inequality Series web site at
www.bc^cWgH

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE: Friday, Aprils*, 2002
Pick one up at the Career Center at 38 Commonwealth Avenue
(across from White Mountain). For more information, contact
Jessica Hartley at stonejg@bc.edu or go to careercenter.bc.edu
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8 week summer program. Competitive pay, located on bus route
52 from Newton Centre. Contact
Beth Sogan @ (617) 558-6422 or

bsoganfgijccgb.org.

Babysitting occasional evenings
for children 4 and 6 years old in

comfortable Watertown home.

Experience, references, transportation necessary. Call (617) 9248232.

Evening babysitter needed in
Newton. Two evenings per week
for a twelve year old girl and eight
year old boy. Approx. 5:30 - 8:00
p.m.. Occasional weekends available as well. References required.
Own transportation to our house
needed (not "T" accessible).
Please leave message (617) 9694317.

Boston College Travel presents
Spring Break 2002!! Book now for
savings of up to $100 per person
on trips to Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica, Bahamas, and Florida. Call
(617) 552-8638 or visit Carney 30

Tutoring in all Levels of: Calculus, Physics Differential Equations, Linear Algebra, and SAT,
MCAT (the Physics and Math part
only). Cost: $35/hour. Free initial half hour assessment/interview.
Special Plan for getting a B or better, available for same price. Tel:
(617)596-9508.
-

omidansarifevahoo.com
Students: Internet Users Wanted!
$20/hour possible surfing the
internet. New! Easy, instant online

http://
at
signup
dmx.giodesignz.com! Start now!!
Historic Neighborhoods, a nonprofit educational organization,
seeks guides ASAP for spring tours
of Boston for school-age children.
Focus on architecture and history.
April through June. Stipend Available. Will train. 4hr/wk minimum
commitment. Work-study possible. Contact Liz at (617) 4261885
or
info@historicneighborhoods.org.

for more information. Check us out
on
at
the
web

www.gospringbreak.com (rep
code: BC). Book with someone
you can trust!

Mexico/Caribbean $300 round
trip + tax: Europe $ 169 one way +
tax.
Book Tickets online:
www.airtech.com or (222) 2197000.

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL/
bartending. Training provided. 1800-293-3985 ext. 123.

Study while you work!
Franciscan Children's Hospital,
Brighton: Patient Sitters Needed!
P/T Flex hrs $10 - 13/hr. Watch
pediatric patients. Training, T
accessible. Email:
fchhr(S).netway.com
Newton Law Firm seeks parttime person for telephone answering and clerical work. Monday

through Friday, 2 or 3 - 6pm.
(hours are flexible to suit your
schedule). Please call Laurie
McPhee at (617) 965-3500.
Tutor needed 2 days/wk for High
School student near BC Law
School, proficient in French required. Call (617) 630-8782.
Summer Fun on Cape Cod! The
Wychmere Harbor Beach Club is
conducting interviews on our property for all our summer employment opportunities March 7, 8, 9
& 21, 22, 23. Interviewing for
Wait Staff, Bus Staff, Culinary
Staff, Lifeguards and more! Onsite housing available. Check out
at
website
www.wvchmereharbor.com& call

our

Amy at (508) 432-1000x129 for

details.
Summer Counselors Newton
Preschool Positions available for
-

f

ft

fji

September 2002 Off-Campus
Housing! Spring is nearly here. Do
you know where you're living next
fall? Disappointed with the lottery? We've still got a tremendous
selection of great off-campus
apartments and houses available
for rent. 2 bedrooms, 3 bedrooms,
4 bedrooms, 5 bedrooms, and
larger. Whole houses too! All the
best BC locations. Take advantage
of huge rent reductions and our
discounted realtor's fee. Landlords
are very negotiable. Make offers!
Call today. We'll pick you up at
campus. At Home Realty (617)
738-1820.
DONEGAL TRUST APARTMENTS NO FEE Excellent South
Street Location... Free shuttle
bus... One stop on the Green
Line... Walking Distance to BC (7
min) Building is all BC students,
Available September 2002. ONE,
TWO, AND THREE BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FROM $1100 TO
$2200 INCLUDES HEAT AND
HOT WATER. Large eat-in cabinet kitchens with dishwashers, refrigerators and stoves. Most kitchens have microwaves. Own private
parking available at rear of building. Cable ready building. Building newly wired for high speed
Internet. Please call for appointment. 617 738-7870.

Free Summer Sublet Service!
Need to sublet your apartment for
the summer? We'll do it for you...
FREE! Don't wait. Call today to
list your sublet. We'll take care of
the rest. At Home Realty (617)
738-1820.
The Political Science Association
will be showing Stanley Kubric's
FULL METAL JACKET on March
19 lh . There will be a guest speaker
preceding the film and a brief discussion afterwards. We hope to
see you there. Any questions about
the PSA can be answered by calling John Lynaugh at 6-4703.

i i aft
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Get involved.
The Heights
Your independent student weekly.

News
Sports

7:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
Features
6:30 p.m. (Eagle's Nest)
Arts & Review
4:30 p.m. (Eagle's Nest)
Marketplace
4:30 p.m.
Photography
6:30 p.m.
&
Business
Ads
6:30 p.m.
All section meetings on Monday in McElroy 113 unless otherwise noted.

The Heights is
seeking
re P° rters

DONEGAL TRUST

-

photographers,
copy readers,
business and
advertising staff,
graphic designers, Web developers, cartoonists
and comic artists. Find out if
you have something to add to
The Heights.

NO FEE
EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7MIN.)
BUILDING IS ALL BC STUDENTS.

AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2002.

Questions? Contact
the appropriate

editor on-line

ONE, TWO AND THREE BEDROOM APART-
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MENTS FROM $1100 TO $2200
INCLUDES HEAT AND HOT WATER.
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Staff Info.

1 LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS WITH DISH-

WASHERS, REFRIGERATORS AND STOVES.
MOST KITCHENS HAVE MICROWAVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING AVAILABLE
AT REAR OF BUILDING.

The Number Is
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-
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MOVIES

Ron Howard hopes for
beautiful Oscar night
By Paul Crocetti
Arts & Review Editor

The character of Scrat (part squirrel, part rat) provided humor in Twentieth Century Fox's Ice Age

Warmth found in Ice Age
squirrel, part rat), seen in most
trailers and advertisements. This little guy provides
comic relief by trying to hide and protect his beloved
acorn. A flock of inept dodo birds make their own
cameo memorable, while offering a hilarious explanation for their extinction.
The main group faces numerous conflicts from
other animals and from the natural elements that are
genuinely thrilling. Their journey proves itself to be
as rewarding as the destination. This movie is constantly enjoyable because of the many ways it affects
the viewer with its humor and pure excitement.
This excellent movie is not without its drawbacks. The odd coupling of a large animal and his
faithful, wisecracking sidekick is reminiscent of a
recent movie starring a lovable ogre and his donkey.
The innocence of a baby also graced last summer's
Monsters, Inc. Even the irritability of Denis Leary's
tiger evokes thoughts of his vocal turn as a ladybug
in A Bug's Life. Despite the familiarity of these devices, the movie itself does not suffer. In Ice Age,
these elements still work.
While some of the movie's characteristics have
been used before, this is a unique movie. The crisp
visuals and Simpsons-esque humor combine with the
prehistoric setting to produce a movie that is as funny
as it is endearing, fee Age, which admirably compares
with Shrek and oilier recent animated movies, is definitely worth seeing.
acter called Scrat (part

By Dan Mooney
For The Heights

ICE ACE: A mammoth, a sloth and a tiger team up to
infant to hisfamily. Now playing at GC

return a lost

Fenway.
Twentieth Century Fox has officially joined
DreamWorks (Shrek) and Disney (.4 Bug's Life; Monsters, Inc.) in the computer-generated movie field. Its
new release Ice Age is the latest project to come out
of this movie revolution, which began a mere seven
years ago with Toy Story. Since technology improves
with each passing year, the visuals in this movie stand
out above the rest. Like its predecessors, Ice Age has
once again raised the bar for quality in computer animation. It follows the trend ofrecent animated fare
that is enjoyable for all age groups; even jaded college students can appreciate a movie like this one.
The plot of Ice Age is simplistic. A kindly mammoth named Manfred (voiced by Ray Romano) strays
from his herd during a migration. He meets up with a
silly sloth named Sid (voiced by John Leguizamo),
who has been deserted by his fellow sloths. Sid sticks
by a reluctant Manfred for protection. Along their way,
they find a baby boy at the edge of a river. They enlist
a bitter saber-toothed tiger and expert human tracker
(voiced by Denis Leary) to find the baby's family. As
a group, they forge ahead.
A parallel storyline involves a secondary char-

Grade: A-

It looks like Ron Howard will win his first directing Oscar next Sunday at the 54th Academy
Awards. His film, A Beautiful Mind, has already won
numerous important awards and has the momentum
that should carry it to victory in the Best Director and
Best Picture categories.
Unfortunately, this means Peter Jackson will not
get recognized for his remarkable direction of The
Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring. He
had the difficult task of turning the epic book into a
film (make that three films), and he made nearly every minute of the three-hour spectacle exciting. However, after Howard's recent win at the Director's Guild
Awards, he appears to be a lock for an Oscar.
A Beautiful Mindshould win two acting awards
as well. As much as it pains this writer to say this,
increasingly-annoying Russell Crowe should win Best
Actor for his portrayal of schizophrenic mathematician John Nash. Crowe recently won the Screen Actors Guild award for his performance, but don't count
Denzel Washington out. He could pull off the upset
for his performance of a bad cop in Training Day.
In the Supporting Actress category, Jennifer
Connelly should win for her performance as John
Nash's love interest in A Beautiful Mind. Her closest
competition is Marisa Tomei, who gave a great performance as a high school student's love interest in
In the Bedroom.
The Best Actress category has become tougher
to call, as a result of Halle Berry's recent win for
Monster's Ball at the Screen Actors Guild awards. It
looked as though Sissy Spacek would take this one
easily for her role in In The Bedroom after she won
the Golden Globe, and she should still take it, but
Berry has a chance.
For the final acting category, lan McKellen
should win Best Supporting Actor for his role as
Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings. McKellen has
emerged as the frontrunner afterpicking up the Screen
Actors Guild award. Ben Kingsley's terrific performance as a brutal villain in SexyBeast hus him a close
second. Unfortunately, not many people saw this film,
decreasing Kingsley's chances.
The screenplay categories are always enjoyable
to watch. These categories usually feature films that
many felt were the best films of the year but weren't
mainstream enough for Academy voters. This year,
the notable examples are Wes Andersen's hilarious
The Royal Tenenbaums, the delightful foreign film

Ron Howard, pictured here at an Academy Awards
banquet, is in prime position to pick up his tirst
Oscar tor the directing of A Beautiful Mind.
Amelie, the backwards thriller Memento and the
angstful Ghost World.
Of these four, Memento probably has the best
shot of upsetting Gosford Park in the Best Original
Screenplay category, while A Beautiful Mind should
win Best Adapted Screenplay. It should be noted,
however, that Akiva Goldsman, who wrote A Beautiful Mind, has also written some of the worst screenplays of all time, including Batman and Robin and
Practical Magic.
Another award to watch is the new Best Animated Film. The nominees are Shrek, Monsters, Inc.
and Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius. Although Monsters,
Inc. is the better film, Shrek will probably win because ofits unbelievable critical acclaim and surprisingly amazing box office success.
The Academy Awards will be televised on CBS
at 8 p.m. on Sunday, March 24. The host is Whoopi
Goldberg.

WILLIAMS NORTON DeVITO
B
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DEATH

The odd couple of Eddie Murphy and Robert De Niro disappoints in the unfunny Showtime

Showtime equals bad time
By Jason Steen
Heights

Staff

SHOWTIME: A spoofof buddy cop movies that concerns two very differentpolice officers who areforced
to work together as stars of a new reality-based TV
show. Now playing at Circle Cinemas.

Get ready fer an unexpected hit.

asm m\m ""yahh
STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 23 IH

A movie featuring acting veterans Eddie Murphy,
Robert De Niro and Rene Russo should have no
trouble putting forth a finished product with at least
some redeemable qualities. Somehow, the movie
Showtime drops the ball.
When Detective Mitch Preston (De Niro) fires a
bullet at a television camera during a botched drug
bust, the station uses legal leverage to force the LAPD
to sponsor a reality cop show. When TV producer
Chase Renzi (Russo) pairs Preston with patrol cop
and wannabe actor Trey Sellars (Murphy), the stage
is set for sub-par hilarity.
This movie had all the expectedpieces: an experienced and driven detective, an upstart with aspirations of fame and the ever-popular cop movie genre
bad-guy, complete with foreign accent and dyed
blonde hair. The only thing unpredictable about this
movie was the fact that leading-lady Russo did not
end up as the love interest of De Niro's character.
Besides, any self-respecting audience wouldn't be
able to stomach it.
Would an action/comedy about a police duo be
complete without a cameo by a rapper and an overthe-hill former television star? Well, Mos Def, the
"dopest emcee on the planet," and William Shatner
did not disappoint. It was almost sad to see some of

these stars go in on this project.
De Niro will soon realize his "serious guy in uncomfortable situation" role that worked so well in
Meet the Parents can wear out. Eddie Murphy can
still pull off all the old action stunts, but he seems
funnier when providing the voice of a cartoon dragon
or donkey.
An abundance of inconsistencies in the plot force
the viewer to simply accept and forget about them.
Preston and Sellars are portrayed as huge television
stars because of their work in the series Showtime,
and yet are still able to penetrate the Cuban nightclub
owned by gun-runner Cesar Vargas undetected. Ironically, Vargas and his gun-running cronies have no
guns when approached. After De Niro and Murphy
miraculously clear the room with only their fists, they
choose not to arrest Vargas.
The director apparently decided the movie
couldn't end in hand-to-hand combat and saved the
last 45 minutes to build up to a scene with explosions and helicopters. Maybe so much shouldn't be
expected from Tom Dey with Shanghai Noon being
his only other outing in the director's chair. Predictably, by the end Preston is forced to warm up to Eddie
Murphy's character, showing he is deeper than his
gruff exterior and also allowing the two to team up
and bring down Vargas once and for all. At the end of
the movie, all the loose ends are tied. However, just
when the viewer thinks it is safe to leave,the blooper
reel comes on.
If you are looking for a good time, don't see
Showtime.

Grade: D+
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Alanis returns
By Brenda Marvin
For The Heights
Those who are expecting to
hear more of Alanis Morissette's
deepest secrets, hidden desires and
shameless ambitions in her latest
album will not be disappointed.
Who needs confessionals, psychiatrists or confidants when you can
share your interior commentary
with the whole world? The question is, should we bother listening
for a third time?

Alanis Morissette
Under Rug Swept
(Maverick Recording
Company)
Yes, of course we should.
There's something irresistible
about someone unafraid to say
what she thinks. Besides, with lyrics like, "Why why do I try to help

you try to help you when you really don't want me to," in the song
"21 Things I Want in a Lover,"
anyone can relate to Morissette.
What people might not relate
to is the trunk full of extra syllables
thatshe carts around with all ofher
emotional baggage. It might be
acceptable to cram as many words
as you can into one note if you're
singing Gregorian Chant, but it's
not really acceptable outside ofthe
monastery. "A Man" is the best example of this and the worst song
on the album. The other big problem is "Flinch," which is Morissette's apparent attempt at country.
Fortunately, this problem isn't
as common in Under Rug Swept
as it was in her previous release.
Like Jagged Little Pill, this album
will produce a number of hit
singles. "So Unsexy" has the same
emotional voice-cracking that
made her famous in 1995. And
though "That Particular Time" is
slow paced, piano and lines like "at

Alanis Morissette's new album shines at points, but is often wordy.
that particular time love encouraged me to leave" make it one of
her best tracks.
Under Rug Swept is a good
album, and a necessary one for
long-time fans and people who like

strong female singers. The trouble
is her annoying refusal to chop out
extra words. This drawback will

distract many people and basically
makes four of the 11 tracks
unplayable.

Trik Turner offers generic debut
claim, so it's somewhat hard to put
much stock into this claim.
What it all comes down to is
the subjective view of the listener,
and in Trik Turner's case their music isn't something that really
stands out from the crowd. Their
first single, "Family and Friends,"
strengthens the claim of vocally
driven music, and it's a welcome
change from the heavy hitting
background metal that is the key
ingredient for others. This sound
doesn't last for long, as the rest of
the album degenerates into the
nether worldofstraight up hip-hop
with a rock band in the background.
The lyrics and tempo of the
songs are fairly ordinary and
mostly forgettable. A prime example would be "Let it Rip,"

By Brad Barron
Heights Staff

The Indigo Girls, Emily Saliers and Amy Ray, return to the music scene
with their new album, Become You.

Indigo Girls show
mature colors
***i in

By Anna Befort
Heights

Staff

Indigo Girls

Become You

They've been making music
together since they were teenagers,
but the Indigo Girls are not another
teen pop group that appears on the
scene and then disappearsone year
and a few hit singles later. Now

nearly 40-years-old, the singer/
songwriter duo of Amy Ray and
Emily Saliers continues to show its
staying power with a new CD, Become You.
Become You features 12 new
tracks, half written by Ray and half
by Saliers. The Indigo Girls have
always split the songwriting, but
this CD doesn't seem to pull it off
as well as some of their past releases. Ray's songs and vocals
have a characteristically rougher
sound and more upbeat, energetic
rhythms. Saliers, meanwhile, is the
master of the ballad with her soft,
smooth voice. The two different
styles give variety to the CD but
also break up the flow, sounding
almost like two different groups.
However, their signature harmony
comes through on all their tracks,
and the voices of Ray and Saliers
blend togetherperfectly, regardless
of their different styles and
rhythms.
Ray and Saliers have had
plenty oftime to refine their sound.
The two women met as kids in
Decatur, Georgia and have been
singing together ever since. Their
first full-length CD, Strange Fire,
was released in 1987, and they
went on to produce 10 more CDs
with Epic Records. They have built
up a wide fan base and a solid reputation as strong independent female folk rockers.

(Epic Records)

The newest edition of hard
rock and hip-hop has entered an
already crowded scene. With their
self-titled album, Trik Turner
hopes there's still space left alongside established bands such as
Linkin Park and Limp Bizkit, and
they bill themselves as a more vocally driven group than all of the
rest.

Although the Phoenix sextet
admits a manager assembled them,
they claim their chemistry as a
group goes beyond that ofhired assassins.
They claim they are trying not
to get in on the end of the latest
fad, but it's hard to believe them.

Trik Turner
Trik Turner
(RCA Records)
They are just one of the legions of
groups assembled by an ambitious
manager eager to get in on the latest music trends, like O-Town and
others.
Trik Turner's most telling
point is that they value "substance
over style; positivity over posing;
and confidence over cockiness."
This mantra has only been espoused by every band trying to
claim that they're not like everyone else. After all, it's what machine-made bands like *NSYNC

"Moment of Forgiveness," a
folk-pop song about relationships,
is the first single from their new
release. Both this single and the
title track, "Become You," are written by Ray and are two ofthe strongest tracks on the CD. "Become
You" is particularly upbeat and
catchy. Ray also adds an uncharacteristic ballad as the final track,
"Nuevas Senoritas," which is a
tribute to the Mexican women who
work for change with the Zapatistas.
The Indigo Girls are known
for their activism and ideas on social justice, and this CD is no exception. The lyrics read like poetry
and address a variety of subjects,
ranging from lost love and disappointment to immigration and racism. Ray and Saliers also make it
clear that they are not lacking in
musical talent, playing a combined
totalof seven instruments, including some unusual ones such as the
mandolin and the bouzouki, a traditional Greek stringed instrument.
Overall, Become You is a solid
album. At first listen, the songs are
not as compelling or memorable as
some of their great classics such
as "Closer to Fine" or "Galileo."
Yet the Indigo Girls bring their
own distinct personalities to their
music and seem very comfortable
with who they are at this point.
They've taken the time to grow and
explore different sounds and
themes, and this CD shows that
their music matures as they do.

which the band claims helps to get
across their philosophy of letting

everything rock. Unfortunately, by
letting everything "Rip" the end
product is a song that has little redeeming value except to fill the air
with noise.
It's hard to imagine these guys
being around for long, given their
manufactured touch and not to
mention a real lack of musical cohesion among the members. For
those that really need to hear another metal/rap band, Trik Turner
is most likely just the most recent
in what will be a long line of cash
hungry bands.
Trik Turner is mostly forgettable, beyond a few songs on this
album, so don't waste your time
looking for a second album from
the group anytime in the future.
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(NOT THAT CLOSE)
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THEATER

Film reveals confusion
of Bloody Sunday
By Jennifer M. Keller
Heights

Hot Star, Nebraska is a musical about lovers Melanie (Miriam Silverman) and Tom (Ben Steinfeld)

New rock musical makes
stars out of local actors
By Celeste Hamilton
Heights

Staff

In the words of Melanie
Olaafsson to the cheesy pageant
show announcer: "It's a pop show,
beauty show, God show, rock
show, punk show, religious show,
theatre show, track and field show,
people show." The Boston Center
for the Arts' first world premiere
musical in 11 years, Hot Star, Nebraska, is all that and much more.
Written by 23-year-oldBrown
grad Paul Grellong, this modernday rock opera is playful, inventive and profound. The story is
about two 20-something lovers,
Melanie and Tom, who both think
it's their lucky day to finally escape small town life. Though the
setting is Nebraska, "The desire to
escape in this case make it big
is not singularly 'small town',"
says composer/lyricist/author/
singer/songwriter Grellong. The
only hint of Nebraska is a green
sign with the state's outline saying "Welcome Strangers." The
story could take place in Anytown,
USA.
In true Chekhov fashion, Hot
Star, Nebraska has the classic
messed-uprelationships, sibling rivalry, unrequited love, parental
jealousy and quarreling lovers. But
the actors give the drama a young,
fresh vitality that makes it easy for
contemporary audiences to relate.
Melanie, played by Miriam
Silverman, is a caustic, aspiring
punk rocker and wannabe beauty
queen. One minute, she's rock-in'
out with herband "Melanie and the
Bitch Slaps" in true feminist punk
-

-

style. The next, she's balancing a
yellow plate on her head as practice for Hot Star High's beauty
pageant, which is also a religious
revival. Silverman keeps Melanie's
duality perfectly poised, and is
delightful to watch and jam to. Her
boyfriend Tom Grogan, played by
Ben Steinfeld, is a track star whose
side projects include gambling on
his own races and playing guitar
at gas station open mics. Steinfeld
wonderfully captures his boyish,
almost-cool charm.
The two funniest characters of
Grellong's creation are Melanie's
sister Margo and their mom Joan.
Katie Pickett plays Margo, the
dorky, college-obsessed sister who
is overshadowed by Melanie. As
she bounces all over stage and
speaks a vocabulary the rest can't
understand, the audience can't
help but like her.
There's something oddly endearing about a chubby, nearsighted girl wearing a green
Dartmouth sweatsuit going crazy
on the mic. Julie Jirousekplays the
potty-mouthed, randy mother who
tries to live vicariously through
Melanie. Whether she's hitting on
the mailman or sarcastically asking Melanie "What would Jesus
do?" Jirousek is simply hilarious
and energizes the musical.
Peppered with clever dialogue and obscure subtitles, the
musical never fails to amuse. From
Melanie busting out a song about
Cosby Show mom Phylicia Rashad
to a picture of Chuck Norris with
a blue-neon cross on stage, the
audience stays engaged and laughing. Through the witty words of the

characters and minimal stage
props, Grellong criticizes the
iconoclastic nature of stars and
feigned piety. But it's the music
that gives the play its high-octane
quality.
Grellong adds to the intimacy
of the theatre by placing a threepiece live band so close to the audience that it feels like a personal
rock concert. The music and lyrics
are written by the Manhattan native himself, and range in style
from Elvis Costello to Weezer.
The band is cool and the characters are funny, yet Hot Star, Nebraska definitely has some drawbacks. Th£ extremely small stage
and close proximity of the audience allowsfor easy interaction between the cast and spectators, and
seemingly makes it hard to lose
track of what's going on. But
somehow, the flashbacks between
Melanie and Tom's high school
days and the present get a bit confusing. The long music solos each
character has also lose audience
attention. And with Courtney Love
as her hero, it would've been cool
to see Melanie rock out harder and
more often.

Besides these minor kinks,
Grellong's imaginative work brilliantly transports the audienceback
to the days of teenage naivete and
young-adult idealism.
It's worth going to remember
and laugh about how awkward the
first conversation with your high
school crush was, to hear some
good rock and roll, or see the
screwy situation that results when
two people share the same lucky
day.

UPCOMING EVENTS
AT THE BC IRISH
FILM FESTIVAL

Senior Staff

The third annual Irish Film Festival celebrated
the U.S. premiere of Sunday, a "dramatized reconstruction" of the events surrounding Bloody Sunday.
Shown for the first time outside the United Kingdom
on Wednesday evening in Devlin, the film follows
the tragic story of the Young family of Londonderry,
Ireland, between 1968 and 1973.
Throughout the film, director Charles McDougall
effectivelyjuxtaposes the everyday lives of the Derry
residents with the violent and senseless actions taken
on Sunday, Jan. 30, 1972.
Scenes of local teens at a school dance are immediately followed by images of the British paratroopers preparing for what their superiorofficer calls
"a battle." Intimate family moments before the supposed civil rights march intermingle with the shouts
ofeager soldiers called to their duty by a government
waging war against its own people.
As the confusion and violence builds onscreen,
the director effectively creates that confusion and
panic in the audience reaction who can be believed?
What really happened that day?
In an effort to fairly and completely portray the
factual events of Bloody Sunday, the filmmakers did
unfortunately skimp on character development. Viewers spend half the film trying to decipher the main
characters, and so the tragic scenes toward the end
cannot possibly build the emotional collateral that
they need.
The characters on the screen are still strangers
when the audience is thrown into their personal grief.
Without proper introduction to their relationships and
personalities, it is difficult to sympathize with the
Young family, shattered by the death ofson John, until
very late in the film.
Several unfortunate technical pauses during the
screening added unnecessary weight and length to the
action of the film, but those who waited out the four
unplanned "intermissions" were rewarded with a satisfying and thoughtful conclusion.
The real-life Young family was on hand to take
part in the first U.S. screening of Sunday.

Sunday, March 24
As the Beast Sleeps,
Dance Lexi, Dance
West Newton Cinema,
1296 Washington St.
7 p.m.

Monday, March 25
Irish Studies Film Series
Lecture: Elizabeth Butler
Cullingford,
Mothers and Virginia: Sinead
O 'Connor, Neil Jordan and
the Butcher Boy
Connolly House
5 p.m.

-

Monday, April 8
The Road to Reconciliation
Devlin Hall 001
6:30 p.m.

Improv wins over crowd
Continued from CI2
delivered an animated performance, most notably in his role as

the forgetful reverend who presides over the tragic funeral ofrock
icon Little Ritchie, who had

choked on a toothpick en route on
a Greyhound bus. The crowd responded enthusiastically with exclaims of "Amen!" and cries of
"Satan!" when he guessed correctly or incorrectly the name,
cause of death and place of death
of the deceased.
The Fleabaggers were able to
captivate and involvethe audience
members. In the extremely popular skit "Movers and Shakers," an
audience volunteer moved the
limbs of immobilized but nonetheless irate ice cream parlor customers and the exasperatedmanage-

ment. They followed up with
Countdown, a skit set in a large
well where a confluence of people

playing various roles moved on
and off the stage. It was repeated
multiple times and each time the
Fleabaggers tried to perform the
skit in less and less time, culminating in a hilarious jumble of
people.
After intermission, the show
continued with its party quirks skit.
A bewilderedhost entertained a variety of eclectic guests, including
Batman, someone with a kneecap
sucking fetish and anotherwith severe constipation.
The show closed with "Story,
Story Die!," the musical retelling
of the story of Nomar the tap
dancer from Yankeesville. Each
Fleabagger struggled to continue
the storyline as it was passed from

person to person. If.any w; ere,
thought to be sub par, they could
be summarily executed with a
shout of "Die!" from a member of
the audience. Upon the receipt of
the death sentence, the Fleabagger
had to reenact a famous death. A
delighted audience was able to witness the tragic deaths of Jim
Morrison, Macaulay Culkin's character in the movie My Girl and the
unwitting Gingerbread man.
My Mother's Fleabag delivered an uproariously funny performance that ended with a great outpouring of applause from the audience. The Fleabaggers engaged
and captivated the packed audience superbly with long-established fan favorites. The free or
minimal admission to see Fleabag
make their shows certainly well
worth it.
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CONCERTS
Rising star John Mayer treats Avalon crowd
combined radio hits such

as "No
Such Thing" and "Body Is a Won-

By Jessie Rosen
Heights Staff

"If I could clone myself I would
send myselfout asfoot soldiers of
love to Boston College.
"

It appears that John Mayer, a
rising star of the acoustic guitar,
loves Boston College as much as
Boston College should love him.
The 23-year-old New England native spoke of this sentiment, responding to a "Boston College
loves John Mayer" scream, and
much more to a sold-out crowd at
Avalon just before Spring Break.
Mayer's performance explained
his rapid ascent to the throne of
rock stardom over the past year
culminating in the release ofhis acclaimed second CD, Room for
Squares.
With a deep, soulful voice he
sang his life stories, providing the
audience with lyrics to quote and
melodies to remember. Mayer

derland" with older songs from
some of his first attempts at
songwriting while studying at
Boston's own Berklee School of
Music. He jokingly referred to
these less well known classics as
"the first stuff I wrote that wasn't
crap." They were, in fact, good
enough to inspire a move from
Boston's venues to Atlanta's hip
music scene upon the recommendation of a few close friends. There
Mayer completed his band and
began playing at local venues. He
was discovered at the 2000 South
by Southwest Music Festival and
signed by Aware Records.
Thrown in with Mayer's
evening set were bluesy jam sessions made complete with his skatstyle ad-libbing (imagine Louie
Armstrong meets Eric Clapton)
and a few acoustic versions of pop
favorites of which Ja Rule's "Always on Time," was by far the best.

The small venue gave the artist an opportunity to speak candidly, VHI Storylellers-sty\e,
about his past, present and future.
His rambling tales were a true window into Mayer's creative mind,
as he appeared to speak in lyrics.
At one point Mayer referred metaphorically to seeing "the whole
chess board," then, laughing at his
own dramatic words, told the audience to "take that one with you.
It's a John Mayer original."
Throughout the show Mayer
appeared to be having as much fun
as the crowd. He performed each
note to his own beat in full movement from eyebrow (naturally, he
can raise one) to toe. Dynamic facial expressions and his signature
style of dance were eye candy to
the women and inspiration to the
men. It is this characteristic that
leads many to falsely claim that
Mayer is simply a clone ofveteran
Dave Matthews, with whom he
ironically shares a record label.

crisp riffs. The crowd was also treated to an outstanding version of the masterpiece "Suite: Judy Blue
Eyes," in which Stills singing and guitar playing
brought the house down.
One of the sweeter moments of the evening was
Crosby and Nash's acoustic rendition of
"Guinnevere." Crosby's health and past history of substance abuse has cast many doubts about his ability
to perform. However, with "Guinnevere," he serenaded the crowd beautifully, showing that even in
his old age his musicianship is every bit as remarkable as it ever was, if not better. The band's ability to
perform straight-out, high volume rock songs as well
as the gentlest acoustic tunes was a testament to their
amazing versatility and craftsmanship.
By the time CSNY hit the stage for the final two
songs of the evening, the cynics had been answered
quite decisively. However, the band seemed intent on
making a final point to all those in attendance. The
band played a sonic version of The Byrds' "Eight
Miles High." All ofthe members ofCSNY were smiling, and the crowd shared in their sentiments.
In closing, the band delivered a heart felt rendi-

By Matt Harmon

For The

Heights

When judging middle-aged rock stars, it is easy
to be cynical. After all, most would agree that there is
nothing more pathetic than a bunch of old men on a
stage. Cynicism was the first instinctive emotion that
came when CSNY hit the stage at the Fleet Center
over Spring Break in Boston, but this emotion was

By Cathleen Twardzik
Staff

fleeting. Sure, David Crosby and Stephen Stills are a
bit heftier than they were in their youth, and Graham
Nash and Neil Young both look like they belong on
the golf course rather than a rock-and-roll stage. However, when the lights dimmed, CSNY delivered a clear
message to the cynics.
While the signs of their age are clear, their musicianship and spirit are stronger than ever, and the band
was adamant in making that point clear to the sold
out crowd. The sheer volume and power of Young's
stage presence is one of rock's greatest experiences.
He mounted an assault of solos and feedback on the
crowd with his vintage Les Paul, leaving ears ringing, whether the audience liked it or not. The band
playeda number of Young's songs, including "Cinnamon Girl," "Southern Man," and die recent tribute
to the heroes of September 1 1, "Let's Roll
Stills handled most of the lead guitar duties and
displayed excellent musicianship with his solos and

Electricity filled the air as The Calling responded
to the fans' enthusiasm at their sold out show at the
Paradise last Monday night. A deafening scream
surged through the crowd as the band took the stage,
but not before opening act Laura Dawn's loud, wild
pop/punk music revved up those who came early.
The Calling is a great rock band with an eclectic
style, which is a combination ofpop rock and grunge.
The Los Angeles band includes Alex Band (vocals),
Aaron Kamin and Sean Woolstehulme (guitars), Billy
Mohler (bass) and Nate Wood (drums).
Band, clad in a bright red shirt embellished with
a white electric guitar, was animated as he interacted
with the audience. As the intensity increased, the
jacket and the guitar were stripped, and Band sank to
his knees as he poured out his soul in an amazing
performance of "Wherever You Will Go." Wood then
cranked out an incredible drum solo, which was enhanced by the acoustics of the Paradise.
Throughout the show, Band moved around the
leopard skin rug as he passionately belted out one
song after another into his leopard skin-clad microphone, which he periodically threw to the ground,
creating a rowdy atmosphere.
The 75-minute set included all of the songs from
their current hit album. The last song before the encore was "Adrienne." As the last note faded, Band
pretended to smash his guitar, but soon came on to
deliver a two-song encore.
"Wherever You Will Go," from The Calling's
debut album, Camino Palmero, which was released
in July 2001, has zoomed up the charts and is currently number three on VHl's Top 20 Countdown.
The Calling has been compared to such popular bands

John Mayer recognized the enthusiasm of his BC fan base at Avalon

CSNY still good as new

The Calling
continues ride
at Paradise
Heights

Mayer's music lias been
called "a travelogue of discovery
of love, identity and purpose,"
by Rolling Stone magazine, which
gave Room for Squares a prestigious four stars. Though only 23years-old, his style shows a maturity similar to that ofgreats Clapton
or James Taylor. The artist favors
more jazzy rhythmic patterns setting him apart from pop artists
Matchbox 20 or Train. His return
to Boston only increased the buzz
around colleges in the area.
Mayer's March 13 appearance on Jay Leno's The Tonight
Show proves that he has officially
arrived. Though this may disappoint those who formerly believed
he was their little secret, there is
no doubt that many can benefit
from Mayer's musical therapy. If.
as he sings in "No Such Thing,"
"I'd like to think the best of me is
still hiding up my sleeve," then
Mayer's future is sure to be as solid
as his present.

Singer Alex Brand sings to the crowd at the
Paradise. In an interview with The Heights, Band
said that he enjoys playing to smaller crowds.

tion of "Long May You Run." When the band took
their final hows aihl exiled the stage, it was quite clear
that CSNY had been part of their own long run over
these many years. With this timeless performance, it
appears that their run is far from over.

"

as The Wallflowers, Counting Crows and Creed. Their
popularity has been bolstered by the prominent usage of their music in current movies and TV shows
such as Kate and Leopold, Coyote Ugly and
Smallville.
In an interview with The Heights after the show,
Band described playing at the Paradise. "I prefer a
small venue when it's filled with people that I can
actually touch," he said. "Although 1 would rather
play to a large venue for the experience and that kind
of stuff." Band said that he really enjoys being in
Boston and that The Calling will return to the area in

May.
The Calling played with passion and sincerity.
They put on a great show, which is worth catching
when they return to Boston later this spring.
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Area Concerts

Mountain of Venus and Electric Blue & The Kozmik Truth
Harper's Ferry
Wednesday, March 20 @ 9:30 p.m.
Tickets are $8 at the box office
North Mississippi Allstars and Lucera
Wednesday, March 20 @ 9 p.m.

-

-

Paradise ROck Club

Tickets are $14 at www.nextUcketing.com

mmmvmmmm

J. Mascis,The Count Me Outs, Hilken Mancini and Chris Colbourn
-T.T. The Bear's
Thursday, March 21 @ 9:15 p.m.
Tickets are $15 at the box office
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Friday, March 22 @ 8 p.m.
Tickets are $28.50-38.50 at www.ticketmaster.com
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The Eels Paradise Rock Club
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Sunday, March 24 @ 8 p.m.
Tickets are $12 at www.nextticketing.com
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Groove Trust and Ghudda Harper's Ferry
Sunday, March 24 @ 9:30 p.m.
Tickets are $4-7 at the box office
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Herbie Hancock Avalon
Tuesday, March 26 @ 8 p.m.
Tickets are $25.25 at www.Hextticketing.com
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Dance
Ensemble
showcases
static energy
Paul Crocetti
Dancers will take over the
stage at Robsham Theater this
weekend when the Boston Col-

lege Dance Ensemble performs
its semi-annual show Static.
This semester's BCDE show
will feature an "eclectic mix" of
dances and a few surprises, said
Tina Neuner, the director ofproduction of the BCDE and A&S
'03. Static will be performed
this Thursday, Friday and Saturday night at 8 p.m. on the
mainstage.
One of the most appealing
aspects of the BCDE is how
much they give to the Campus
School. This semester, the proceeds from all ofthe shows will
go to the Campus School while
in the past, the BCDE has given
proceeds from the Friday and
Saturday shows. The BCDE
also performs for the kids at different times during the school
year, including most recently at
the Festival of Friendship.
Neuner noted that for this show,
all of the chair members of the
Campus School will be in attendance.
As is always the case in
BCDE shows, there is a great
variety of music and dances.
There is ballet, tap, jazz and for
the first time, there will be a
salsa dance to Gloria Estefan's
"Oye." For only the second
time, the DE will perform a
dance in the style of legendary
choreographer Bob Fosse to the
song "Bye Bye Blackbird."
Neuner said this show is
also different from the rest because there are more tap pieces
than usual. The Beatles and
Janet Jackson provide the background music to two of the five
tap numbers.
The BCDE is very excited
to perform for their fans,
Neuner said. "We work so hard
for this moment. It's our heart
and soul up onstage. I think one
of the biggest thrills for the audience is that they can sit back
and see their peers onstage."
Neuner added that most people
will know most ofthe songs that
play along to the dances.
Anyone who has been to a
BCDE show knows that it is a
rousing, entertaining experience. Crowd members scream
out their friends' names in between dances and as Neuner
puts it, "No one ever leaves not
wanting to dance." This show
should prove no different. "It's
going to be high energy and a
lot of fun with some humor
mixed in," she said.
This show will have a sad
twist to it, though, as it is the
last for many members of the
BCDE. It will be the last show
for the seniors, including
Kristen Minger, the director of
the DE and A&S "02, Bethany
Forcucci, the assistant director
and A&S '02, Jenna Nobles, the
publicity director and A&S '02,
Keri Sullivan, the budget director and SON '02, and Mikel
Emery, the costume designer
and A&S '02.
Tickets are $5 for students
and are available at the
Robsham Box Office from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. and at the door,
but Friday and Saturday usually
sell out in advance. To check
out past BCDE shows, visit the
McElroy lobby anytime this
week, as BCDE members will
be there promoting Static with
old videos.

Paul Crocelti is the arts & review editor ofThe Heights. His
column appears weekly in this
space.

Women and Wallace
proves to be winner
By Carla Breton and Julie Pellegrini
Special To The Heights
The Dramatics Society of Boston College presented its production of "Women
and Wallace," written by Jonathan Marc
Sherman and directed by Drew Hopkins,
A&S '02, last weekend in Robsham
Theater's Bonn Studio.
The audience first became acquainted
with Hopkins' Calvin and Hobbes theme
through their programs, an informative outline of the play among humorous sketches
and comic strips of the adorable and popular childhood character. In the first scene,
Calvin materializes into Wallace, a lovable
eight-year-old played by Patrick Shepherd,
A&S '02.
Immediately the jovial and lighthearted mood turns dark when, after making Wallace's favoritepeanut butter and jelly
sandwich and sending him off to school, his
mother commits suicide amid blood red
lighting. Wallace's deceivingly perfect
mother is well-played by Crystal Gomes,
A&S '05.
And so Wallace's turmoil with highly
dysfunctional relationships and cathartic
emotional outbursts begins.
Following his mother's abandonment,
Wallace turns to his grandmother, played
intricately by Tamara Direnzo Nolte, A&S
'03, for support. Although she has Wallace
feeling better, she also has the audience up
in arms in laughter. She perfects the character of an aged woman who has seen
enough in her time to become practically
immutable to death.
During the wake, the grandmother
comforts Wallace with "fresh baked cookies," directly out of a Tollhouse bag and
served on a silver plate. Mastering her

pauses, a grandmotherly voice and a comically hunched over condition, Nolte steals
the show.
Wallace's uncertainty of love and conclusion that "women desert" is depicted in
a series of women with whom he temporarily builds relationships.
Victoria, a flirty and sexually curious
13-year-old, is played perfectly spastic by
Erin Reilly, LSOE '05. Erin keeps true to
Victoria's character by keeping her highpitched voice and perkiness through her two
scenes, at age 8 and then again at 13. She
tells Wallace that he's "too fast" for her after pressuring him into kissing her.
Haley Mancini, A&S '05, debuts on the
Boston College stage as the innocent Sarah.
The intelligent and sophisticated Sarah is
naive and sensitive as well. Unlike his first
kiss, Wallace initiates a make-out session
and is rejected because he "doesn't talk
enough."
As Wallace starts college, he meets the
very sex-driven senior, Lili, played seductively by Anna Isabel Coward, A&S '02.
After taking his virginity, she closes the
scene by saying, "You should meet my sister."
Nina, Lili's sister and obviously the
perfect match for Wallace, is played adorably by Tracey Wigfield, A&S '05. Admitting that he's scared of their love, he cheats
on her with Wendy, also played by Coward.
In a dramatic scene, he confesses and Nina
caringly accepts him. The audience is relieved that Nina doesn't reject him, as every other woman in his life has. Unlike his
psychiatrist, played very maturely by Christine Daley, A&S '05, Nina listens and understands him.
The play is brought to a full circle when
the audience is shown more clips of Calvin.

HEIGHTS PHOTOS / JASON BUTTORf

Top: Wallace, played by Patrick Shepherd, reads through his comics. Bottom: Wallace
chats with Lili, played by Anna Coward. The show was directed by Drew Hopkins.
Wallace has found the woman he was looking for and theaudience is satisfied. They've
traveled with him through his life from
childhood to adolescence and from rejection to acceptance.
Wallace couldn't have been played better by Shepherd. He had the difficult task of
interpreting the confused character of
Wallace as a child, an adolescent and a
young adult.
The effort given by the actors, the director and the crew was obvious opening
night. Everything came togetherperfectly to
form a very entertaining and thoughtful production.

Burns features Irish sculpture Seisiun
By Kathleen Conn
Heights

Staff

Boston College's John J. Burns Library
is currently showcasing an exhibit entitled
"Art Seisiun 2002." The 'seisiun' (meaning "session") runs from March 7 through
March 27,2002, just in time for St. Patrick's
Day. The exhibit is an assorted collection of
materials related to Irish history, culture, literature, politics and music.
The group behind the Seisiun is a diverse gathering of Irish artists from various
parts of Ireland and the United States. Their
art employs an interesting variety of mediums, such as bronze, ceramic, giclee,
bogwood, textiles and oils.
The group of artists includes exhibit
organizer, participating artist and stone
carver DJ Garrity of Boston, landscape
painters Ailbhe Barrett and Louise Barrett,
painters Nell Collins, Seamas Culligan,
-

Sculptures are on display until March 27

Gerry Dillon and Cindy Matyi, multimedia
artist James Culligan, bronze sculptor Ana
Duncan, bogwood sculptor Ronnie Graham,
mixed media artist Mark Lynott and textile
artist Seamus McGuinness.
In a school that boasts the largest Irish
Studies Program outside of Ireland, the exhibit arrives in an environment quite receptive to all things Irish. The Seisiun succeeds
in delivering a striking array of images depicting everything from scenic Irish landscapes to unique sculptures inspired by
Celtic myth.
"Criss Cross," a distinctive sculpture
in bronze by artist Ana Duncan of Dublin,
is fairly abstract, yet emotionally evocative.
The suggestive and unique manipulation of
the sculpture's intertwined feminine figures
evokes an inexplicably warm and affectionate mood.
Ailbhe Barrett of Limerick employs a
light brushstroke and rich use of color in

her landscape painting that is reminiscent
of the Impressionist art currently on display
in Boston's Museum of Fine Arts. The
bright shades of green seem to do great justice to the beauty of Ireland. Seamus
Culligan, like Barrett, portrays the beauty
ofthe Irish seascapes, through subtle depiction of the changing effects of light on
waves.

Each artist in this exhibit contributes a

unique aspect of Irish Art that evokes our
most idyllic mental images of Ireland's
beauty, as well as the intrinsically positive
and warm Irish sentiment so prevalent in the
community of Boston College. Even those
withoutthe school's particular sense of Irish
pride would be well served in visiting this
exceptional collection of diverse works of
art, created by new and established artists
of clear talent and ability.
The exhibit is free and can be viewed
from 9 a.m. 5 p.m. on weekdays.
-

Coed a cappella group
puts on dynamic show
By Mike Meyer
Asst. Arts & Review Editor
The Dynamics put on their annual
Spring Cafe in Devlin 008 Saturday night.
The group, which was started in 1998, is
one of the newest additions to BC's a
cappella ranks. The concert turned out to be
more of a variety act than a traditional a
cappella show.
As the group prepared to take the stage,
scenes from a Jean-Claude yan Damme classic were played on the big screen in the first
of several video segments that would follow to both introduce the group and provide some comic relief. The show opened
up with a performance of Ani DiFranco's
"Wishin' and HopinV Aristea Kakounis,
LSOE '04, handled the solo while the rest
of the group provided the background
rhythm. The Dynamics' arrangements are
unique because the women's background
additions give the songs a new age type feel.
The first set continued without a hitch
with the group performing some lesserknown songs as well as some radio hits,
some working better than others in the a
cappella format. Staind's power ballad "Outside" worked well with bass vocals by John
Thomas, A&S '02, and an uplifting background arrangement from the rest of the
group. Hootie and the Blowfish's "Hold My
Hand" didn't quite carry over as well, no
doubt because of the imminent comparison
to Hootie singer Darius Rucker.
Patty Smyth and Don Henley's "Some-

times Love Just Ain't Enough," and Guster's
"Medicine" were performed by Dan Burns,
A&S '03, and Matt Thornton, A&S '04, and
were among the highlights of the first set.
Throughout the show the group performed several songs and then showed video
segments, which at times seemed like an
inside joke, but introduced the group members and broke the mold of the typical a
cappella show with humor and imagination.
After a 10-minute intermission, the
Dynamics brought up a friend to perform a
comedy act. The act went overabout as well
as Roseanne singing the National Anthem
in 1990. The comedian admitted that it was
an uncomfortable situation, comparing it to
a recent trip to the urologist.
The group then came back out wearing
assorted unrelated costumes and outfits and
showing renewed enthusiasm, which is one
of the group's strong points. The group
pulled offa version ofThe Buggies' "Video
Killed The Radio Star" featuring Burns once
again leading the vocals over an arrangement by Scott Turi, BC '01. The stand out
performance of the night featured Barbara
Apostol, A&S '02, singing the Jackson s's
"I Want You Back." The singer sounded
strangely similar to the prepubescent King
of Pop on the original version.
At times during the night, the background vocals and rhythms seemed to overshadow the solo singer and the lyrics. On
the whole however, the Dynamics incorporated some imagination and creativity to
spice up the old a cappella format.

BC's only improv group, My Mother's Fleabag, performed tiieir annual cafe show in
McEiroy last Thursday night. They entertained the crowd with classic skits.

My Mother's Fleabag
entertains Cafe crowd
By Chris Swigart
For The Heights

Despite the pervasive March Madness
that kept many students glued to their televisions with brackets in hand, My Mother's
Fleabag delivered a rousing performance
this past Thursday evening at a well-attended
Starbucks Cafe. Boston College's oldest
improvisational comedy group invigorated

the audience with its infectious energy.
The group opened the show with a skit
called "Variations." The Fleabaggers would
act out a word with multiple meanings. Audience members learned that being late for
work is one thing, but being late in your
cycle due to shrink w rap usage is another.
New member Mark Mallek, A&S '03,
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